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Enough, if something from our hands have power

To live, and act, and serve the future }limn

William Wordsworth, The River DuddoN



-Preface-.
.

NUrSOS today are. Need with the problem. Of choosing from a pro.
liferating array` of .alternatives. both...when the what type-of
nursing education to pursue and when they must. chow. between the
many occupational direetions ,. they face.. when they graduate:. front
nursing school. Recognizing that recent devetOprnentS in both education
and. in health will serve' only to aceelerate change and increase the num-
her of alternatives. facing. tomorrow's nurses. the Southern Regional
Education. Board:.(Sll CoUricil.nn:Collegiate Eilucation for Nursing,
recommended, the formation of a regional action project to' begin work
to- improve the curricula in the SOuth's,sehools of nursing. The project,
funded by the W. K. Kellogg Foundation. began its work in the late
fall of 1972...,

At the he iirt ..4 1 the' project's goal is the eoneept of The system: it is
the lobe of the' stattand the project's seminarmembeilf,that a nursing
curriculum. can be created that will coordinate the total system of
nursing ekltueatiofl Such coordination would accomplish two goals.
First,;. it would allow nurses to enter and es.it the edacational system
numerous time's during their lives. building a career in such a way that
anyennthts between their occupational and private lives are reduced
and their returns to school are not marred by unnee'emary repetition

.- arid credit penalties. Fi rthermore. a fully coherent system of nursing
education would respord more sensitively to changes in the overall
health. system. allowing schools of nursing to meet society's health
needs with the' right kinds of nurses in the right numbers at the right
times.

This is the second volume of the project's series Pathways to Practice.
The first volume. Nursing Education in the Son& 1973 (Atlanta: SREB,
1974) brings together educational and health data about the South
wbieh.form the basis for the project's decisions about the region's nurs-

'* ing education of the future. With this volume we bring the reader for-
ward to a consideration of the basic elements in both education and
health care that must he considered by anyone who takes on the task
Of developing a viable nursing curriculum for the future.

PATRICIA T. HAASE
Project Director
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Introduction
Anyone who has traveled the conference circuit can agree with

Donald N. Bigelow. who said, "A conference usually presents a .

dilemma in that seldom do any intelligent or meaningful documents
emerge from it except for the program. which may either be forgottt
or carried home like a young lady's invitation to her first ance.", As
the staff began to plan the publication of the results of the first meeting
of its seminar members. held in Atlanta llarch 5-9. 1973, we faced
first the truth of Mr; Bigelow's remark (made. we might add. as he was
struggling with ti intodttetion to a conference roceedings!). We
could have gotten tee press fat. and easily, by simply collecting together
the speeches delivered at the meeting along with the question-and-
answer exchanges that followed each. and 0.1=1A:irking to the front
a brief summary sort of statement about the purposes of this project.

liy:1T. we wanted to publish something much more substantial
than that. and for two reasons. First. the conference was not-an isolated
event ; when we stepped back to look at the meeting in its context, we
realized t hat work that led up to it and work that came afterward were
essentially part of the conference too. We wanted to convey to. the
reader a sens of the continuity owen the meeting and events Ih4t
surn aim 14,1 it. for only then could a full appreciation of what happeneil
during t he meeting be attained. Se cond:although this project's concern
is most immediately with nursing' education. our ultimate concern is
for the future of health care in our country. The fact that change in
nursing eclucat ion must be a response to changing needs and conditions
on the larger front of health care made it imperative that we place the
proceedings of our first meeting in their rightful context.

Our plan is to issue a series of publications which together will form
a coherent statement. The series will take the reader through the pro-
ess which the seminar members and the project staff follow as they
work to create a curricular structure that will help nurses -to serve the
future hour.**

Wt could find no better background for our first conference than
Nlitry harms' Deretopmeof of a I 7utireptPini Framework for a Nursing
t'arrieniani.an glt publication that is now,out of print but still very
much in demand. and with good reason. We asked our participants to
read her ideas carefully; the stall has unabashedly borrowed much
from her methodology in the development of its own. A coherent pre-
sentation of our beginnings could logically have started nowhere else

°I hpnalft Higlw. TI," 1,11teral .4r1. and Teacia-r Eduratind: .4 Confrontation
niveNity e)1 Nibra.;ka 1971). P.
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but with an excerpt from her monograph. We have therefore used the
heart of her paper to form Part I of this anthology and believe that in
so doing we have not only provided ourselves with an excellent starting
point but (lone nursing educators a good turn by reissuing a significant
portion of her now hard-to-find book.

Part II consists of a selection of the papers delivered to us by some
of our guests at that meeting. Two of these people are educators who
are not connected primarily with health fields, and two are nurses,
leaders in concerted efforts for change and improvement for both the
nurse and her client.

Our purpose in inviting such variously occupied persons to speak to
us was to inject into our work from the very beginning an awareness of
the large number of very complex facts and issues which impinge on our
efforts. Nursing is a part of something (the health care system) which
is a part of something else (society), and our immediate bailiwick, nurs-
ing education. is not only a part of nursing but also a part of the whole
educational system, which is also one of the major subsystems in our
social system. We knew we could not proceed except with a heightened
sensitivity to the various contexts of nursing. Our speakers did a mag-
nificent job of helping us define those contexts.

As the conference came to an end, the staff assigned the seminar mem-
bers some homework. The fact that they received our request with
questions and not with complaint told us we had succeeded in exciting
them about the work ahead. We asked them to write a position paper
describing their images of a nursing system with all the constraints
removed. "What would you want if you could have everything you
wanted for the nursing profession?" we asked. Fart III is a composite
of the opinions of the members of our seminar and a cross-section of the
aftermath of their first meeting together.

Here then are the threads with which we began to weave a new cloth.
Patterns that can be seen to take shape in this publication will take on
sharper definition and clearer hues as we move forward into the detailed
work that lies ahead.

vii



PART ONE



This essay is the first half of Rctry 'Harms' Development ,of a Coneep,
lual Framework for a Nursing Curriculum (Atlanta: Southern Regional
Education Board, 1969), a publication that is now out of print.. In the'
second half of her monograph, Harms discusses specific strategies for eur-
rkutum development: because the emphasis in this part of her work is on
the individual school and our approach is regional, we hare omitted it from
this anthology. Her more basic and theoretical first part we considered
directly useful for our purposes and thus our use of it here.

A brief warning about the author's use of terms is in order: some writers
use conceptual framework and theoretical framework to mean different
things, but Harms in this essay, as her opening sentence shows, uses them
interchangeably, intending them to be synonymous. Readers familiar with
the more narrow usages of the term conceptual framework should not let
Owe definitions confuse them.

2
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Components Of a Conceptual Framework
MARY HARM

A conceptual or theoretical framework is created for the purpose of
enabling faculty to make consistent decisions about the. curriculum. It
therefore must consist of a series of statements and hypotheses which
eitifine its components. state their relationships in such a way as to
extend the meanings of the parts. anti indicate the principles of organi-
zation. These are not absolutes. They evolve in many shapes anti in
many ditferent degrees of precision. in each individual school of nursing
they are created by faculty members on the basis of their collective
thinking about ft 1 the nature of nursing practice and the roles for the

.

kind of nurse the school aims to prepare (technical or semi-professional,
professional, or specialist). (2 their students as learners, and (3) the
educational institution of whichlit is a part. If a curriculum is to be
kept in tune with the nibemis olttimes and the needs of students,
thoughtful consideration must be given to these source components in

the determination of a fourth. objectives. and in the determination of
t he 'operational fra
relation to each of the
actual situations Thus
structed so that on th

rrk or design of the curriculum. Decisions in
cows are tentative and require testing in the
lemwork is not built for eternity. It is con-

asis of its evaluation a better framework can
be built in the future. Iris a pyramiding task that is never completed.
Thus, a conceptual f ineweerk springs from experience anti must be

tested by experience.

soruct: FACTORS

Definition of Nursing

Much has been written about the unc'rtainty and confusion centering
on the natur and goals of nursing and its practice. In the summer of
196$ a series of articles appeared in Nursing Research devoted to theory
development in nursing (Berthold. 1968; Brown, 1968; Diekoff and
James. 19tki; Didion". James. and Wieelenbaek. 1968; Ellis, 1968; John-
son. 196$; Rubin. 196$; see dm Neater, 1968). One indicated that pro-
fetwional practice.. not re svarrh alone, must be the sourer and testing
ground of theory. Therefore. if faculty members are to proceed logically
and soundly to prepare nurses to oiler the services society deems essen-
tial tomorrow as well as today, they must critically analyze all facets
of nursing practice and then definitively state their views in terms of PI
assumptions and hypotheses. These will form one basis for their deci-
sions about. curriculum These should include more than genemliza-

3
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.Mins about ideas and activities thaite readily apparent. They giould
reflect new insights or ideas and should differentiate between fack and
traditionally held beliefs that have not been tested.

This would entail, first, a consideration of the relation of nursing to
society and to the health institutions that society has created toserve
its needs, since these constitute the environment in which nursing is
practiced. Each of these health institutions is related in some way to
other societal institutions and has a set of individual purposes and
needs that are related to the needs'of both their clients and of society
as a whole. They provide services in terms of these needs, one of which
is nursing services. These services embody work roles, modified from
time to time, in view of changing needs of the clients and society.

These work roles, in turn. provide one source of data from which
objectives and educational programs are derived or revised. Altered
educational objectives. in turn, affect both the educational program
and eventually work roles of nursing practice. Thus, the circle of influ-
ence continues to spiral. Changes in health care institutions need to be
studied if nursing programs are to keep abreast of or in the vanguard
of the times and if nurses are to be involved in planning for changes in
health services.

Such consideration will then take you into the world of work for
analysis at:

I. How is health and illness defined?

2. Who of nursing services today?
Who m ht th be in the future?

3. What are their needs at the present?
Will they be different several decades from now?
If so, in what ways?

4. Where are they to be found today?
Where may they pe found in the future?

IL I

If one thinks of recipients rather than of patients, one is forced to
extend consideration to other personnel, families, and even things such
as the complicated machines that are so much a part of care today. This
would. raise the question as to the degree-to width each school should
prepare nurses in each of its programs for services to the various re-
cipients. We have long given lip service to the notion that the nurse
should be a collaborator with the physician. If a faculty states that this
is the relationship to be achieved, then a rationale must be formulated
and decisions made as to whether they can provide the learning experi-

4



enees that will make its achieveinent possible. If they conceive the
patient recipient to be an individual who had" lost sufficient energy,
physiological or emotional. that he cannot rope with his-needs or situa-
tion and the nurse as either the* supplier of the energy by virtue of her
interventions or as the means by whicl, the patient is enabled to increase
his energy. then the concept of the nurse - patient Mationship as an
open system needs to be developed.

Exploration of where the recipiehts-of care are and hypotheses as to
where they will be found in the future is crucial if we are to prepare
nurses not only for today but for tomorrow.' Papers by K. L. White
(1968) and A. Yerby (19681 indicate changes in health care systems
which no doubt will change where recipients of care may be found.
White also indicated the preparation nurses would need to function in
such A.,Amtem. The mushrooming of extended-care facilities, Conva-
lescent hospitals; and nursing homes. both apart from and in connection
with proposed health care centers. are evidence of the widening of the
locus in which care is being given. Such analyses _provide data that
faculty can organize and then use in predicting and delineating addi-
tional roles nurses may be taking and different competencies that will
be needed. They also can be used in the selection of learning experiences
for students. They could possibly change the focus of the curriculum.

Additional questions to be explored include:

1. Who will be providing the nursing serfices for.recipients wheiever
they may be found?

2. What knowledge do they need? At,what level?

3. What skills do they need. psychomotor and otherwise?
At what level?

.
The first question fprcei consideration of activities carried out by --->

the many providers of care all term41- "nurses," not just the type pre-
. pued in your program. If pursued. sufficiently, such study would enable

faculty members to better co e to grips with what would be the most
appropriate' functions for e graduates of. their particular level of
preparation and then enab e them to make hypotheses as to the kind
of preparation needed to perform the function. This would result in
more realistic goals and help solve some of the problems of duplication
in programs and of articulation between programs. Master's programs
are feeling the pressures from both baccalaureate and doctoral pro -
grams; baccalaureate from associate and master's; and associate from

- baccalaureate and vocational programs.
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Consideration of the ifuestion "What are the expectancies of con-
SUMN of nursing services and of the emloyers%f the graduate of the
progpmif will provide another dimension to the definition of Ow
roles of nurses. The first part of the question should. stimulate thought
concerning not only nursing activities or processes but also thecon-
'sequences Of these for the consumer. Plans for care are developed and
decisions made :is to the interventlims needed. but how often .are all
possible alternatives of action consitlered, with the eonsequences of
each %Wiggled and their rolhible value to the welfare of the patient
assessed? The latter part of the question %could necessitate investiga-
tion of work roles. functions, and ompteneis expected by employers,
the possibility of role ronflic. and roailllocks to effective care posed
by administrative settn)s. ronsiderationwoind fleet to be given
to the conept of role the faculty members wished to sill .ribe to and
perpetuate interactive or prescribef I. Such a . could suggest
that faculty members provide learning experiences in the eiducational
program which %%ild help the student rope with th:;,realities of the
work world, .t he complexities of the health institutions :aid their effect .
on patient carer the f4tectancies of at Iministrationand assist the tttu-
dent to work with and through other personnel for the solution of
problems enounterell. One senit rttutivnt once told the that we had
done an excellent job in helping students- to recognize when changes
are needed and !heir responsibility,for initiating the m.but that we hatl
'lone very little tf /Wilt their know how to go aboir it. This raises the
question as to whether managerial and teinolop.ial aspects are-
quntly- the expeetatins of employrs1 are a Part of the nuisessTole
and, if so. to what degree- sh-ratitl they be included in which kind of
program associate. bacalatireate. graduate? It also requires decision
as.to'whotifo..mort. knOwledge'antl.skill in group process will be neces-./ sary if nui.,.W,s are to perfopitthir roles effectively,

inc nursing sc:hools.serve and eh their...Mandate not only from
an vditeatinal institfAion created by society Wit also from the profes- .
'skin they repsent: faculty members need to give.some thought to
their beliefs as to the support that should be provid(-41 to the profession
through its programs. Is. in fact. one of their functions (through their
-elucational programs) to aid in the definition and goals of thia'profes-
sion and insure its growth and autonomy? SuCh a commitment could
not-but be reflected in thi!eurricblum detieloped. In our school we en-
deavor to help the students see that they individually and collectively
are the profession. that it is not something "off there." We decided the
fiffIfes.sit)n mbfled lrs and a hotly of knowledge. Therefore, problem -
solving and leadership are two strands that permeate the baccalaureate



curriculum anti research and leadership the graduate programs.
I am not implying that there are any pat answers to these questions,

for society and its needs, students, and institutions are ehanging and
will continue to change. Faculty members of your schools no doubt have
data on many of these questions, but have they orderyi and classified
this knowledge? This entails more than mere pigeonholing of facts; it
involves organizing anti integrating what is known about timing
practice to highlight the raps in knowledge and provide greater meaning
to the practice. Also, have faculty members moved beyond ordering to
inference and Rredietion? They probably have in some areas or
in all areas, but additional data from as widely varied sources as pos.
sible will increase depth and sirope of perception. However, it only will
be the careful, orderly screening and organization of data by members
that will lead to the development of some conclusions and some proba-
bilities which then can be applied to your program and tested° for
validity. Plato's statement -Nothing ever is but is always becoming"
seems most applicable here.

If faculty members conceive nursing as contributing to changes
taking place in society rathOir than merely adapting to changes occurring
now or in the future and the nurse as doer who has 'the motivation.
knowledge. and skill to bring about changes in the work setting for the
improvement of patient care, then the educational program 'will need
to provide many opportunities for students to be self-directive, to test
out ideas itra variety of settings, to wild: with staff for change, and to
challenge commonly accepted ideas about care. The emphasis would
probably 1w more on processes in nursing and in learning than on con-
tent per se. The degree of skill developed and the locus of operation for
the student wout1 depend upon the level and kind of program in which
she is enrolled. If faculty members consider the nurse as a "carrier

' out" of prescribed patterns of rare, the objectives, focus, content,
organizations, anti learning experiences would be quite different. Teach-
ing strategies also would vary. The focus would be much more apt to
be on content and the teaching strategies. lecture and 'or teacher-
directed seminars; less consideration would he given to helping the
student to become self-directive.

Such analyses of nursing and nursing roles thus requii.e study and
many decisions by faculty members, decisions related to all facets and.
on many different levels. In addition, if faculty members see the grad-
uates of their programs as decision-makers, they must be in a position
to assist students learn about decision-making. The decision-making
process is an inherent part of every step in the development of a con-
ceptual framework for a nursing curriculum. Through this process the

7



source factors- -the basis for what students will learn and how they
learn, and the objectives and the design factorscontent, orga-
nization, teaching strategies, and evaluation procedureswill be
determined.

Institution

Not only the school involved in the curriculum study but the edu-
jatiortal institution in which it functions must be studied. Its overall
philoSIOPhy, policies, and regulations must he' taken into account in
making decisions about all factors of the conceptual framework since,
they influence the kind and quality of the student body for ,whom the
curriculum is being developed and the caliber of faculty inv6Iveil,The
kind of curricular offerings provided. their prerequisites and scheduling,
will affect design factors such as content and its organization. For
example, it would he futile for a school to hypothesize that learning
Would be more effective if concepts from the. natural sciences were
integrated throughout the program if the educational institution does
not provide the requisite courses or if scheduling or prerequisites pro-
hibit their utilization. The regulations pertaining to upper and lower
division and transfer to and from other institutions also may affect
the organization of the curriculum. This is particularly true for bacca-
laureate programs to which *registered nurses are admitted. Therefore,
what is effectite in one kind of institution may not he possiblerin
another.

Faculty members also need to arrive at consensus as to the role of
the school and its responsibilities within the overall educational insti-
tution and its responsibility to local, state, national, and international
communities, and to the profession. If faculty members agree to com-
mitment in this area they might develop a statement like the following:

A professional school within a university may he expected by
virtue of its location and its faculty to function as a eenterfor
iesigirch and other scholarly activities. It helps define the pur-
poses and insures the growth and autonomy of the profession.
consistent with the requirements and functionsof related pro-
fessions and groups to the end that society's needs and ideals-
are served. Faculty of the School of Nursing are committed to
the idea that there is a direct relationship between the quality
of nursing care and well conceived nursing research which will
verify and extend the body of nursing knowledge. In view of
this commitment. the school accepts primary responsibility
for regional activities which contribute to the improvement of

8



patient care in the local .eontmunity and the state to improve
care. In so doing, the school intends to contribute both directly
and indireetly Co nursing on the national and world scene.
(UTS. 1%6)*

A commitment to or lack Of commitment to improvement of world
health, for instance. would be reflected in the presence or absence of
such consideration in the curriculum. The degree of commitment to
research would influence the degree to which research findings were
utilized in teaching and possibly the degree of freedom permitted
students to test their ideas.

Students an Learners

The abilities, bakground.. interests, motivations. expectations, and
fltentials of the particular student body should also be considered
data important to the I kvelopment of a-conceptual framework. Stu -
dents who enter srhools of nursing directly. from high school differ in
maturity, degree of skill, and knowledge attained from those entering
with one, t four years of college.education; therefore, nursing
program expectancies need to he geared to these differences_ If a stu-
dent enters a school of nursing expeeting to begin caring for patients
immediately anti art nal clinical practice di,es not begin until the middle
of the semester. she will no dcmbt become I iketwhanted with nursing
and consequently not be very productive. If class presentations repeat
mptrials alrtady le'arne'd. she also may become insensitive to new
verspectives of the old material. If teaching strategies and curriculum
are not such as to stretch the student's thinking,' the bright student
particularly will become' bored and unproductive. Furthermore, fac-
ulty members' expectations of the competencies of their graduates
should influence the characteristics of the student body through the
criteria set for admission. Itegarille:ss of the type of pmgram asso-
iate. baccalaureate, * luau. the haracteristics of students are
vitally important.

Faculty memllers. hypItiill'St'S as to how students learn will provide
as basis for all design factors of the framework- content, its organiza-
tion, and teac.'-.ing strategies. For example. a curriculum based on the
hypothesis that students learn about nursing care by actively engaging
in inquiring, analyzing, synthesizing. and generalizing will require a
different kind of organization of content and different teaching strat-
egies than one based on the hypothesis that students learn by listening.
looking. reading, note-taking. listing, charting, and summarizing. The

This is a eompo-dte statement from part., of the tfil philosophy.
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end Produets- 'ai,o be quite different. The latter hypothesis leads
to emphasis on the acquisition of subject information about things.
pt.ople. anti tritniqu and is characterized by evaluation based on
hOw well the -party line- is fed hark. thus tending to breed conformity
and to stitie creat it it y. The former hypot hesis does not deny the need
to provide knowledge farts. ideas, cnets, principles. and theories-
but it does provide opportunity to emphasize the processes through
which knowledge is en itet utilized, and evaluated.
Knowledge then bemnes the means rather than the mi. This concept
of learning demand is that the st tit lent not only be exposed to the variety
of presses in nursing but that she must understand their nature;
she must know where they have been used before, where they might
be used in the future, how ttt\pse them in different contexts, how to
modify them to tit her purposes, anti how to assess their results. This.
in turn. demands different teaching strategies than the traditional
lecture anti examination. different roles for students and teacher, and
new dimensions in the evaluation not only of courses but also of the
total.program.. .

The rob assumed by the instructor must not conflict with the deci-
sions math about how -students learn. Faculty members need to ask
the question: -What kind of role would best tit the intent of this pro-
gram t 1 a transmitter of facts. ideas, concepts. and procedures;- or
(2) a transmitter of data perspectives that students are not likely to
derive from their own milling and thinking, of the excitement to be
gained from investigation of the unknown, and a zest for learning and a
zest for nursing?" This same question should he asked in relation to
etii.h of the other functions of the instructor. Similar questions may be
formulated to clarify faculty thinking concerning the role of the stu-
dent. the climate condOcive to effective learning, and the freedoms to
be permitted students.

Faculty members also need to discuss the consequences of their
decisions in terms of the teaching strategies required, their competence
to fulfil the decisions. and the probability of being able to secure any
additional'nal faculty neetled. Faculty members who are unwilling to
wholeheartedly support decisions that have been made can covertly
or overtly sabotage the best-planned program.

All decisions about curriculum content, organization, and teaching
strategies carry the assumption that the specific educational experiences
that the student has will enable him to deal more effectively with other,
future experiences, that is, that they are transferable. Specifically,
what kinds of learning experiences must be provided to insure that
knowled,,re acquind by the student will be transferred to the many

10



varied situations e,...ountered by the graduate?
Although there are many 41,114.nm-us of opinion us to the way transfer

takes place, the following principles may prove helpful:

1. The transfer value ef any eNperince stems from the Way in which,.
the information was learned anti Writ from the information per se.

2. Desired transfer does not occur automatically; it has to be pro-
vitiell for.

3. ThC, transfer of a behavior pattern to a new situation depends
upon the degree to which the student recognizes the new situation as
being similar to the previous situation in Which the pattern has
been appropriate.

J. C. Parker in Pot;.c.ss as raatciit recommends that theStudent "he
schoolet I in the cognitive art of transfer" (Parker anti Rubin, 1966).
Faculty members need to understand that unless the principles of
transfer are built into the curriculum it will not occur.

Objectives Hypotheses Derived From Other $ource Factors

Objecti rt.,: derived from early of the sources cited should be stated
clearly enough anti with enough specificity to indicate the focus of the
curriculum and to serve as guides for selecting and organizing content,
learning experiences, teaching strategies, and evaluation the design
factors of the framework. They are, in essence, hypotheses to be tested
through the operation of the curriculum. Evaluation of the curriculum
must include testing of each hypothesis made.

Objective's derived from each of the' sources are not and should not
be mutually exclusive'. For example, an objective dealing with the
acquisition of nursing knowledge and skill and one dealing with the
development of ability to t Ftcnk critically or to problem-solve are
complementary and need to supplement each other in setting the sights
for the curriculum. Facts anti ideas from the sources cited, however,
4 lib not provide a balanced set of objectives without carefully thought-
through decisions by the faculty its to their selection, interpretation,
and priority status. This will. in part. prevent aecisios made on
prevailing "bandwagons" for the sake of newness only. One example
here might he the demands of our technological society for greater
stress on technical skill, which could le ill overemphasis on the skill
in handling anti using the complicated apparatuses now so much a
part of the care of the ill. another might be a change to completely
integrated content without relation to a well thought-through rationale
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and the consegtienCeS.! hie danger of -imbalance lies in the selective use
of these sources baseti on sixt orientation of a few very vocal
individuals.

The hypotheses should describe' the behavior expected and the
,iegree to which it is te) be achieved in relation to the context to which
the behavior applies. Too often in the past. curricula were' based on
stattemnts of beliefs so general that they gave no adequate guide for
action. Faculty members multi read into them their own beliefs and
values; consequently. inconsistencies could creep into the curriculum.
Dr. Col:01mi. who winked with the University of California nursing
faculty in the 1971 's developing definitions of objectives, has termed.;
such vague statements of objective's as **semantic massage. They look
good, they make us feel good to read them but they don't take us
anywhere."

Program objectives need to be translated into more specific year
.1)161'0 iV('S anti inter still more SINTifil COLIN(' 4jertiVU5. For example,
from a !zenral objective formulates a plan of care \one specific
ojective drat could be' elerived might he: formulates a plan of care for
helping an individual. group. or the profession to mobilize and use
resources appropriate to the problem. still more specific in terms of
the competencies to be attained, the statement could be elaboniteel in
the following way:

Defines long- and short-term goals and their relationship to eat+
other;

I tetermines a range of possible interventions in relation to:
fa) t he assets and limitations of the patient, family, health team.
t ice the' identified goals of the patient, family. health team,
in the potential contributions of related individuals or groups,
(pit re,jectell therapeutic and detrimental consequences and their

interrelationships in the three systems of the patient, family.
health tern;

Identities prii,ities of nursing interventions which best accomplish
these goals;

Asses;:eA the potential degree of participation and contribution by the
patient and related individuals or groups;

Involves the patient. family, and health team (as appropriate) in
formulating possible plans to meet long- and short-term goals and
provide for continuity of care;

I )efines her specific role and, or area of responsibility;
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Recognizes the response of patient. family, health team to the plan
and alters plan if indicated;

Identifies limitations of her knowledge and i.ontinually adds to her
repertoire or nursing interventiims.

Translating general objeetives into specific ojettives requires re-
thinking the meaning of general objectives and selreting a particular
emphasis or facet in view of what is logical and appropriate to the level
of learning of the student and the course content Nkely to be included.
If this much eareful thinking is done, the curriculum is less apt to he a
fragmented aggregation of courses with gaps or overlapping of content
in some areas.

DESIGN FACTORS
Con lent

Overall ohjeetives. stated pr?ferably as hypotheses. should lead
directly to content. Many different rationales for the selection of con-
tent have been de scrilwd IV authors such as Taba (1962. Phenix
(1984). and Bloom OKA), each with logic of its own; but what is
selected goes bad; to what faculty members decide are the significant
procesSes and concepts in-nursing and what skills are needed as stated
in the objectives. Representative ideas and concepts, if selected thought-
fully. provide a kind of map of nursing that keeps one from getting lost
in the details. Some questions that 'could be raised include:

For the processes to be learned, what knowledge is most fundamental
and therefore has the greatest applicability?

For the basic concepts decided upon, what facts need to be sampled?

Will the provide for the necessary breadth and depth? A balance
where needed?

Does it provide for integration of knowledge from other areas?

Is it appropriate to student needs. interests, and goals?

Is it within the capacity of students to master? What level of mastery
is expelled?

Organization

If the curriculum is considered a plan for learning, its content and
learning experiences need to be organized so that they implement the
objectives and apply tl decisions made about how students learn. This
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involves consideration if t we, dimensions: organization for the learning
of content anti organization of the content per se. Questions that need
to be askethrm

What see; iOtt rihlitt rtlf,,t tee ill,. focus of tale curriculum?

Does it folivide for vertical continuity fur more' demanding per-
formance in both !Ong-term and short-term sequences? .What are'

'some alternative choices? What strands will' permeate the total
program? Does the sequence being rSifieru4illay havoc with stu-
dent learning?

Dews it provide' for horizontal integratien? For example. of general
education content?

%Vilere will e.nti.nt related to specific objectives be introduced,
reinforced, and evaluated?

0
Learning Experiences_

Facult v members' beliefs about what students will be like. as stated
in .their ojetives. also will 'bowl' the development of learning ex-
priences. the means for achievement of all oth:'r objectives than
knowledge. Thee: are some of the critical questions which should be
raised:

Does each exeriene serve multiple ojeives? Does each proville
for meth i plc kinds of learning such as inquiry. experimentation.
colialeoration?

h, they provide for t he practice of a variety of behaviors, practicing
the' requisite skills, for the extension of feign*, attitudes, and
values?

Are t hey arrangeil in sequential order? Do they proceed from con-
crete or obvious it the at,stract or .subtle. from operational thought
ttt .,...;:lieralixation? .
Are they provideei in a variety of settings?

Does the nature and organizatigen of the learning experiences en-
hanee the student's autonomy of thought, independence or inquiry
anti action, and motivation to seek at b i tional knotviedge?

What teaching strategies will he most effective for the achievement
of particular objectives? 1)u you have the competency to utilize
them? What kind of climate will enhance learning related to each
objective?
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What degree'of freedom will 'be giver. to students and how much and
when should limits be set?

EVALUATION

The last step in the development of the conceptual framework is the
4leterminat ion of appropriate methods of evaluation. These depend upon
the objective's developed. l'or example, if a hypothesis is made relative
to the students' creativity, then creativity tests need to be found,
adapted, or created to meet the needs of the particuldr program. If
the foews_is pn problem :solving: then this is an area which must be
tested. Problems in finding means to evaluate achievement of objectives
frequently -result from slipshod (lAnitions at the beginning.

$ APPROACHES TO THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

1 h. 4.1eseribed a deductive approach to curriculum 'development.
It can also be approached inductively with experimentation at the grass
roots level. This kind of experimentation permits the exploration of:
the value of certain content (new and old); problems of balance between
scope of coverage and depth of understanding; methods of integrating
content materials within a singlE bourse and methods of integrating
several courses into one; ways of achieving multiple objectives; and
the merits of various teaching strategies for the achievement of- ob-
jectives. Such experimentation is conducted by faculty members in
the clinical areas, usually prior to the development of a new framework.
The results can he used in considering a new rationale for such problems
as content, organization, overall continuity, and feasibility of ob-
jectives. A new set of objectives, new organization of content, and Ittv
learning experiences can then he assembled. Experts such as Taha
(1962i advocate this method d proceeding. I believe that with well-
defined source factors and objectives and the willingness of the faculty
members to consider and try out new ideas relating to all steps, an
effective curriculum can he built using either method.
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It is unlikely that any one of the repfect's seminar enibers attending
our first meeting was ignorant of the complexities the project was facing
in taking on the task of rationalizing nursing education. "Rationalizing"
in this case eas.oing coherence Out of the morass ofhistorical accident
that the present array of nursing programs represents and by making the
system of nursing education fully responsire to emerging and future health
needs in our society. But few if any of these people were prepared for the
extent to which their own problems reflect social problems generally and for
the intensity Of their own and others' feelings when concern about these
problems could be openly and fully explorefor fire days. As our speakers
talked of changes in education and health care.and of the needs, raids, gaps,
the jobs stilt undone, the questiont-and-answer sessions and the small dis-
eussion groups grew more and more intensejt was not an easy week for
most of the particippnts. but it was a stimulating and eye-opening experi-
ence for most.

Four of the papers presented to the group are printed in this anthology
in their entirety. These, as well as those papers not collected here, are sum-
arized and placed in the context of the overall meeting in this introduction
to Part Two.

The first paper. Dr. ealrin B. T. Lee's, focuses on the !War 2000 and
was the most future-oriented of all the papers presented during the week.
In some ways it was also the most optimistic; Dr. Lee expressed his con-
fidenee that "a workable health delivery system to reach all segments of our
society can be. developed." Professionals who are tangled in the daily
frustrations of a health system that at close quarters often seems to be work-
ing poorly if at all must find it refreshing to hear people like Di. *Lee,,,a

unirersity chancellor and a concerned. knowledgeable man, express sunk
positive faith in the ,future. But lurking beneath the surface of Dr. Lee's
statements were challenges to educators from a fellow educatorthat can
mean nothing less than long hours of arduous work and considerable soul-
searching in the years ahead. Perhaps the hardest challenge was the one
that is implicit in his reminder In the group that health professionals hare
too "jealemsly" gnocilert their "turfs." lie directly challenged the group to
"prepare nurses OW trtil he ready to rearrange health care priorities and to
assume expanded roles in such a en system." lie eras in effect telling his
audience something it already knew: that educators of nurses must find
ant Mew to do something they hare always considered essential to do but
until now thought impossible to educate nurses for change and
to initiate change.

Quite a different estimate of what constitutes the most important goal
for nursing education eras presented by Dr. Charles Mary, commissioner
of health ,for the state of Louisiana. whose speed' is not reproduced in this
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anth4ogy. (we wtilly. Pr. ilary's deepest roeeen was that mtrsing
education meet today's most pressing serrate- needs. His approach was as
fOCUSfd. WI the' present as Dr. Lee's vas on the future: Dr. Mary expressed
much less concern about our poissrVe inability to meet future demands than
about our Hear tf MVO some ftf today's most pressing health
needs. lie fuctisctlifttrtilifm f)if bytes that are frequently quite disturbing
ta the nursing-prnfession:

that _confusion prraile among legislators and other Public officials
about whether or not there ate real differences between nursing pro-
grams of different length:.

!. that many employers of nurses are showing increasing concern that
so many newla graduated nurses need to be retrained to function
effeetirely on the job;

.that int-Ha:sng gorernment inrlreent. in health care mean
that foil-sing programs will be under pressure to heighten effectireness
while they &Id the tint' 4H "VW Cj

. . . . .

.
ill - prepared4. that the on (sin() ni-preparea io cope with the bliirring

of the nurse's role with other health workers. a process now well tinder
way;

.5. that inereasing the length of nursing programs and snoring them into
the ttrttrers ity has not been Kt en to raise the quality qf nursing care;

. that nursing education is rot preparing students fur the imminent
explosion of opportunities in such fields as industrial. safety, and
endow mental Jeursing and in health care administration.

Pr. Jaseph f,'ortlyce. whose talk i also one of those that is not reproduced
here in .f ult. reminded the seminar of still other changes confronting nursing
education; his /its was on the community college. unarguably a eery
powerful tow force in higher education. Pr. Fordyce described what he
feel is the most raluable contribution that car, be. made by community
junior colleges: to prorisle what he called "career education" and not merely
orcupational educatiini to their students. Occupational education, he said.
is more restricted in its approach and tilt too often has been "swme kind of

pi flint-gai by means of which ire can encourage students to take the kinds of
jobs that nobody else wants." In contrast to this shoddy approach is career
education, which "priimntes tffectire career Moire" and "encourages career
deeelopment through multiple entrances and exits." The mandate for nurs-
ing is clear and br. rnrdyee's comments rut dose to the bone for members
of this project. UPC irlebse most important tasks is to derelop a nursing.
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curriculum that will (I r clid dflo.9 what ,,o many iterie r-beset IttaNing pro-

. graphs today do: trairlb people for dead -end jobs that Yazd nwhere, PM( ITCH
back to school for more education.

1)r. Fordyce, reminded his listeners that community colleges had led
higher education generall y in the area of ope n-illPon. Wilitil.ssioteN et fed that

for the serrice occupations and piofessions especially, the "moral and,
ethical considerations" connected with such a policy treed to he examined
mare fully than they hare ?en so far, Ile .further roman Well dryly that in
light ref sereral new derelopments "we arc all in for some interesting times":
nursing, educators. along with all Ciffalittil 5. recast .fite the fact that compe-
tition fin' EttactA will itet:rase. the the- rate cif yrowth in all schools has
4°1(14,, ertin halts . and dent 011{Caticrna diro'r.citif is increasing. lie e-
minded the' group that the proportion f students in higher education who

are f,*sh meet of high school is decreasing rapidly am! that no curriculum
that puiports tee serr'e fritare needs ran he designed without consideration
of the colon, jets of le-long or intermittent learning. Iii summar.ized his
assertions hy soying that education *priest he designed frith two facts in
mind: people elionctetheir minds and Xeniefy electrifies the life people lead.
Education. he said. "must be facifitating, meet habituating."

With 'Dr. Lewis B. Maybee s paper. which is included below in ifs
entirely, fit!' sent 'liar turned its atte refiner to other aspects of higher edu-
cation rtf,,rois in undergraduate programs. professional education, and

. in graduate programs iii the, arts and sciences which are !Throw to those
concerned with the' planning of nursing astir trace. 1k. Mayhew reriewed
innnfftilIS in beaker education that nursing cannot and In WO Pint ignore;
the list is long and quite 0 heady brew. Little' if any of these ninnies are
neatly or directly applicable fee nursing: on the contrary. says 11r. llayheer.
adapting them for nursing education requires first the drelopment of a
"curricular design," four models fur which he briefly outlines, as well as
the careful selection of the processes by which 0 faculty owlet undertake
such an ors. Dr. Mayhew* ,' ort course in reerriculum-buibling,as itegp f
were, p rided the se Wiwi,- with good grasp of arc de heart, and difficulty
ett ifs upcoming tasks.

Dr. E. Conrad Shoekford. Jr.. like tor. Mary. Is a physician nnfking
in gorrnment at the state heel tie administer metal, health care systems.
fie too reminded his audience' of the realities not always pleasant of the
heal: care system. bri" 'lentil& fee a teettilltur of trends he belieres essential
to any consideration of change in nursing education. FfreMONt amang
these, he helleres, is the aereleratire thrust of tchnohvg." which has
exaggerated th:. a ,ze listrihrition of serriers UM/ the financial barriers to
equal distribution of health core. Another trrnel Dr. Shackle:ford considered
crucial to nursing education is the inereage in soeciali:olion in all health
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fields; the copseque tire has beet, that till health warkt'is...from the PhlMicia
to the 1::bt,rtitory trehHicion, are free. dependent too each other and on

the system. Modern health core. he said, "cannot prorided 'video& highly
SO pit t-S! lettteel la! a oil physical and tychtlieal Nystrom. (bee corollary of
this ;rite pile pndcnet of health ocorkf rs, pornttd out, is thr necessity to
demand excellence /ont each health If ft at member.

Dr, .s'hacHrford next t b ix (Melilla?? (0 the issues reroleing around
health planning. lie ,d,sfrrefl Merl "ire are crisis-oriented," that ire hare
Aft, arterist jean lb,' TIP Ida P1 'ahead. tea attempt comprehensire health
planning. lie .furthe argued that health pol,-ffals) hare allowed them-
selves tee !:cutter preoccupied frith health rare delieery as to lea PE health
plarertir,tt almost e ntirely ill the hoods of others. lb. cited the' Peed for all
health workers, with thll* A arnrrlydgrf dud is beiSed On experience, to be
**actirely ute(tgyo fi in identifying needs and in dereloping legislation and
lather pot pasta's to alter the direction of our health care delivery system."

pred;etd that err' erred crept owsrotor /waren/en/ in health planning
ndrinereasu, that 'unions. for example, frill provide' great ice petits for the
WWI th )4,f. #11'h oiet itch' tila toCI organ 12flt imeS, (teed thee pYtc, ft'SpOONC to

otoltrobi, cu.-1 pi c fterwroffe. feu yleOrtit Of ambulatory care
centers. Such ehanmy ire thf ibliefvy system will Reece' nursing educators

to au? kc ureter/ Chet ; so that ref o' grad'a'tes trill be prepared to practice

in an altelf ft health ...,ystrm.
(Mr final tiro polar. iu Pod Teets orr thoNe pre-/WOW for the conference

by 1,re r 'runt': f, prerftrifreut in uursirig flub! ff. 1 Paulson highlighted
three isoe, relent' she .sets ewe twiny os high-priority itsms as the-health

:iyste fir ace y Taff "flit' :teeters let ref re.. the Orec ptilbli y of the serrices
pr, s. a,1 the as 4 'Mt ',lability of the proriders." She -emphasized these
points err (Hooker ad., assertipo that nursing must "enneentrate the

brelffb tol CUrf fee cffi; of people" Om! etroitl /crewel' pat ;OH With

"port'e'r With the ''status Oml presti!' of wtrsing," Empirical
research is ref,rt,,Nfiry, she said, if we Ore to hare soffieired how, ledge MO

rrhie'h te) ',Mud Net wog of the oil fel serf lent for tele irk COM -

te,, If be eh rrloped" f'e'te to he identified. Moe-ewer, n Ps* ee Mild

Ill (*Mho' Mild, fette, title fiSSf health WWI ni:Of inets et oil health
Thrfu Thi so slrf NOINCNIt fl, are the tools tell t'Scs ,riff lrf'd If, pfeNSCS5 if

the'/ arse to tee ifirlitdrd with Whorl pleeft:;slopetb4 it., the planning of fatrife
boIth core.

ldhe Shorkfrford, .11s. 'a alseen era., ymphasi:iag the 1,, Ell for careful
peta,,,,,inq fief fin .foure. Sereral nif ;dation., -those relating to lime, to
leadership, to 1: owl", tio acrd skills, to inrol re meet will treed to be' rho ?med.
awl! inloyed with user, tt air jive-peas,. cry pfC:i.s'il few ore ',rasing and WI the'
orcroll Fir :://Nte fat We to be cort, "Most edoeatiemol porgy'? "o for HY iny
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rt?,` histfPf ient rttt itle ntN (70 roust be redt,:igsied to noel $ocirty's nVed$,

..fu (mot ?I. Thu ue th ;Of! tf baSf'd nil "hrliefS Mid Mtn:Int ntrntS to a

jrlttb tt era patient rare and standards of nnfSinfl serrice."
ilarlene Kramer's paper represented a rear, different approach to many

ht r scarelt rr,tIt prite,,1 rig 170 'efill'int f'fflnipb
the 1ry Ortil cof empirical work Paulson had called .fo in .tecr paper. Dr.

Kra mei: tr411 ked m.rterrtireltt to thr timid. es a m try the itreteeNX by which
the young person is soriuli:ed itrtt, OW role of the lin rSr, Full understanding
of what happens during.this process linThitininS tef Wish Wanted and (In-

. ,eattti,1 emiselpiencf,7 ea n prOrifir oirsing educators and sr, perri.:ors with
the farts they Weed to plan riably jnr the .futtl re: at nursing. I gunners ?feed

irlealf estaMishrd filets in fader to work out the PHVOIHN to manipulate
the by erlrirIt the fiec,pbyte lrerotnts the nurse so that the undesirable
is w ion frit if teat entirely eliminated and results closer to the ideal ran he

obtained. Us search like 1)r. Kranter's proride educators With new in-
Nights ;urn Altts they can help hont*NCM bridge the. flap between the "poxitire
noi" t7rtri the relative whew" Ire all iriork toward in the health field.
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Preparing Future Health Professionals
for New Health Care Goals

CALVIN B. T.

Many talk of the halt It care crisis in Anwrican tmla as though it
were simply a IMM' of CoAt, of shortages. or of uneven geographical
anti social distribution of -health professionals. Although each of these
contributes to the rohlem. wC should also recognize that the fragmen-
tation of the health professions has added to the inefficient management
of existing heart t il'St tIrres. to.-t of heithh.elire forces greater revog-
nition a >f the imirtance of health maintenance and better 'utilization
of resources. those of us ertarged with preparing health professionals
will have to re4lesignvur educational programs for meet these new goals.

I shall appntaeh my t1)Pir, preparing future health professionals for
new health ean gttals, in the same way that L as a university chancellor.
have dealt with other broad eurrieular OltrernS. VitSt. I shall secu-.
late about healt II care in the year 200. I do so for sever-id masons:
(I) it frees us from t ,.nstraints of our presynt situation. t2 t . it allows.

us to establish goals. and 3 the year 2000 is a time when our present
students will be at the height of their careers. Second. I shall talk about
job mo bility. 4Ith horizt goal and vertical. I am intemsted in profes-
sional expansion Ere c..use I believe that we often undcrutilize the talents
of university gr, dilates. in addition. k believe that in the future more
People will eta t to hange; career direetions. seek new challenges.
greater respon 'ibility. or somewhat different avenues for professional
satisfaction. rkineidentally. th complexity of an emerging health
delivery system ill require I he levelopment of new professionals wini
combine the .kill, ?xf\inorr than one profession. Finally. I shall maku
some observations .11th!--elanges needed in the nursing curriculum.

PREPARING IS P. *4 Et: 11 It TIIE YEAR 2000

Fit look at present issues ereatively. we might imagine what the year
20tH) %vill hi file in t he field rte huah h. My approach to the future is an
optimistic one. one that assumes that man can control his own condi-
tion,. However, an optimistiv vie v demands that the society ask itself
whether things 'are getting better or worse. and what its members
should do about it. A scenario for Ow year 20011 relaied to the nursing
profession might he as follow's:

In the year 2000, everyone rich anti poor. black and white. rural
and- urban will he provided adequate health care without incon-
venience. without concern about the cost, and with humanity and
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dignity, breakthroughs will allow us to prevent or, control
birth- defects, blood diseases. caneer..and heart ailments. In the-year
2000 many of the :illnesithat .c4ineern us today. will have been elimif
tinted Ireause of a systematic anditarge-scale prograin of-health main-
tenanc. The extension of life will Ile accompanid- byprograms that
assure dignity to the aged; ProfesSional nurse s will have equal ,status
on health tointy..4 along with physicians, social workers.: piyeltiatrists..
among Others, each Itealtiipnifessionai with specific eXpert ise but each
with ee genuine understaniling of some overlapping responsibilities that
require c011aliorative Profeienal_ ntirses will treat the ordinary
ailments and be on the first lino of diagnostic physical examinations.
In the year 20th), : nurses will become health administrators, heads of
community health and mental health units, and policy-inaker in
preventive health prograMS.

For some. this scenario may have gone too far. and for others, not
far NI y purpose hi suggesting such possibilities. however, is not.
to get Into a debate -about the specifies. On. the other hands. I. am. sag-
gesting: ( that a workable health delivery ttystem to reach all seg-
ments of our So;ety can be developed.. and t2i that new roles and tasks
for health professionals will have to be, developed in order to bring
about comprehensive and eomplq. health care and maintenance.

THE PRESENT STRUCTURE OF THE NURSING PROFESSION

. Three assumptions that are implicit in the present structure of the
nursing profmsion have particularly hindered the expansion of the
clinical role. of the nurse. The .tirst assumption is that the nurse is a
dependent rather than independent contributor to health care. Not
only is this true in practice. but it can. still be' seen in the nursing etir-
rieulum Another limiting assumption is that health care relates pri-
marily to acute eare rather than health maintenance or disease pre-
vention. This assumption reinforces the hospital model or operating-
room status structure of th, health profession. which hinders an ex-
pansion of the nurse's clinicalresponsibilities. The third assumption is
that a baccalaureate graduate in nursing will remain a' nurse pretty
much :is we know the professional role today. This immediately blocks'

.off 'new :avenues of horizontal mobility. which in my mind requires
added administrative or poliey-making responsibilities and new com-
Inned profes:iiinal iIIrtln4 within the health professions.

The truth of the matter is that nurses have enjoyed very little oppor-
tunity for vertical or horizontal movement within their profession. I
define as an expansion of the nurse's clinical responsibility vertical
mobility. This should he differentiated frOm horizontal or lateral rho.
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whieb -.in.. my mind requires added- administrative or pOlicy-
making responsibilities anti new comhined:competencies.

Let us look first at the i.ssue of greater clinie4responsibility in nurs-
ing. that is. vertical mobility.

VERTICAL MOBILIT V IN NUASING---
fixpANsioN tw pp: cp.mcAL ROLE

Until how vertical mobility has beetrdefined as the steps between the
LPN, the,_gx, and .the .14.K.. ittntirsing. Revent literature. has. sugges. teil
a AlitTerem.e.between the nursetiraetitiontT zind the.ProfeSsional nurse.
based. on the credentials and aeademie training, separating those with
the associate,degree from those with the 14.4..Operationally, however.
there is little room for upward 'mobility..in thehom^k41there.....is the
0!)t.w.tlurigathe head nurse. and perhaps the suliervisorl Significantly.
the rimhilityopward. such as it is, forces the nurse into more adminis-
-trativm. duties rather than greater clinical responsibilities. Yet Irene
Palmei: gently rminels us that the concept of-4`extentling the scope of
nursing practiee" is. not something .altogether new, but that progress
has been often slow: "agonizing discussions. multiple caveats, and
ultimately 1..103-idiom& reforais resulted 'from decisions to permit the
nurse .to administer intramuscular injections in the late MO's, to take
the blood-pressur recordings in critical situations in the early 1940's.
.., ..lit was not that long ago that intravenous fluids and medications
were alltainisterol siLl'ely by the physicians" tlialmer.,1972). .

The nomic and political limitations on the rapid expansion of
medical school enrollment and the growing demands for .health care
are so great that. nurses inevitably must assume greater responsibility
for the primary- Care of patients. 'Ilius even without changes in the
health care system. there is a gap into which nursing must and is being
moved.

owever. this extended role is finally defined. it is important that
we differentiate the gerieral expansion of the clinical responsibilities for

Iall 1mm:damp:it'. nurses firm the more Jpeeni question of upward
mobility. I ran foresee the kind of upward mo )ility for fiurss which
will bring them to greater responsibility anti authority in roles guch as;
I 1 r treat Frig ordinary ailments, especially in regions which lack sufficient
hysiians;.(2) being .tbe first line of diagnostic physical examination

in order to semen so-called well people in health maintenance, programs
in hospital, community. clinic, or group practice settings; and (.3) being.
the coordinator of health teams of physicians, social workers, psy-
chiatrists, athong tiossible others, in eases of acute hospital care.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the specifies of how
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we will t peonlir:. ft trs,t hse :greatly expantleil-:rolesforaursing,NeVer-
thelms..t would eXpres.s_the !tope that we not simply think of "at lii-ons"
to the baccalaureate curriculum. :Alt we attention should he !raid to how
expanded ett1111,0 encit and ;:k 116 van I wi deve4s pet 1 through the Working
experienee...

ijo not see this 'kind of advancement for all 1)accalaureate nurses.
but t $pport unit ies for those whoare so inclined. motivated, and talented
should he affonid. To move toward this greater expansion Of the
nurse's role, at -clear definition of the vompetencies. skills experience.
anti training 1.6i ui red must I t agreed tiptra.; While I ell) not foresee -this
kind of eTater 'clinical ivsponsibility 14W all bacealitureate nurses. it
dOes have implications for the curricular designs of the four-year
programs. .

Our universities anti schools of nursing must oiler edueational xperi-
ttCc:S deal are designed to enhance the rapaeitieS of individuals to
(literate as infiependent and "1)11:0M)rat ive health workers. There is much
it to much about pmfessitand nursing et IttCat ion which assumes.that the
most important larnings an related to the nurse's dependent role.
urth:win/ir.. narsitig edireatiiin- should .avoiti the tendency of most
undergraduate professional ducation to plact,. too much emphasis on
factual hurning anti not emitigh on the processes of conceptual thought.-
1"vry professional in:4.44.04 substantial information anti ,techniques
(know-111:w f.. bat t hey art more than technicians precisely because they

-also 'have a firm comprehension of a system of ideas, values, anti judg-
ments c know why).

. in the key to the expansion of the nurse's elinical responsibility
lies in the number of college or university trained graduates who actually
have the, broad intellecfan) and affective compvencies a Ixwealaureat
degree is stan)oseti to reonsent to serve as a base for developing prob.
tem-solving Oriiititt4, conceptual thinking, jut creativity, and
receptivity to new ideas.

HORIZONTAL 1108113TV IN NURSING
EXPANSION INTO DIFFERENT ROLES

. In reading the literature this topic. I have been struck by the
number of aut hors who an Icy -expant led roles fornurses" exclusively
t he elevation of professional nurses to the role of physician's assistant.
Ftithenuore, graduate/ education in nursing is devoted to specialties
within the existing structure. --

Although training of people in specialized health care problems will
eolitinue to be important. we must do something about the lack of
iserizontal mobility among most health workers. The Constraints to
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horizontal .mobility .have been brough .alerat by the fragmentation of
our traininwprograms, the structure of the professions, the organization
of our serviceagencies..and institutions, and licensing rules and pro,'
cedures. Rather than emphasizing the commonalities among health
professionals, We highlight 'their di tfereta'es anti we go' Out of Our way to
separate them dilferent schools, colleges.. and tlePattrtietits. Not
surprisingly, .:the specialization of. health .,workers is also ..carried. over
into the organization of health, care., Thus, *Mal health ageaciOsa
arbitrarily sliyarated from general ipublic.health agencies,.. and mental
retardation is treated its though It is 4. medical problem while veCa-
tidnal rehabilitation. is eorisideri4 to ellacational ;task: Only recently
hai the of these..tlysfurictional aspects. of specialization.
caused enlightened health professionals' and consumers to devise pro-

. gramAlor total care..
,.We. hate not paid attention to what might be called hyphenated or

hybrid professions MIMI should be developing in the area of health
delivery ...We the university.. have not developed programs which
build upon a nurse's training and experience and lead 'toward newer
Oppodutlitiezi such as -eoinmunitv mental health, day -care

. irnter management, hospital administration. and health policy forma-
don jtvarious Itval, state, or federal agencies. Rather, we have paid
4itle attention to the real need for tramdisciplinary prof ions and
have required such people to startall over again their education.

At the ITnivemity of Maryihnd Baltimore Count:Y. we are developing
a graduate' program in policy sciencesxhih will have a component that
will lie of interest to nurses (ksiring to move laterally. The eore.of the
program consists of a combination of conceptual and technical tools,
that is., methods of theoretical and# empirical analyiis including, on the
introductory level. courses in economic. analysis; political analysis,
organizationat analysis, and statistical analysis, followed by courses
in management information systems. decisiOn theory, modeling and
simulation, mathematical programming, and planning. By planning
the program to tit the student's need, we can build upon a nurse's
training and experience and make her uniquely valuable in fields such
as hoipital and health administration. Community health planning, and
health policy analysis, to name a few. I also. envision programs- for
-experienced nurses in community elinikal psychology and social work,
among others, which would allow the nurse to take advantage of her
training and expertise and bring special insight to community programs.
We have barely begun to scratch the surface of these enormous oppor-
tunities.

Thus, when we think of education, specifically continuing education
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for nurses. we should not he confining ourselves only to nursing. We
must look at transferable skills apd competencies which ran 1)e enhanced
and developed for different asp4ts of health.delivery.

Ile -spite the profefi.siOnal and often public reticence regarding govern,
ment intervention in health care, it is alnist certain that national
tttaatth iinSurance legislation will he pass& ,within the next .few years.
I believe the simple eeonomies Of lie:41th care and the sheer impossibility

preparjtig adequate numbers of health workers to provide universal
cart of the sort which is nly selectively available at the present time
will inevitably force the reallocatiOnof health resources into efforts to
.keep people well. Thus, in the next decades we should see significant
SLIMS of money going into health maintenance or distributive care. These,
health ,maintenance activities will range from the protective activities
to Control vnvirunmental hazards such as pollution or,rodents,, to the
educational and promotional activities required to educate and so-
vial* individuals toward norms of behavior. in the areas of nutrition
or family planning, tO the Social policyplanning activities for health,
supporting social and institutional patterns of action, for example,
regular checkups. prenatal care*, or health and occupational safety.

To, enhance opportunities for horizontal mobility, we should start
by considering the following:We shoal identify the commonknowledge
bases. We should give am lemic credit for acquired experience or a coin-
binat ion of credit by examination and experience or the-use of diagnostic
tests.. particularly in the area of skills, to pinpoint deficiencies so that
people do not have to start all (Aver. We should identify the trans-
ferable skills and Minpetenvies and identift the extent to which. these
must he enhanced .fur transferal to another field.

CHANGES NEEDED IN THE NURSING CURRICULUM

We at the universities should admit that', by and large, we have
behaved as bailly as professional groups havein jealously guarding our
turfs. If physicians. social workers, nurses. and4tospital administrators
lidve not collaborated in the hospital setting, itshipuheNbe no surprise
neither have the faculties. of the schools which produced these practi-
tioners truly worked together. In spite, of all the rhetoric by our nursing
faculty or allied- health faculty about the' need to produce more inde-
pendent practitioners. we end up responding (or having to respond) to
licensing practices which limit our curricular flexibility and to our
students' future employers who determine the products they want.
We. talk Of a team approAch to health delivery and yet we never bring
the future praetitiont;rs together in a common setting during the
critical training period.
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Most nursing-courses-still 'asoume. that the majority of- nurses
function primarily in aeuteeare settings. The ediwittion of f nurses should
prepare people for a,.variety. of situationk muck less readily defined or
clearly delineated than is the ease today. This Means emphasizing the
interrelationships of health atielsociety- anti Ottapplication-. of 'scientific
met hods to solving health.. problenk biting care of the future
Will. more and more, requireiteople- who can worki with .broad ranges..

- of Wit's, engage in extensive data collecting,with patients, anti fit data
into rather complex theoretical prop s. itiimS about appropriate nursing
interventVms" (Cleland. '1972, pp.'19a)). . .

We neettalso to question theway.in which profs mional nurses acquire.
their B.S. degrees. Like most other liberal arts students. Americanpre,
nursing majors spend. their freshmen and sophomore .years taking a
smattering of courses in'the SoCial.scienceS and hutnanitieS. as well as a
fairly heaVy erne entration Of sinee eoursys. 11w latter are considered
ac_ teeesmry prerequisite to the nursing; 'courses they will take in their
junior and. senior years. while the. non :science -courses are viewed as
part of the broadening experience of a liberal arts education. This
means that a person ceimtnit tell. to as a career must spend two
years, in courses without an inkling .of ..hoty this knowledge _is to he
applied and then spend another two years mastering the techniques and
theories of. nursing without much. if any. access to the interdisciplinary
insights essential for understanding human health and sickness. On the
otherltand, the' large number of liberal arts students who enter college

. without the faintest notion of what they want to do are never exposed
-to thenameroas kinds of roles they could .till in t he future health care
delivery system. In short. the current' interface between the liberal
acts competent and the professional nursing component is minimal.

. It sm./us to me imperative that liberal arts faculties begin to develop
,coreunitsnott the. health care eh.liveryisystem which could he' taken at
various times in a nurse's education. More .and nre. economists,
_political scientists. sociologists. and social psychologists are beginning

-0"-tvoevdcip alternative models for viewing anti defining health problems.
Vet, I believe, these' should not be designee' exclusively for nurses, for a
fruitful exchange can occur between future nurses and budding political
Seientists and *whit workers. for example. which would be mutually
beneficial, Students participation in this process could mean their
acquiring unique. insights into the health care system at the same time
that they are grasping the leasic intellectual modes of the disciplines
and understanding the relatedness of knowledge. Concurrently. how-
ever, nursing faculties should permit students to understand what
nursing education is all about long before their third year. Such as sys-
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tem tf .4111.6,11111m ri WV; iniY Linn, easily t rinqed: by' the device of intett.
sive learning tni NI tiles. sslaitil alsiifaejlitattb the transfer of those hospital
diploma selloul and community college nurses who ilo have the talent
and aspirations t t I livoll!t Ittrt' t.ofessinal without removing their
from the field altogether.-

While it ttiay true that the poWer 'of .the physician in the hospital
and t kwe of t profession in dictating state practice laWs
has iniiibiled ths! professional.i ition. of ft tit'SusA it III t1:4t be admitted
that the attitudes anti liittitt4l analytie competencies generated LI
nine') of nursing-education has Stiso' played a strong role in preventing
tilt% deeliuni.nt lit !ttb gment of nursing as .a profession.

'ONCLUSION,

What must lie defineitis the role of nursing in a new model of health
deliver and the kind of education necessary to support this new system
of health vary. del ivery. .Mt hough the rommunity colleges have provided
health Wiitlirs who fulfilled real needs in the existing system. they
have not ;01,1 iitild not have sought to prepare nurses ready to re-
arrange health care priorities and to 'assume expanded. roles in such
new system. 'At the same./ imp that we euntinue our efforts to. meet the.
critieal shortage of nurses, we must plan for new developments anti
needs. As I set' it. nursing education is or ought to be moving in three
iiireetions; one is toward expanded clinical roles for baccalaureate
ilegree nurses and f t of as for upward mobility; another
is the tleveltipmerit of new ailministrative etirilinating. planning, or-
luilirY-ntaking roles; and a third closely rtlkaill to the other two is
toward a greater im:ern with health maintenance. if these three di-
iee-tions actually are adopted. the' nursing profession will heroine less
monolit hie and snore diversified. The profession will offer greater
mobility both vertically and horizontally for those who desire it. To do
this. however. will require a reonceptualization of the whole interface

,areas of tin' nursing program :mil other components of the university.
While I do not foresee this hind of gr,eater clinieal responsibility for all
haeealatireate nurses. I also fife not minimize the constraints: skepti-

, eis.m if not cynicism. on the part. of the medical profession; a feeling
of sound -rl :us treatment on the part of the patient ; and may be even

the nursing profession as to when a nurse stops being
a nurse and aerome,somet ling else. In the longer run. both the' con-
sumrs and the professions will have to accept a more comprehensive
view of the health prifessionals rather than the present fragmented
view.

e tntist approat'h these unilertakings without hemming subservient



to the narrower interests._ of the diverse_constituetwies to he served
the profession, the employer. the consumer, and the vested interests
of other health professionals -if we are to succeed.
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Reforms in Higher Education:
Relevance for Nursing

LEWIS B. .MAYHEW

Catalogues ofe4lUe4tiOnal inno..-ation and reform cannot determine
how a curriculum in a particular professional field shithl he fashitined'
but they can sage :yet techniques and' instrumentalities that can.
atlaptetl-,:_given it eareftilly thilught-out- eurricular rationale. The late
.1lOtkrs and early 1970's have witnesset a-gmtt tleal xisirimentatinn
and attempts at reform. at all levels of higher.education, So riche anti
'Varied have 'these attempts been that some have suggested that higher
education may. by approaching a seeond eumeular revolution compar-
labil in magnitude to that which took plave between 1870 and 1910.
That was the .period which reduced numbered course sequefiees,..the
ineif-,sYstein for credit, the lecture. the laboratory and seminar modes of
instraction, departmental organizational learning. the chain of corn -
mansi involving presidents. deans. and dypartment chairnsten, and. the
eleetive system of course seleetion. It may he that the dee:Ides of the
1970's and 1980's may by Similarly revolutionary and that a.s the
various innovations are attempted and perfected the whole quality of

_American higher eilueation could lx' changed. Mn*, the yarious
yxperiments and innovations that have been attempted in under-

...gra4luat protzrams. professitmal education, and graduate education
iri the arts anti scients. semi seem to have particular appropriateness
for nursing education.

INNOVATIONS IN UNDERGRADUATE EDISCATIOPII

From a number of different undergraduate educational experiments
are several innovations judged particularly germane. First. there are
serious attempts to allow and enenurage'students to work quite inik-
pentltently and at rates consonant with their own learningliyles. Two
radically different approaches have been identified to aecomplish this
end. There are a number of quite loosely structured ad hoc courses

which students are encouraged to define problems of signifi-
canee to them, disovr procedures. and then to use the instructor,
other students, course materials. and resources of an entire institution..
to fashion their own unique educational experience. A program in
scietult education at MIT is a gooti example, as it brings together
twenty or thirty students and allows them to work for a full year on
some science - related problem of their own choosing. Opposite, to this
'lack of structure are those courses consisting of carefully prepared
modules anti valuat detieys through which students must move in
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a regular. anti sequential way. The individual freedom prat id&I
allowing students to mow at their -own rates_ and- to receiveintlixidf
waked prescriptions as to .ho. best cops, with the flat 'regularly
seheduli.el module of instructi6n.:

;.
Midi of these are faeilit att4L brotigh titililat i 41 of such technological

deViees as the computer. video tape recordings, and. increasingly. vid
ua

eo,

_tape cassettes, In the freer situations stailents may phrase problems
and then L a computer to examine manelitierent alternative Solu7
thins through. simulati4 exercises with the computer. Or, in the more
structured situations. .student biographical data and. results of test.
performances can be stored in the computer whickihen scores the sult4'
sequent test. relates the results of that to other information. and
.preseribes new assignments appropriate for different gratifies -of

Atachievement,:Th'e computer in effect monitors student progress and
Q7,insistS that each stildent undergo speeiliv experieneks judged morn

'fruitful for an individual's own growth.
Roth attempts to provide-greater student independence and tr

make optimum use of the technology require new temporal arrange!
molts pn- the academie. year..The older,:vmeriter, or quarter academie
calendar. diviiie41 into four or five mimes. each meeting at symmetrical
periods throughout the term is highly ,amenable to forntal lectures.
discussions. and the Jule laboratory w44. However. such regularity
-isantitheticai to individualization. The various schemes range iron
4,r4latiVelyesiniple mOilifleations such as- the creation of interim terms
during-which studentirrati work at different rates on to diOling aca-
1 work- into relatively shout intslutes of two or three weeks+
titestyks which can be put together,in different 4ratterns. depending oil
the needs of a partiiNuirer student. These' smaller modules allow for such
things as deep student immersion in a course on symbolic logic for a
period ;')f three' weeks. a 'Period uninterrupted by other demands. Then*
after 4lemonstrating competency. the student can shift into a radically
ditferonv kind of activity. One of the more dramatic examples is the
teaching, of foreign language though deep immersion at Dartmouth
University.' whose'teademie calendar is the three courses in each of
three terms pattern. Students spent! one-third of their time on foreign
language for the,tirst two terms and then are deeply imtnersed in for-
eign language (generally in a foreign setting) for the last term. Results
product'. dramatic growth in language facility.

REFORMS INJPROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

The various fie141 of phessional education, including such disparate
one s.as niedicine and social Work and education, or agriculture and
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journalism.. are currently experimenting. with a number of ditferent
refortta:The_mOSt pfealent is the:si,tious attest to proVide More. and
hette..r s~upervised, clinical etperiti Mai+ earlier in the stadent's

;

career than .haS.,ltet...n. true the plist. During :MOSt of the twentieth
century professional eurrieula have .follwd -a logic .which urged first

, mirk. ; ri reit. v t itSit sciences. anti then wory.in Iwo*,
and,- clinical eXperience.' The neuter theory suggests that some
clinical -experience should even pre'ede work in bask science as a means.
44: motivating students and giving them a feeling of what professional
Practice is all about. A rather xtretne forni of this.innovation.are the
provisions in sonic medical schools to place freshman medical students
in actual clinical settings within six weeks after registration.
.:-..Almost as prevalent are the attempts on the part ..of. fields of profes-

-sional education to make greater use of the insights. information..and
,tneory, from the social and behavioral sciences, especially the sciences

:,ticiety S4 X.i< Aogy anthropology. ;wildcat :+t-ien and. economies).
Through much of the twentieth century. medicine. nursing. and (Au-

-,:eation all drew somewhat heavily from psychology. More recently.
however. schools. in anetfte to teach about complex systems
of dehrry of health servies. have looked to hoeiology and to anthro-
......,

..:pology. And laws education, and even theology have sought help for
understanding the sociological. economic. anti political concomitance
of professional practice. This movement has proceeded to such an
extent that law schools now appoint sociologists or economists as pro -
lessors 'Of law. ,ind schools of engineering have put together interdis-
ciplinary departments in the social and behavioral :it ns for the
4'dilieation of engineering students..

At the same time. partly in response to student criticisms, partly
out of a need te allow earlier specialization anti partly to .a.commodate
vast increases in available relevant knowledge. professional schools
have begun to allow a great deal more elective choice for students from
among the many new courses and fields opening up. For example,
legal education has historically been tightly prescribed and operating
on the premise that all law graduates should bc generally competent
in all iti.4pects of the law. In reality, of course. lawyers s,perialize almost
as vigorously as I It, physicians. but the legal curriculum did not recog-

-nize that specialization.
Increasingly the teralency is for professional schools to insist on some

presrileion. generally in the first year. anti then increasingly to allow
free elftion from courses both in the professional school and elsewhere
in the university during the latter part of professional training.

Partly as a substitute for the loss of structure which a free elective
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systm:. produpes and partly to attenuate and-streamline .professional
education, 'there is considerable diseussion of new degree structures
which allow stadents to proeeeed through pre-professional and profes.
sieenal eelucation and to :receive appropriate degrees .at the end of
approximatel two-year intervals. While no, institution lids Yet adopted
a uz.iform .elegree Structure, there is considerablediscussion of seheMes
that allow all students to receive the associate of arts degree_ at the
end of the first t wo years of college. and to receive a bachelor's degree at
the ena of the second two years. with the..work having been taken
either in advaneed undergraduate courses or in some of the graduate
professional lielels..At the end of OW or two more years.all students re-
eel yf e appropriate master's degrees and. at the end of wo more years,
appropriate terminal or -doctoral degrees,- whether those be doctor of
philosophy, doctor of medicine. or master of fine arts. The theory of

. this new e levee st s'ue't tire is that if there arerelatively fre luent terminal
points.. ermter .faeility for branching anal for pursui g specialized
interests are mark' possible. Thus. students could take. a somewhat
common time t wo cars in science and health-related activities eul-
minatiza,.;n the. associate get...art:4,0r assoeiate.of.svienve degrees, after
which point, some' multi branch into nursingeducation. some into dental
education. seem* into medical education, anal sortie into a program
planned to lead eventually to a research-oriented Ph.D. degree.

CHANGES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES GRADUATE PROGRAMS

Reform anal innovation in graduate work in arts and sciences have
been Much less widespread and much less dramatic than reforms in
lere,fessional educatiten or in unelergraeluate education. Nonetheless,
several reasonably widesread attempted reforms seem to have SOW
releyanee fen- nursing education.

1.`irst. there is some feeling that the value and re:4pectability of the
Phi). degree should he retained and not diluted by the creation of
many different doctoral degrees. At the same time, the doctoral wo-
gram should be such a.s realistically to prepare students for any of
several different majter cre.er einiihases. Thus. there is serielt,s search
t 0 firm ways by whichje Phi). degree program coaled he so organized
into tnwks as to allow some student% to gain .specific preparation for
teaching undergraduate students, ethers to gain preparation for re-
search eareers. still ekt hers to gain preparation-for more applied work,
as for example. applied work in chemistry or psychological counseling.
Such tracking means that all students in a given area need to have some
work in common. but then the research-oriented student would branch
in one diretion. whereas the' applied student would branch in a dif-
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ferent -direction. Organizing tracks within altield implies the need for.. ..... .. ............. .... ..._.. ....

considerably: more structure. Historically- the Ph .D. degree has been
relatively unstructured, with the content decided generally by a stu-
dent and a major professor with the time:for coinpletiem-of the degree
rating* in.ilt;tirItlit):!ie. Ti pt itglloty)tat ch:!oti4: 4?...ysteln St4TV.111 illy:O for
the research-Oriented candidate and it was generally assumed that all
Ph:14. .cawlitiates.weere destined for research. Howevef. the person
desiring preparatipu for teaching or for aril applied role should con-
ceivably:he ahle"to gain -the requisite competence in. a much shorter
period of time anti so indeed should the research aspirant.

A second innoyation: much tlisctissed /although much less frequently
made operational is the creation of i erdisciplinary graduate degrees
te prepare' people to cope with tiw highly cotnplicated and interdis-
Aplinary kinds of problems with w% eh they are faced. The argument
is that urban problons. the' environ wiital problem. or the problems of
poverty transcend the parameters= of any single diseipline. Yet, they
-require highly trained. technical petiple to deal with them. Thus, inter-
distoiplinaryprograms lei ingeither to a master's degree or a doetor's
(kgree have been.seetras I . appropriate...remedy.

Another'reform in higher e4-tilitin is the attempt to find more
apstropriate means of asP.essing st tit lent fit' .rformanee and ways to insure
t he st ut lent's ttrtierly priquessit in through an academic program, either
at .the normal rate or at an accelerated *rate made' poble by academic
credit for commetency.zicquired through experiences not prescribed in
-advance by t lw school. Thus there is experimentation with competency
examinations anti with periodic comprehensive examinations, after
pasNing which students can fool rather tranquil in their status as candi-
dates. in graduate programs in arts and sciences there is interest in
administering imt munination at t he end of tiw first year of graduate
work; it would not be' comprehensive but would indicate whetiher or
not students ran deal with the' doctoral work anti whether they exhibit
deficiencies that can be regediol. Once students have' completed this
diagnostic examinatit en. they- are free to pro/pelf through thb MA of
t heir program. being held only for satisfaction of completion of a thesis
t,r applies! project and some form of final examination.

In undergraduate colleges there is considerable discussion of compe-
tency examinations for specific rourses that students may take even
without having taken t 1u. course The' various tests of the College I,evel
Placement Tests are living hailed as an important technologicni device
to facilitate this newer form ot assessment.
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ADAPTING K FORMS FORNURSING EDUCATION:
CURRICUIAR MODELS-.,

13y rvyieing such inninutions as these i do not mean to imply. that
valid curricular change,Vviiiihl conSiSt sitnpleiadaption of aggregates
of I IleSe. W.:4 nil;ir rrfterins, ltatlte't , they Au teehtlitilleS
that van IT adapted to a .suitable. overarching' cutTieular design or
rationale.:Thus..0 step.. prior to translating: any of these. innovations
into a nursing ettrrit'UIUm is tel state and elabOratea curricular design.
It .would be pleasant if one could conceptualize a tWo- or three-dimen-
sional model that (-Mild indicate The major parameters) of a professional
'Currieuluin l'nfortitnately ellucatilm for the Iwofes.sions. is far more
complicated than to he wiaptable to any single curricular model; hence,
sevilld difiereht numlels should he examined and in the final analysis,
$uperimpost,4 on each other so that the' resultant curriculum-reflected
iit'ttitptS fif vault- one. While a considerable variety of models can he
imagined..at least our are relevant ;mil adaptable to nursing education.
.-The.tirst of the visualizes that there are four major components of

a curriculum. each requiring approximately a fourth of the student's
titittAn a specific Kt Igrant.-The first fourth woufilconsist of thoscuurses
andexpeiences judged necessary as a common or basic education for
all students in a particular program. For the 'undergraduate curricu-
lum, these common, learnings would generally he those courses thought
of as general eiluation; for a number of professional fields of the
first pyoiessionai &Wet' 1,.;ttite. Infistr's degree (such as nursing, engi-
neering. or business), the' common learnings would be the genefal edu-
catin el »nponent or cimpletely grad mite professional pri)grams. There
would sillily(' need for the common cOmponent. but. it would likely be
more' related to the' aetual field or ptofessional field of specialization.
At the opimisite end of this curricular spectrum would he the fourth of
the studnt' work which woulif compose the major, Or those courses
directly germane to professional practice. In engineering these would
lude courses- in design. materials testing, and.the like; in business,
accimnting and tax law; in education. courses on pedagogy; and in
nursing, on rourss t .-urgical techniques or other specifically.
professional work. Those courses. however. woulii_not be pffered in a
vacuum but would rather be taken in a context of appropriate theo-
retival or basic science courses. Thus. a third quarter of the student's
.prograrn would consist of those tourses which could provide a needed
theoretical or basic science context. For engineering they would clearly
be mathematics, phyirs, and chemistry, while' for nursing they would
he' bioh)gical. siici41, and behavioral sciences. The last fourth of the
program would consist of elective courses designed to broaden or lib-
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ralize the entire curriculum.Students would. be able to take elective--
courses to complete this eerniiminent. either ..Within-the PrerfesSional
school or outside. It woule(lre vtifitsei:illy important to insure. that Atli-.
dents did. not abuse .the elective.eomPonent .by simply concentrating
still further in their field of sializatiein. \. .

A second model (91 silts of lists of coMpetencies.which all graduates
from a particular educational program .should ;wssess. such a list can
be a :relatively long one anti can be subdivided into categories such as
has been done by Benjamin S. Broom and associateS in .4 Tatnomy of
1,;(1iatioi,10 Objetiris:.Cognitire Itaftwitt (195n) or David Krathwohl
anti aeciates,- A Tirromoiry.f Eetrootionat ObjeciieCk: ffed i re Domain
t 1954 llowve, for purposes of overall curricular planning. a some-
what parsimonious list of competencies would 'probably be most ap-
propriate. The following. is an example of a list a professional faculty
could either elaborate itself or prepare after a more systematic exami-
nation of what things the fessionol practitioner actually does.

1. To write reports anti instructions with minimum ambiguity.

2. Tel work voolerativly with eithe, -who are superior, equal, and
inferior in status to accomptish elesiralkl health procedures.

3. Tc read and interpret complex. instructions..
4. To do rompetently a variety of .bask nursing procedures,

5. To be able to join a complex bureaucratic structure and be ahlk...,
to identify reliable sourees of various kinds of information.

4;: .ttmonstrat competency in a variety of specialized nursing
itrocedures.

7. To in. able to identify various levels of needed medical. procedures
ant I.to make appropriate referrals.

Related to such a list of compeincies is still a third way of viewing
a curriculum: to indicate the range of experiences which are most likely
to devytop, heeded competencies. attitudes, anti values.. Such a list is
in a sense 'the Twelaggical side of the list of competencies and will

:111)11H:0e learning experiences. Without in any
sense. being definitive. the following list of experiences would seem- to
the layman as being tiesirable in the education of professional nurses.

To experience a range' of health problems and a range of kinds of
imlividuals experiencing those health problems.

2. To work intensively anti alone on reasonably complicated health
p roceelure problems.
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3, To. work intensively with .a group.
. _

4. To.exPerienee different cultural and subcultural attitndes toward
health. disease. and Milie:A St.TViet'S.and procetitlreS,

1. To e.Arienetv !Mlitatvel IIttlirctIlttits for both written unel
oral communication.

6. To come into.enniact :With the variety of subcaltures
making up a hospital or other bureaucratized institution for health
care.

i. To experienc.at first kind conflicting role. exectations..

8. To witness a range of effective techniques for dealing with health
problems but which are different depending upon the particular
practitioner.

A fourth way of viewing the curriculum really consists of two parts.
The -first is based on the premise. that within the practice of nursing
there are a variety of way:4 of knowing something. An,' the practitioner
should he expg to t hat full range anti should be taught to understand
the capabilities and limitations..of each. This argues that the kind of
knowing which comes from reading an electrocardiogram is different
from the kind of knowing which an x-ray allows. These. in turn, are
different from the knowledge which van 6' elerireil from a written
report. which in turn is different Frim )). the kind of knowledge one can
derive from statistical quantification of many examples of a given
phenomenon. Nltwenvr. as different sort of knowledge can be acquired
almost intuitively from talking with an individual. while still a dif-
ferent 'knowledge ean come from self-awareness and sensitivity to group
ilynatnic:4. tzitel more abstractly. the nursing curriculum should in-
tude experiences with the rawest kind of empirical evidence at one
end of a von inttlint and experience with almost intuitive perception at
'thew her. This is nest to suggest that there should be a formal course on
the nature and validity of professional knowledge. Rather, it suggests
that the total curriculum should be contrived so as to insure that every
student expo:,cil to all the ways of knnwing that are 'teems:try to the
professional !tract iee of nursing.

ADAPTING REFORMS FOR NURSING EDUCATION: TECHNIQUES

Presumably each of the selected innovations should or could suggest
adaptation for professional nursing. Presumably also, those competent
in nursing education should he able to assign substance to each of the
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four curricular modiIS suggested. But Perhaps it may he well to suggest
severall>roeesses that a- faculty could uset oletsign substantive meaning
to curricular models. The first- of these is the need to make reasonably
detailed 'task' analyses of What Various kinds of nursing practitioners
; t ual y The yii!. for sue h an xreiSe is t he classie diary study
of American women conduetesi bv 'NV. W,,Charters in .the 1920's (1930)
and which became the basis for :the curriculum at Stephens
Columbia. Missouri. t'harters asked several hundred college-eilucated
women to keep detailed diaries of what they did.Theitems from those
diaries. when classifie d.. provided a basis for as nine-eiMent curriculum.
,A faculty. might very :well ask. nurses to keep. diariek ask participant
.observers to observe nurses in practice. ask nursing supervisors what
people did. ask doctors to describe nursing activities. -and-to make use
of such data-collection devices a.s the critical incidentivehnique. This
last consists of aSking people presumed, to know to describe practices
judged as effective and other pratires judged ineffective_ From the

--total -accumulation of t his. sort of information there should he. the raw
material out of which could be fashioned a realistic curriculum.

But simply accumulating statements of activities. is insufficient.
Curriculum building requires imagination and creativity to assign form
and meaning to a total curricular stiucture. -À faculty. undertaking a
curricular effort. should thus engage in a great deal of model-building,
including creating utopian models of curricula to serve as guidelines
for what eventually will be adopted. This point is stressed. because
-so- many faculty members seem unwilling to be so presumptuous as to
ilig0At a total ideal curricular structure. One device which has proven
useful is to ask each meinhei of a faculty to study a school's catalogue
and the moment to play (oll. excising dements judged Inappropriate
and creating a. kind of divine design. Rest assured. one's colleagues will
not allow the vision of any single faculty member to prevail. But the
very exercise of thinking ideally helps peop' to conceptualize a cur-
riculum aml moves their 'curricular thinking away from simple imita-
tion or equally simple accret ion of t he individual interests of all mem-
bers of the faculty.

Such activities ref! uire an inrdinat amount of time. Generally
faculty members have been unwilling or unable to spend the long.hours
of discussion and analysis of data necessary to produce a curriculum
which will meet the needs of students and utilize the resources of an
institution and its faculty. Any institution seriously wishing to make
substantial changes in a curriculum should allow involved faculty
members to :ansl many slays and weeks together talking out curricular
issues: Only as the group spends enough time to reach consensus is the



resultant pattern likely to be satisfying. .This technique haft. been welt
illustrated at- StanfOrd. .recently. .itontod thirteen". highly: inter
related and successful-Courses fir a prO0atn. in international relations.
This program could conie about Only because. a woup.of senior faculty.
were employed foe one full summer to talk With each other about inter-
disciplinary. programs, and to beeome .4.utlieiently interested first to
develop a Concept., and then to be willing to offer the needed course
work and experience. The curriculum, regardless of level of education,
is the most expensive part of formal education. Yet. evidence abounds.
that the curriculum per se is not highly regarded as a substantial edu7'
rational influence. -One can speculates with reason that a primary cause
for ineffective curricular expression is the failure of faculty to devote
sustained attention to planning the curriculum. During the 1940's and
1950's .undergraduate institutions across the country adopted programs
of general education. Some were successful and some highly unsuccess-
ful. In retrospect it would appear that the unsuccessful programs were
those put together casually with little faculty discussion and with lists
orreqUiremf.nts being simply those which individual faculty members
listed in quickly prepared memoranda. Those institutions which pro-
!lured Significant programs of general education. such as was. true at
Harvard, the College, of the University of Chicago, Michigan State
University. or Stephen:4college. were those institutions which provided
ample tithe for faculty curricular exploration.
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The Nursing Role in the Health Care System
VIRGINIA PAULSON

. . .

Tiw.nume of the future will work with individual patients,- on the
basis of a greater understanding of the person.. The .future nurse will
work from a scientific data base that will be more dependableand more
precise, and the science of nursing care will he well developed. Nurses
can he expected to implement wlytt they know with .greater sensitivity
and skill. In the light of these advances,: what is nursing willing to be
accountable for in the ltealth care delivery.system of tomorrow?

The health and illness care' system . is changing.. and there is .still
opportunity to influence the direction of that change. Because many of
the decision makers are in apparent disagreement, time may he on
nursing's side. If nursing could reach the right people at the rightIime
with the right message. there might be opportunity to influence the
system design. The people would not be hard to locate, the time could
be set aside. but who IT4s- the message?

AS a basis fo?' its study of directions for medical education, the Car,
negie Conunission (1970..pp. 31-3;31 cited areas of change in tlie health
system. There seems to be general consensus on at least some of these.
For example. the growth of prepaid group practices and the. continuing,
rise in the use of community ambulatory cure settings of a wide variety
of services by the public appear to be well-established trends that will
continue' to shape the future.

The rate of acquisition of new knowledge and technology is having
great impact on the planning of facilities..services, and education. The
computer has been around for some time now. but the full impact of
everyday use of this technology is yet to be realized. New therapeutic
techniques, requiring new skills and probably new personnel, will of
eoprF,e he tliScOVOrefa. grew knowledge and adaptable technology will so.
enhance the capacity for diagnosing and determining therapies for acute
illness that it is generally accepted there will he a shift of concern to the
prevention, diagnosis. and treatment of degenerative diseases and
mental illness.
. Acceptance of a broad and strong role by government in shaping the
system would give credence to the shift to viewing health as a public.

Society appears to be affirming that governmental role. The
Commission believes that education, service, and research will become
more effectively oriented to a system of health care delivery.

The issues in the developing system continue to be: the access to care,
the ai:ceptability of the services provided. and the accountability of the
1,rov lers.
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. ,\,, . . . . .. . .
. .

Accountability for meeting the health and illness caw needs of society
has been less than- eXPlicat. - .... - - _' . ... .-__. __ . ._ ...

If the solution to the provision of health cart' .services were to

on such solutions. then e rtainly the: lit.oblettis should have
\he found in the sheer nun berti of viyy talente41 pt4iple working

been solved' bY now. If the so utitin- to the health crisis could be
found in the-iIiiiii;oncern fo the problems held all those
who work in health or work .to letomine how services. will he

. financed. the crisis would be over. If the solution to implement-.
.,' ing. "health care is a right" Was diseovered in the growing

Public involvement in devision-Ma ng about the health care
system then this would he the healt est of nations.

There are a multitude of talented pitopl working-on solutions.
."

Persons from all disciplines are.tleeply clreerned. The public
does believe that health care is a right an are involved. But

.-- : theproblems are' not solved. The crisis is riOt over. This is not
the healthiest, of all nations. (Paulson. 19720\

.
George Pierson (1973( asks if the university which is shifting its focus

to .a managed enterprise is moving from equality of opportunity to .
equality of out put. I suggest that we keep that orestion in mind as we

...___..

:-- eonsider-the educational.preparation of the nurse for the future.
A..4.*e remodel, nursing and as we determine strategies for nursing to

influence the design of the evolving health systi.m. we must concentrate
on the health and illness care neetlsbf people and stop iloing self-service
to pursing.' There is evidence that society is asking for humane and
relevant. care. The system must be opened so there are multiple entry

..- pints -for. everyone.
There;are fundamental problems for nursing to deal with if it is to

'Part lei pat' as system architmts...Aytlelotte (1972) reminds us that
....- ,. society has allocated resources over a number of years to prepare' nurses
-...,. for tasks society has sanctioned: assessing patients' w*nts and needs,

designing and executing care practices to meet those needs, and in-
' ,structing patients and others in the maintenance of health anti the

avoidance of illness.
Hut within much of nursing there is a lack of knowledge about the

seols. and dimensions of health care .delivery. An even more serious
problem has been the overriding preoccupation with power politics
among some of those in leadership ismitions: these leaders are too con-
cerned with the status and prestige of nursing and with the need to
control programs, people. and decisions. Moreover, there is too much
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clamor that 'cursing is not..revognized . but too little concern as to
whether a arsi ng.-haS earned: reciignitiOn.i

is we deliberate in this semi= on the foully of nursing education let
tut ielentify.some.of the unique areas of the.nurses function for wNch
compel:ivies innst he dvlopd. We ail. hindered alWays in planning
for the fut etre when. we do not have the rune lamental elm:Arleta data on
which to build.' flowerer, we moist um, what is. nnw known and guess a
little'. so that we can.also use what is being developed dirough research.

Research- in the' social sciences, as pointed out by Leininger (1973),
Must 1w used to reassess health Organizations and health systems. The
public objectins to depersonalized care, fragmented care, and the non-
system are symptoms of psychosocial pathology. Resear0 in nursing
must be encouraged to elicit those .components which are specific
functions of the practicing nurse. liroael areas of functioning in the
nurses role might lw described with these words: the sustaining func-
tion. the eianpensatory

might
and the stress-relief function. Within

.
these brentel areas one might suggest that some of the components. are
ceihifort, tit,pporr. nurt unmet...and conct'rn. These occur in a humanistir
framework aril a care. model. We need beginning definitions and re-
search into tf. ay seience these functions and components. But who
would dens. they ,xist? Can they not he utilized in the educational
process as we-probe deeper.into their meaning?

If-you accept the fact that the nurse' has as one' of the areas of function
the need to compensate for the patient, to breathe for him, inftwe
nourishment. bypass musculature to void for him, then can we not teach
the skills expertly with deliberate placement in the curriculum?

Changes-in the present role of the' .nurse to facilitate the future role
will he best accomplished through planned transition. There are several

, orientations that I believe need to be explored for their usefulness in
this ,transition and that could be implemented in our health service
agencies now with the help and support of the educational community.

TIME ORIENTATION

The:first of these is time orientation. Nurses in many employment
situations are socialized to an eight-hour shift and day-by-day assign-
ments. Tty, nurse spends little time with developing long-range ob-
jectives for herself, the unit, or the district where she' works, or with
and for patients. unless there, is an expectation that _this activity occur.
Stu, ients can be helped to learn that developing goals and objectivesof a
long-range nature assist in the maturation and development of the
wires:44mA service role,. Reinforcement in the work situation of the
planning function sheetdei
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Effective utilization of resources in planning a.patient cart' program
takes time if it Meet the pereeKeetand tkpriSsed :heeds:Of Patietitt.
To maximize the professional skills of nurses there needs to lw an expli.
(sit and (tallier...de plan overtime to provide continuity-of care. for 'pa
taints.. and nuts need to he prep:ered tit carry Out such plativL

LEADERSHIP ORIENTATION

I Auolership sientatiou 4,1 impiwtitso aspect of the changing role.
The' leadership of skilled .Prt)fessionals be enhanced through the' pro-
vision of :an administrative organizational structure based on--a- con-
ceptual franutwork of facilitation.' The nurse must he' willing to leave'.
the' Clerical activities to clerks and housekeeping activities to those

-employed for those. activities. The professional nurse' must he willing to
elemonstrate competence in assessing the' needs of patients for nursing
care and assisting the staff in implementing a plan ..of individualized
and I pellmmalizet I care.

Competence requires more discipline . more energy, and more know.
how than evil. ieftre. i'rvire' settings have' an increased need for cemi-
mined professiOnals Who are bright-. creative risk-takers. The pressure s,4

romplex settings caught in rapid transition art' excruciating. thy
mantling much talent. CfIlikleliCe !Mist include at cotnpassionate
interest in the patient and- for his life condition. We must discover a way

operating within t he e.xist irukst real ures wide h enables and PIWoUragt14

thOlViath itrOfirStSiOnaIS toVverii to card relevant and humane services.
We must also discover ways of implementing change in structure if
that is what is required.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS ORIENTATION

Vrom intimate acquaintance with hour schedules. vacation schedules,
assignment sheets anti requisitions. t he' professional nurse of the' future
must :demonstrate increased ;kr y to a.,4.4eSA netsht of groups of
persons as we'll as individual clients. A recognition and embracement
of the knowledge' needed to work with groups of culturally unique per-
sons is essential if health SySteMS are to meet the present criticisms of
the' pulics Many nurses today stand firmly on the side of the care
expert mot M. They asp words such as comfort. support. and concern.
If we can final the way to say -You're right harem," it won't Ix. too
long before the research on these measures will legitimize-these words
anti theory will be translated into action. We will no longer need to
wt tnt ler if what we do for tatitsnts really matters.

No other service profession has created an organisational structure
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*.signs."1.tu lkt, int ,st ,.eotniTtent ,praciiti4)ners away from tite_

recipients of Alta! professional -servieeas skillfully as institutional nitr7
ing. This design must b.t reversed. Standards of nursing care, nursing
practieo , tin t I researeli.. anti evaluation measures .must, be
devellipo I and titilizi,f in order that nursing lemonstrat e its Willingness
to in, held :iccouniable. Skills att.i knowleihre will Move nursing toward

4..zere, risit.s with iwople. Roth depth anti of knowii..41ge

wilt ht. r-sm.ntiA. Skills lutist in' taught so that the nurse as aare expert
is visible to the patient..

1 N..( )1,VEN ENT t WIENT.431()N

I f pat it.T!t rare is N, rearh level of i.xcelletice which ean be assured,
then rat+ ntirm- who cares. will ttvtiii to become involvedin system de.i.
sign !lased I hr pat irnt imperat lye. The nurse Will fleet' to be involved
in determittitie 'at :to; I ii t wi 01 .4 of care. The riursv will need to

iiclpeti to learn bow to function as a change agilit,The socialization
tir-;es into leadership must he a deliberate activity based on studies

which determine the -rites of passage.- Redistribution of power an
occur, 'the ,;oeial silent ist s'say. through a variety of strategies all based

nunfalitits of in VI iiVetnent . Some Of thew are revolt. re-education.
confrontation, combo resolutitm. etc. Involvement hy the nurse in
accom plishitu.7. object i.e.,. and t purposes of the instit titional endeavor
for patient,:. :001 tbo 1{1114' i n obligation as vell as an opportunity.

The CI 'HI lii lilt it 1114 of lilt H tirm to total loo.ratiottal planning will lw
acctpte, I t hi f I IA thA I If I lie kurse are IViiirceted
Iii Ltill'Nitig anti tli. management of nursing van st,rtires'.. In-
to! k intent With in ?itlierilkrildific"; vilJ movii toWarli rolivagtle
riilationAilis. thi :Italy to detteinstrat care expertise ittervases.
111%411% itni,/II % ii Is co-prilli;sionals. W hat e..Vvr the setting. will h1 -

hativeil a; I hi .s ii diaiutatu i. stii.liri! am! tthiletshund. True' 144..
1:1114.Nit ion eqe the. ,% eerh nitf I hruill!it of attitudes, Folt
?icon... Unit tfical af,. 1 iilbilt.t that trmt and
re..pect

Ittfiwir31 1,1,111 hilt. :qc)101., 14. Inqittit.r of any prof.._-
.ion incheilt. I I hi. krhyv,14,41.24. NV601.)111 thrum!!i resvarch

ill.ufluh, 2. the elianging definitions of social. eco-
nomic. arid lie.litli isto.bl.nis and th. tieedibil to deal %%it h Them an.'
3 -the tinresolod problems of ambiguity and overlapping functions

I g.t*A14.11 re4;111.11 isettipalit)Mil *211)UpS. The' applicat inn
the.-4 hi, thusim! th:41.e accept.:Atrt.t. eel the' status quo untenalkie,

.A ill iscrur. Nur-sin...! 1,4 t,, ,:tsq, watching and start
participating. t hat t ht. public might In' served. As much as We necil



mativity. we_ must rmiati. ourselves that it is relatively tasy to be
creative in t heabstraet. and infinitely .MOre.diffieult-to.be innovators. in..
the real world. The raily scarce People art' those.w-ho have the knoW-
how, energy.daring..and- staying power to implement change and new

IOU -4 I 1%31.
Revolution in health .4are is underway. Changes in the nurse's role

that are.4..VOlving rapidly are:
7. .

1. Nurses have increase I responsibility in the ease of individuals who
are critically ill, e.g., organ transplant, implants. etc.

. 2. Nurses have inereasintt responsibilities of leadership of health
teams in OsTittilunity settings. .

3. Nurses recognize' :the net to develop skills anti team technoloo
to deliver care at lower rusts..

4. Nurses are mobilizing resources directed toward family health
_

inaintnane zetal evaluation of level of wellnes..4.

5, Nurses need to Ile aggrt7.4.14,Vely involve I in assuring the accessi-
bility n nursing care as Well it.s otherhealth care for the public.

el. Nurses; are' coming to an agreement that the delineation of ."pro-
fe!,sional" and -technival" practice are' inadequate designations.
Rather. there AC ill l+t` al VariPty type's of *specialization at different
skill levels defined by the demands awl scope of patient care' which
;ir retwiretl.
7. Nurses still dethat administratively the way in which nursing
Practice is iii 'anized to assure tirtt 'Greet care of patients is accomp-
lishes!.

believe that it is nett s...ary for nurses to provide a "free milieu!'
whirl is vital toa ereat iVt MirSing role: only in such a milieu can nurses
unt.b.t'stittp I (ht. foyers of illness and actively participate in discovering
.tv:iy=4 to rittihilizt thy forces of wellness. in themselves and the paient.

I believe that tnost nursing organizational structures are the result
xpdineis. but we must attempt to redesign them around beliefs

and eananitinents to a philisatpity of patient care and standards of
nursing -service. Most educational programs for nursing are historical
aeei, lent s anti must be rtalesigne'el to meet society's need.

I I s.lieve nurses have a most important role in the healing pnicess.
that their contributions include. as descril veil by Joanna! (1960):

I. the ability to grant freedom of expression to the patient, per-
mitting the patient to be himself and to accept him as he is;
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2. the ability to eommunicate..profoun411y, to (iVEVCOM the patient'i,
loneliness if not CLAUS(' of illness, often a result.) and, to restore the
patient's ,identity;
3. the ability. to use every= transaction with a patient as an,OpPortu-
nitrforunderstanding;- I believe that this 'fosters healing:and the
patient can say "She-knowS what I feel."
I believe. that the. nurse must learn to ,create her role with ,every

individual Person guided by the ems given by the patient.J believe the
purse.has a resppnsihility to observe,. to perceive. and to report on the
patient with .profound understanding of the physiology of his illness,
the sigoq and manifestation of change.' and have the ability t take
appropriate action where. necessary... There is great need for ofes-
sionals to learn to work together and . 'earn to work with the p lie.
This requires understanding and agreement about the worth and g-
nity of man as well as the unique contribution each can make toward
a common goal. The importance of education as a resource for meeting
new expectations in practitioner, roles is obvious, ethaation that is not
;just the aeeumulation of knowledge but education which becomes. the
source of strength in ridding ourselves of incapacities which are barriers
to establishing and maintaining professional responsibility and com-
mitmer t. This educational experience must provide are ms to the forma-
tion of values and a philosophy of nursing that gives meaning to the
professional life.

Is it easy to he at home in the world? No. It is wry difficult. Many
people. many nurses, have a deep seated psychological rejection of all
whose color or culture or values differ from theirs. We speak easily
about a basic respect for others in nursing. This respect must be acted
upon if it is not to he merely a platitude. Nurses need to demonstrate
a fundamental respect for humanity whether the people of the world
have bathtubs or not. This need is today. not tomorrow.
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Nursing in the Relative When
tl ARLENt:

my.iblak hen
She lays eggs in .the Relative. When
She tiOe.sn't lay eggs in the PositiveNow
Because she's unable to 1)ostulate

tWinsor,..I9S)

-.'Many young. graduate nurses of today. and imrticularly the hatra7
laureate. nurse. is 'confronted with the kind of .dilemma as the
black _nen. Prepare,: by teachers who are visionary. the new. college
gratitude often possesses skills and knowledge's which at resent are
unmarketable. but lacks the skills and knowledges needed to function
in today's health eare scene. As-is often heard. "the baccalaureate nurse
can analyze anti synthesize. but can't catheterize." Although the eon-
diet between the Positive NOW and the' Relative When is perhaps more
acute f the have:II:owe:de nurse, increasingly. for reasons I will ex-
14ain later. the conflict k also being voiced by all new graduate nurses.
no mat ter what kind of program they are from. . .

...Preparintt for the future and ciptipping the nurses of tomorrow with
tht: visions 4 how things can and.should he, and with the prerequisite
skill:; to function autonomously anti collaboratively with others in the
health rare system. is not wrong or misguided. The Relative When will
be upon us her( we the ink im this page is tiry. Inability to function in the
Positive NOW will constitute a problem for a while. but before long.
sheer vonomie tiemands correct these deficiencies, No, the real problem
is that the new gratitude is not taught the' knowledges and skills fieeded
t1, postuiutt thew. These nurses of tomormw MUNt. IN' St PePed not only
in the visions and skills of the future. but must also know how to postu-
late and carry tilt plenty that will make nursing in the Relative When
a reality.

wohi to set the stage. there are two major t hones which
I Foetid tt, 4,.-.top in this paper. First of all. there is an assumption

I ant ttoinsr to make whir} !Mist be math. explicit. I am assuming
that it is. rsally agreed among nurses that the youth of today, the
totme,, prepared in sato tis of nursing right now. art' the hope of
the lot are. Th. -v. and partiularly prepari11 nurses. were
and are expected to make fundamental improvements in patient and
health rare, Some of them. such as the four butTaiuumite nurses who

Fri.Ouri.11 pr. -etited by I r. K ramer ?h.° tir,t nalfrttee if the tiutAng
Ir,;,- 0,,ritaoled to.r itttry sh,k: it-by Lowe Nstro,; 1St.

1. 1974 -. and reprinted hers- by pertni,--ittn id the publi.4her.



developed the project al t ;oldniark hospital in New York (1A.wis,
.hare lived.up to theS4,.eeetatitinS. 1:,einketneyer J_197.). ) flatly expresse&
.the tht i i)lh1.t Oa/ hart t! has 'not -made the intprovementt3
in health rare that were exliectitil: Waters it al, (1972) were able to dis-
tinguish Inh erent in the :bases tin praetice for tnls i out of a sample
of 24 baccalaureate-prepatefl nurvs. TheSe,,tinding.s coupled with our
l'iwn personal experiences awl the writings, of they employers of the
graduates of ltHIay., W0n141 SVin .

suggest that if graduates of today.
are making fundamental improvements in patient care. they are not
too apparent or measurable. Which leads to the question. Why? What
are the ditlieuities new izraifuat es an encountering itt improving nursing
care practices? An exploration of this question will constitute the first
Of ,the.two !lefties of this paper. The second theme to be devel-
oped will address itself II, the question: "What can be done to better
prepare nurses to pt .:Artie.' in tle Relative When? When one talks about
Nursing in t hi* ti iVe When, when one talks about the role of nurses
in thi7filt WV. iT ..011,14/.+;iS though this role is something known and fixed.
The flame N awl will lie so unstable. sit ilexibk.. so i'or-ehanging (ToP

070 t 11:11 it iS far more useful to teach future nurses skills and
prOcesses that will nabis them to ell( vtii.ely influence nursing practice
awl will help thew lit flecille role behavior on the spot than to attempt
to teach e-kind of prescriptive 'farm. roh that will undoubtedly he
out of date before it is learned. much less practired.

. wnAT ARE THE DIFFICULTIES
NEW GRADUATES ARE ENCOUNTERING?

1:atiwr than my t t ilvseriln these, I wtttilul like to read to you
tsu V:SA*0{1a'; Al MI SI tint, of tlto 'UMW t han (WO terVieWS I have eon-

lilt gra, lige e 1111I'Ke,, all over the country during the past
eivitt year that 1 hayr lteen working u.n t his problem. 1 biliere they

,aptly describe ut k:iSt I ills If I lie I na jOr dilliettlt kti.

h.. SI't I itt IS a twenty lied poNt-canliac surgical ward of a
hove county hospital. lt tilt' evening shift about 4:30 p.m.-
.tn.I you ay, :don, herait,,e t he one aide who works with you has
,..tone fit 1.351.! -lUll rt Prt itisliratis that the ward is
fairly quiet anal that most of the patients are status quo. All

t hp patients on this ward are tire- or tHist-eardiac surgery,.
warty havintz been jiNt retie transferred nut of the cardiac
1(1 whirl, adjacent to the ward. You an. in the processor
making sve all the patients.. Halfway IOWn tit,' large
open ward i. Mrs. Swiipe. a 52-year-old post-pump patient who
Heel vori;., as out of t h. . unt ,*'r nI I ht. wart!. She seems very
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sad and hMely and you remember that the clay nurse had re-.
marked that .11rS;Swape h. d- not heen. her .uftual rheerful-seff
thatdaY. You..wause in yo flurry of activitt 40046 .Mrs:
Swage ;. and gently' cover, le r hand with your As she_looks at
you: you think ...ou detect tears welling .iip in,her eyes. This is
most unusual. During all of her past surgery, she has been
Very highly .Controlled- never crying or complaining. always
saying -tha0. YOu" to the nor' seven when you had to do
painful procedures like-. suctioning or turning her. You've
been concerned about her and this "super" control.

Reflecting to yourself that roaylk Mrs. Swape is:ready. to
open up and talk, you gently pull the curtains around the bed
and scat yourself on the edge. After a few minutes Mrs. Swape
begins to talk. She is in the middle, of telling you how afraid
she' is, not about the operation and the surgery, but afraid the
nurses on the ward won't like her anymore. It seems that a few
years ago she had had surgery and, had had a post surgical
psychosis that resulted in her really "flipping -out" fora few
days --pulling out IV's, -NG tubes, throwing. things, and
screaming at the nurse and everything. She remembered this
°after she tams' out of it and wa.s so fearful that she might do it
again after this surgery and then the nurses wouldn't like her
anymore' or let her come back to work on the ward as a volun-
teer. Mrs. Swape is in the middle of telling you this. Her face is
pinched and anxious and she looks as though she will -let go"
ny minute now.

. . . . . . .

Sutitienly you hear the good cart clanging through the doors
eel your ward. At this hospital the trays do not come up from
the kitchen :Irepared; there are just pots of food and the staff
has to serve it on plates, construct the special low-salt diet*.
tete. Furthermore, the cart has to be returned to the kitchen
for use on the other floors. Most of your patients are fairly
recent open-heart surgery patients. They need their food,
partieuarly the potassium. If you stay with Mrs. Swape,
there's no one there to serve them the, food; if you don't .serve
them the food anti return the cart, the supervisor will call or
come to the ward. and you know from past experiences that
she takes a dim view of this kind of "inefficiency." If you
leave . even fora minute, your intuition and judgment tell you
that the climate will be broken and Mrs. Swape will clam up
again.
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Lest you think that this ilileMma hetWeen individualized care for
one and minimal care.for.many occurs only in in-patient settings, let
me offer the following-examPle..

You have the same kinels.of problems in- public: health. I'm.
ca little freer because I'm. in the home'and I can du. what t want
when I want. but at the samee, tittle, the county sets priorities..
Communicable diseases are high on the list; TB and VD fal-
low -up also. Awonum with a prenatal problem is very low on
the list. When you get into a home and you find you really get
to know the patient no. person. not a patient. You find out
where they are and what's happening. and if you are sensitive
you really want twat) something about it.. This woman had
three young children already and was pregnant with the
fOurth. I Was trying to get her into .prenatal clink; she really
needed. to come. She was. beginning to fill. with Auld. and
could tell from taking her pulse that her blood pressure was
up. She'd mived .a couple of appointments already because
she enullin't. get any.transportation in. I said I'd see what I
could .elo. You go back and you find out that this patient
doesn't fit into the right classification. They don't-have trans-
portation services for those classified as prenatal, The :poor
weiman just couldn't get transportation. Ruses east a lot and
they live a long way away. We have a driver at the Health
Department who drives TB patients. so I thought I would get
this driver to go out and pick up this prenatal woman. Often-
time s. I would tiVe the driver just sitting on the bench with
nothing to do. I made all arrangements and tilled out all the
forms and went and talked to the community worker who
.drives patients Nick and forth and she said, **Sorry, I can't
do it: I can only transport patients." IA. particular
classification of patients.' The driver was sitting there knit-
ting. not doing a thing. but still she couldn't go out and pick
tap this woman. I explained that she really needs the transpor-
tation and if you aren't busy . sorry; they have to be
in a certain category." I talked to everybody to see if I could
get some help for this woman. The woman didn't wear the
right label KO her need was just pushed aside and ignored.

NOw, what exactly is the nurse to.do in conflict situations such as those
described? One new graduat gave me this answer after I had related
the first incident to her.

I know just how she feels. I've been in that situation a lot
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of 'times myself, anti '1 knoW how she's torn I know- what
my instructor would.tell me tit do, Stay with Mrs.tiwape..0b,
vionsly? Your i-oncern. at this tatotnent is about her and her
total needs, so stay w ith her and do a good job of listening to
her. and seeing you can tit* -tO g t -11!.r to .air- hoW she'S
f41.1ing,:tr14 I I wrhaps kit 104 X .4114 1. 11111t1.

how my instructor Would See it._ant I me too. That's how I was
when .1 gi uluated. anti. reall Y , how I'd like-to be..able to do. it.
num. Hut he fact is, 1. am responsible: for those I9 others, and
they 410 neet I their fotl too. You can't just ignore them.. The
thing that really burns me up is that when you take a problem
like this to your supervisor or even, once i, took it to the
rect or of Nursing. they just shrug. They don't see it; they can't
seem to understand why I'm so upset about it. They see this
just as something that happens only every once in awhile, and
that on those oceasions you just- hare to say, "Skwry, Mrs..
-Swats% I'll try anti get back to you lat-r." Then they pat you
on the head and-send you on your way; and the worst thing is,
they think they've really helped you. They don't seem to
realize that theseare things. that don't. happen just. once in a
while; they n:tppen over anti over again every day. And also
they sound like, you know, when you tell them about it --but
these little things are what's really nursing, anti the constant
frustration over them really eats at me ... What would I do?
I hate tit say it, but I've been worn down. When I graduated.
would have stayed and listened to Mrs. Serape. Now? I'd
probably ahead anti serve the trays that's what's impor-
tant in terms of keeping your job- and getting good perfor-
mance ratings . . . t host' art' really the, only two choices I see.

I've quoted this sonu lengthy response because it so aptly points
up not only the problem. i.e.. that new graduates are experiencing a
di.4crepancy between what they have learned was good and valued in
se -bend and between what now good and valued in the work setting,
but also a very typical reaction to it, i.e., capitulation of school-bred
values. Generally this rntliet, this i)rceived diAnepancy is accom-
panied by a severe shock reaction and rejection. Few neophyte nurses
escape the pain anti moral outrage of this reaction that I call the
"reality shock" phenomenon. Only a few nurses however are able to
manage the conflict constructively and reach a stage of "bi-cultur-
alism." This very real discrepancy. and the emotional turmoil ac.7
comi0anying it. nut only imiN4les new grativat es from effecting the
fundamental improvements in care that were expected, it has also
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been found that it is one of the major reasons why nurses are.unhappy
and why, they., leave nursing practice (Kramer and Baker, 1971).

Let us look more i;losely :th baton, of -this discrepancy between.
school and work values. Learning to. beome a nurse .isaecomplished
through a process ealled_adult. soeializat ion. poring this prots.s.s.new.
values awl behaviors appropriate to :adult positions and. group membetc
ships are.inculeated into,,the aspirant. Of the. many toles or'role-con-
stellations-that the nuslern adult is called upon to perform, few .exceed
in importance the acquisition or requisite skills and attitudes for
occupations. The behavior and attitudinal. changes relative. to occu-
pations are usually internalized. in the course of induction or. training
procedures such as that found in. a school of nursing. These training
procedures result in new images. expectations. skills, and norms as the
persOn defines himself and others view him dtosocv, 1905; Brim,
1988). Thus. there are both internal and external changes: within the
individual, in his .role 'set, and in the interaction between them. Fur-,
thermore. any socialization may be complete, i.e., involve both the
internal and_vvernal changes, or it may be partial. Complete sociali-
zation *lodes both as value and a corresponding behavioral acqui-
sitionAlartial-rocialization-is any omission or combination of omissions

- of either values or behavior. It ran readily be seen that there are at
least fou possibilities of Ntrtial socialization. An individual can sub-
serilie to the values of a particular culture or subculture. or school, or
organization, but not to the behavior; or a person can do the opposite,
i.e., subscribe to the behavior but not the values; or a last alternative
is t6 adopt neither the values nor the behavior. If you think for a mo-
ment. I believe you can all visualize student and stair nurses who fit
rack of these four eategories the fully soeialized, the dilettante who
ran mouth the words of value. the things one "ought" to do. but be-
havior or performance is well below par. Then there's the chameleon, the

any
who bends with the wind, doesn't appear to be committed to

any kind of belief system. but he is behaviorally competent. His eon-
formity is essentially adaptive without the eorresponding value basis.
And then of course. we've all pulled our hair and gritted our teeth in
attempting to work with, to develop the individual who neither adopts
the values er behaviors we are trying to faster and stimulate. This
individual is often so indifferent to the values and may feel he has so
'little stake in the system as not to warrant even behavioral conformity.

Now. keeping in mind that in adult socialization an individual makes
both internal and external changes.--to . be completely socialized he
must adopt both values and behaviors we must add another dimen-
sion. Nursing schools and nurse-employing organizations represent
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two different subcultures of the nursing world. Tlw norms, values, and
behavioral ex jtt 'tutiuns. are Ai ore t filen between school anti work,
than t hey are bet ween t difft.ren t work settings (Benne and -Bennis.
4959; Smith, 1965). it is therefiwe quite possible for a nurse to be com-
pletely sorialized into one subeilitUrt-,', but not into another. To ,the
ektent, that the two subcultures inoliagate and .value .attitudes and
behavior that are different, to that extent will- an individual who
desires to move from,one to anotiur enrounter difficulty.

' Thole is another dimension to this situation whieh.must be explored.
I have been talking: about behaviors as though they are all on the same
level. Such is not the case. Let us explore this notion further. Olmsted
and Paget (1969) contend that .profes.sional socialization is a special
kind of socialization. containing elements of both child and adult
socialization. although identical to neither. To understand this-sig-
nificant point. let's look at some of the similarities and differences
between Ail& and adult scieialization and contrast these with medical
education as Olmsted and Paget. (191i9) do, and with professional
nursing edueation, as empirically known by all of you. and also tot
known through the work of Olesen and Whittaker (1968).

Brim t1968 notes that the purpose and function of childhood sociali-
/Atha). ti; develop the personality. to provide the child with a sense
Of identity. "Who am 1?" Childhood socialization is essentially additiVe
and elaborative'; it deals essentially with "shoals" and "oughts"-
what. people "should" or "ought" to do and think, not with what they
in fact. 410 and think. "Thus, childhood .socialization is directed to the
-learning of values, in contrast to adult socialization, which focuses on
the learning of behaviors*

Not only is the content of childhood socialization different from that
of adult the structure also differs. Adult. serialization typically does
not require the individual to play the learner role. nor does it. typically
occur in settings in which the individual is acted upon by socializers
with a great power differential over him (Brim, 1968i. This can be
con*tra4te4i with hildholl socialization wherein the learner role is
dominant and typically the "sorializee" is acted upon by individuals
with eonsiderable power anti mill-fixity.

Olmsted and Paget contend that. viewed from this perspective.
medical school is an extension of childhood socialization (1969, p. 664).
Analysis of the descriptive at ounts of nursing school socialization pro.
vide,' by Olesen anti Whittaker t1968) and Williams and Williams
t.1959. would lead to the same conclusion fur nursing students. In both
of these situations, typically. the student i. provided with a core of
"should'" attitudes. valuf.s, and norms which have as their content
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what the faculty believe and nurses "should" and "should net"
do and think in a variety of situations. These attitudes, valnes, and
norms are rote general, rather than ri;le-4per-iii0. they pertain to the
abstract role of nurse. ratlaw than to aspecifie role which the student
will one4lay-nCenpY. '.loreOver,- beeziase they :tyt role..general, they lead
to developnient of role-gent;r4) behaviors, rather than .tole-sfiecific.
behaviors. The focus in nursing schools is on the 'principle's. and skills
required in the. general assessment of. level of .wellness of preschool
children (role- general behavior). rather than on the specific and rapid
assessment of two-year-ohl Johnny with raspy, zstritiorous respirations.

Other elements of childhood socialization- that are- evident in pro -
fessional health occupation socialization are .playing the Tole of learner
in a situation in ix-hich there is considerable authority differential. In
short. it would seem that the socialization that takes place in 'medical
and nursing. schools prepares students to he medical and nursing stu-
dent-4, but not physicians andnurses. Although the conditions exist for
maximum socialization to take place. the emphasis is on the "shoulds"
or: values of practice, and on role-general, rather than role-speeilie.
knowledges and skills. Therefore, upon graduation. it is likely that the
student- Brill b incompletely. sisaliZtql. The new gratittater scxialiaceel -

. into a world of "shoulds," is far from being a finished product. Upon
graduation he is charged with the task of translating thew shoals into
concrete, role-specific behaviors.

According to Olmsted and Paget. "a major portion of professional
socialization occurs after the completion of medical school" (1969,
P,-661) in the context of intern and residency programs. It is here that
the neophyte learns role-gperifie behaviors. This brings us to the crucial
question relative to the professional socialization of nurses. Given the'
parallel in emphasis on ,"shoulds" in nursing education, and the focus
on role-gceerat nursing behaviors as contrasted to role specific, we see
that the initial work experience of the neophyte nurse must be a con-
tinuation of her socialization if adult socialization is to occur.

4n-comparison to school, work permits, encourages, nay, demo*
,adult, socialization. The work environment demands that the nurse
produce role behaviors, nut in generalities but in specifics- the care
of a given caseload of patients, with multiple unknowns and uncer-
tainties, to he completed within a specified period of time. The nen-
ithYte Very quickly perceives that the role-specific behaviors demanded
of her are predicated upon a value system somewhat different from the
one promulgated in the school setting. Therefore, she finds herself in a
situation in which she' lacks the necessary rule-specific behaviors; more-
over. the value system upon which her general nursing behaviors are
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built seems to be in Apposition. to the prevailing value system of the
work environment.

Clearly. some -kinf I of rote tranSfortnat -necks:try: In: clis-
cussing the proems of mit...transformation Olmsted and Paget make the
point that if .st-tillents arts placed in.sockilizing contexts which rperpet7
uate pre-adult .sovi4iizat icon. rol transformation will, have .tOoceur
aftersehol i completed,antl in contexts in which, the appropriateness
or the desirability of. the change, because it is left' tinexatnined, and
many times done under great pressure, is open to serious question...
On the other hand, if- alternative socialization, routes. are designed and
planned. if sore of this role .transformation takes place during the school
soi iafization,..tlu.n. it is likt.ly that....in mediating what it pereeived as
conflicting demands. the individual will learn behaviors and will reorder
previously held values so- that he. in fact. lkseotnes a somewhat" litrerent
persn tOhnstetl and Paget, .1%9, t;t19i.

. .

I-ty way of summary, hi us take a look where we are with this line of
reasoning. TO become functional in the adult occupational world, one
Intim 'he soeialiF.ed- into the values and behaviors advocated anti needed-

a particular occupation. nurse socialization pro eess has the
..eharacteristics of pre-as NIL soeializat m in- that it. emphasizes "shoulds"
and. role-general lhavions to a greater extent than 114e-specific. be-
haviors. Furthermore, in most schools of nursing. there is little oppor-
tunity, plan. tYr design for guided role transformation to take place.
"Upon graduation. therefore, the neophyte is confronted with a work
situation in which role-secific behaviors are demanded. but she lacks
them. In the proems of acquiring the work-rewarded behaviors, she
soon perceives that the values in the work system, such as "safe and
efficient organization and implementation of care for five patients."
are not the same as the Vahlt cherished from the school scene. for
examte. careful anti detailed !thinning for continuous and compreheq-
sive care for each patient or family in tone's caseload. Equipped- with a
bushel of "should:4" that are frowned upon, or at least only tolerated
by the work subculture, and possessing only a paper bag of highly
valued rol-specitie behaviors. is it any Wonder than the neophyte
encounters conflict and difficulty? Is it an wonder that she is quick
to al sans Ion the work scene or ails icate eherishes Va111114 of individualized
patient care? If she does this. is it any wonder that the new graduates
of today have been unable to make the fundamental improvements in
patient care that were eNpeeted of them? They will nut be able to func-
tion in the Relative When because they are unable to Postulate How.

I have described the nature of the difficulties; and something of the
process that goes on in role transformation; what are some passible
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solutions? Well, ma; liv.ious isSibility is a return to the old apprentice-
ship system of nursing. education. Focusinf .on .the role-specific be-.
haviors (punctuality:. organization.skilled -performance of procedures)
of the work subculture anti the etaTespontling valuesystem meant that
little role -.t ransformatin..Was require d of the apreiniee nurse when
she changed status from student to gradUate. Stieltsa,purse*as7 indeed
capable of nursing in the Positive Now. However..her visions of and
ability to function in the Relative.When the health care syStem of the
future were sadly lacking. One factor that appears to be constant in
our society anti in the world is change -changing values, mores, tech -
nology. political theories. and the Our f ut tire is a world We cannot
-even predict. if the-goal of man actualize .himself anti to create.;
antl.provide the opportunity for each person to maintain as positive a
state .of health as possil;le, then we.a.s nurses must aspire to creating a
health care system in the future that is better than the one we have now.
Training nurses to practice in the Positive Now will maintain the status
quo, but will not help us to achieve better health care in the future.
People's needs for continuity and comprehensiveness of health care
cannot be handled on an assembly-line basis. or programmed into a
computer. human or otherwise. . .

The value system espoused and promulgated in many schools of
nursing today is hased.on a premise and a view of the health care sys-
tem of the future the Relative When. Such values are not misguided;
the problem lies with the lack. of teaching or attention to role behaviors
that correspond with these values. It is not enough to teach students
to -value the dignity anti rights of all patients entrusted to their care
and to teach them role-general behaviors such as "covering patients
with a blanket 'luring baths" or "screening for treatments." It is not
wise t' to ,ach them specific prwedures. behaviors. and facts, for as
noted n the introdutitm to a very useful little hook entitled Tools
For Change:

What ti ols usiltil in a future that we cannot even pre-
flirt? The tools we fashion cannot be physical; technology is
changing at a rapid rate. Nor can they be concepts or facts.
for these eltang as new imreptiettiS. emerge. The tool then.
hat we offer is tin tress wess t is confront. relate to. modify,

the-facts and the technology.

If new graduates are to function in the Relative When and help in-the
improvement of health care in the future they must he' taught the role -
:al eeitie processes that will enable them to Postulate How futuristic
and general role behaviors can be brought together with the reality of
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the Positive Now. We must teaelt our future nurses the process and
techniques .of. inteipersorial. competence- so- that they can effectively
influence tin, hYsiian co- worker: It is only in this way that futuristic
values.and rOli--general behaviors will Isvome operational in the. health
care systeni.

. WHAT ARE THF$E. ROLE-SPECIFIC PROCESSES
AND OM iAVIORS OF INTERPERSONAL l'OMPETENCE?

First of all, the prsieiSti of interfiersonal competence must be defined,
The nurse is socialized into a set of Values that are different frotn those
operative in the wnrk.situation. Values are comminidS or directive' for
:loam to which individuals are committed. As such we operate on our
values. using them not only to guide our own actions but also to inter-
pret and predict the actions of others. When-individuals are placed in a
social system that is governed by a ilitferent set of values. and when they
_attupt to influent others to perform what they believe to he "good"
nursing earl. they are no longer able' to predict accurately their impact
upon others. or others' impact upon themselves, unless they know and
ean emotionally deal with the diffetnt set of values. They will k.s
interpersonally inetnpetent as long as they cannot predict or interpret
behaviors based on values or norms.

The rolt-specitie- behaviors related to interpersonal competence are
processes or sets of abilities that allow an individual to shape the
responses be gets from others (Foote' and Cottrell, 11955). Weinstein
(Intl9; describes three of these. First of all the individual must be able
to correctly predict the impact that his actions will have. on the. other
persons definition of the situation. This is because others behave in
terms of tl way Mutt define the situation, i4'.. accrding to their -Own
value 1 perceptual system. Second, the individual must possess a
varied and large repertoire of strategies or potential lines of action.
Awl third, the individual must have the necessary personal resources
to he' able to cmlov drPrtiVe tactics in situations where they are
appropriate. In all likelihood. the neophyte nurse unschooled in work
values is not interpersonally eompetent in the work situation. Because
she is operating in a value framework Greta from that of most of her
o-workers. she is not able to correctly predirt the impact her behavior
will have em others' definition of the' situation. She possesses few
strategies in. lines. I if action that are appropriate' to the work situation.
Without these. she will not he interpersonally competent, even if she
doe, have personal resources, NUCh as theoretical knowledge and under-
standing of diseases. lab tests, technical skills, and the like.
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It is important to.note that some people perhaps because they lack
cue sensitivity..or a capacity for empathy -are not interpersonally
competent regirelleSS of :their COgnitite or Value .frattieWork. But "I ant
not talking. about this .relatively siriacll percetitage of the .Poptilation;
I am talking. about,:people-..-nurses who do.,ha:intOperInnal cotn+
petence in 'a value framework with. which .they are familiar. They are
ini.ompetent in a new value.franiework, not only because they do not
know what the values in the new syStem. ere, but also because they
have had no experience relating to others in this value context. .

The teaching of interpersonal competence . is a challenging educa,
tional task: it involves affective as well as .0ognitive objectives. It is
notnoenough. to know in your head what another's values are, but you
must also be able to relate to that person in "his value context Without'
abSorbing or losing your own values. Some possible .edueational strat-
egies for, dealing with differing values as well as learning what the
differences in values are might include the following. First, begin with
simulation of conflict situations. These small times of conflict can serve
to innoculat and h,.lp in the development of resistance to persuasion
to' pre.Vent the wiping out of the neophyte's budding futuristic values.
Towarli the enfl of the educational process however. thestudent must
haVe a chance to reality test her ability to relate to and influenee
.workers within their value context. With interpersonal competence
comes the alei!ity and capability of bringing about change within the
new system a goal long sought and desired of the new gmduates of
today.

1: hops, it has been made dear that when I am talking about the
process of interpersonal competence, I do not mean personality or
interpersonal relationships. I am not talking about the development of
desirable personality characteristics or charm or charisma. By inter-
!lemma' competence is meant empathy .-the ability to define and
predict the situation as the other sees it and then to call upon st rese-
voir of developed strategies arid utilize these to bring about some
desired goal. Perhaps mime actual examples of the activities of inter-
personally competent numes.will clarify the kind of thing.' am talking
about. I realize that there is a risk in doing this because some of you
may judge the nurse' on the basis of whether she did right or wrong
according to your value system, rather than discern the strategy and
the limeys:: behind the behavior which did or did not make it possible
Tor the .nurs to influence others constructively and effectively. The
following illustration was taken from a tape - recorded interview of one
of the nurses in my current research sample.

I decided I just had to mount a campaign against all these
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ridiculous rules, like, in thiS hospital -nurse. cannot do spec-
cific'gravitieS. So they charge the patient. a collar to fiend it
dOwn to the ...kik when-it can be done in:tw se cond&on the
ward,. and save. the patient the expense...... I started. this
questioning ": eaMpaign. tit rah.) l'Can't
he.changedr tNel "Why?'.' and spon.Finallk; I don't .know
if it Was just: to shut me up or what, but she (the head-nurse)
got itchanged.'... . Lionised her to the hilt for. this and. told
one of the relatives how she had done. this, in :front of her so
she could hear . Then Istarteil on something else getting
the isolation procedure chaged I think After the first one.
the others came much easier. 1. just work behind the seenes
and let her take all the credit. . . With my ideas and her
power, were getting somewhere.

The next excerpt was taken from a tape-recorded interview done
during a week-long observation session of one of a group of nurses
selected from a nation-wide sample of Although it's a hit long, it
identifies some of the empathic and predictive processes that go on in
interpersonally competent lines of action.

What did. I do? You mean about getting. the nursing office
to go along with the home visit? (Yes) Well, it was kind of a
long proettk-i. We'd (the staff on the pediatric unit) all decided
that this is what we wanted to do, that those kids coming in for
open hearts. and their folks really weren't getting enough
information and they couldn't hear us when we tried to explain
things to them after they got here. That the best thing was
for us to go out and visit them before they came into the hos-
pital for the surgery. The surgeons and pediatricians thought
this was a great idea and said, "go to it." They even offered
to go see Mrs. (DNS, for us, but l knew that that was
a power play that would leave a had taste in her, mouth. I also
Mt pretty sure that Mrs. NS) wouldn't be the stum-
bling block. She seemed pretty much on the ball every time
I've talked with her. f.4ie doesn't know much about, patient
care, but she knows that she doesn't and doesn't try and pre-
tend. She's reasonable and I really thought that if I could ex-
plain it to her logically and rationally that she'd go along with
letting us make home visits on duty time. We figured from past
experience. you know, that the real. problem W11,14 (the
stsisvrvison. She's very negative, against everything. I know
I'rii probably exaggerating. but that's the way slie seems to me.
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Everything I ask .her: can I do .this? Cah we have medicuts?
Can the diet kitchen serve smaller portions of food tothe kids?
Everything is w.real (,Wbat: happens when you ask-
her?) Oh, she doesra.usually say no right .oft She puts me off
for a couple of .weeks. and every'. time 1 hug -bet- about it she
comes up with a reason why we ean't do. it or .a "we'll SPe"
thing. Weds .die aborning with her.. You.can never quite say.
that she's opposed to things, but that's the way it comes .out.

(So, what did you do about thii home visit idea?) Well,. I
decided that it would.'* a real delaying action to go through

but yet, she's my supervisor and that's the way you're
supp osed to do it, ete. Besides if I went, directly to (DNS) it
wool! sort of put both her and on the spot. So, one day.
I. casualty mentioned to (supervisor) that I had read an article
about this, and what did she think abOut itsort of in the
abstract, not telling her how far we already were in the plan-
ning of it- you know, what I told you earlier, about how we'd
worked out with Dr.'s office nurse to call us about one month
before an open heart was scheduled and so on: (Yes, I- remem-
ber.) What was (supervisor's) reaction? Oh, I knew that in the
abstract, she's more open to ideas. She asked some questions
and said that that sounded like a good idea, but that of course,
it must reqtAire a lot of coordination, and you'd have this
problem to work out and that one and so on. I just listened
and sort of tried to end the conversation by getting her to
repeat again that she the .ight it was a good idea--sort of on a
positive note, you know . . . and then: I particularly tried to
remember some of her exact words--.-the positive ones, the
ones in favor of the idea. (Yes, then what?) Well, here's where
we get sneakybut it worked! Jill (ward secretary on pedi-
atrics) is .a good friend of Mrs., ---- (the secretary in the
nursing office). You know they have lunch together and that
sort of thing. Well, we set it up so that Mrs. would call
Jill when Mrs. (DNS) was going to go to the dining
room for coffee. This took a little' doing, because she didn't go
every day, and lots of time she'd have some visitors or guests
with her. We had to get her alone, or with just one other per-
son with her. Well, after several attempts we finally made it.
The idea was that as soon as we knew she was going to coffee,
a couple of us would dash doWn the back steps and get either in
front or in hack of her in the coffee line. And this is what we
did. In fact we sandwiched er in between Carol and I, and we
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started very casually, you.know..:startedtelling her about the
patients, and about Joey you know the little boy with the
open heart I was yOu and we keep t1 to .steady
conveisation so that she really has no choiee but to sit clown
and.fut.ve eoffve with us, So..wv starttl in and .told hetabOat
thee. idea, and I told. her that had. talked With (th
supervisor). r didn't tell her e.

e.

xactl y what I-said or what Jan
had-said: just that I had talked with her about it. And Mrs

. was very enthusiastic about. the idea. I multi. see she
WaS wally "go." Well .about -that time. we spied (supervisor)
corning into tie dining room, and we' knew we had to take care
Of that problem or we'd get all kinds of blocks thrown up be-
fore.we got to do it. So Carol dashes over and invites (super-
visor) to have coffee with us. I even bought Mrs.
DNS) another c.up of coffee so she wouldn't leave. When

(supervisor) sits down; I open thingA up by saying: "We've
been talking about that idea I talked with you about the other
day you remember. the floor nurses making pre-operative
.visits on the children scheduled for open-heart surgery." Then
I went right_ on_and said. that Mrs. --- _(I)NS) thought, it
was a good idea, and then I looked right at (supervisor) and
quoted some. of the positive things she had said when I talked
to her. Well. she was sort of trapped. To tell you the truth, I
felt a little guilty for trapping her like that, but it worked. She
could hardly disagree when her boss was so enthusiastic about
the idea, and when I made it gohnd like she also hail approved
of the idea when I had talked to her earlier. . . . Carol and I
made sure that before we finiShed.coffee, we not only had per-
mission, but that it was understood we were going to make
the first visit on Friday. I think they were kind of impressed
with all the arrangements and plans we had already worked
out.

TASK ANALYSIS

Another kind of role-specific behavior which is highly instrumental
in increasing the interpersonal comp etence of the nurse in any future
health care system is the ability to analyze virtually any situation and
decide the most appropriate worker and means to do the job, to give
the care. This analytical schema is the second major theme of this
paper. Providing students the opportunity to develop skill in this kind
of analysis before they graduate will help immeasurably in their flint-
tioning both in the Positive Now and in the Relative When.
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Latt as begin ;by loOliitig at ia task, any task or bit .of work which
needs to be done,, but referablya taskwhich involves:matfrials rather
than (People- tire Muelf :Predictable than are: materials.)....
There are at least two different ways in which a task, sucYas assembling

he organizeil.- The; whole tzi4, mightlte)fone by .

worker, such as 1.131,s adVertiSPil for the ;ozsembling of/a '1lerceeles Benz
by a single mechanic: or workers may i:eh do a !girt of the task, as is
utmallv done ort. .

the Detroit assembly lines. la that situation, one
-

worker or group of workers is responsible for assembling the chassis,
someone else puts on the wheels: someone else affixes the aerial and so
on. What are the results of organizing work on a whole-task versus a
segmented or part-task Igisis?

Pas* -Tisk System

first all. in the pat t-task operation. since the task is segmented,
only a few skills are needed. These skills are usually learned on the
job....They can be learned in a relatively short time and it is worth the
While of the organiiation to teach tlw worker how to do them exactly

alue way. they want them done, . i.e., in a particularlistie rather than
universalistic fashion. A by- product, of this factor is increased. loyally
of. the' worker to that particular organization. $inee--ttelioiker repeats
the same task very frequentlyle lats-tlie*opportunity to develop tre-
filom.: skill and speed in the performance of the task, aral-his work
output can easily he judged in terms of the units of the task completed.

nee the total function of the operation has been segmented. into
component tasks, ei) performed by a different segment of workers,
it ism:tolato, that 'SOME: kind of external controls and com.drnation,
usually in the form of rules and supervisory officials,. be Net up to insure
the success and efficiency of the total operation. The supervisory official
who performs this coordinative function must necessarily have more
knowlei unilerstanding, and authority than the worker who isdoing
only a part of the whole. Therefore% there is the need for hierarchical
eiltitrol and an authority Aructure.

Other necessary by-roucts also accrue. Since the worker is only
going to be doing a hmited segment of the task, for which he will be
trained on the job. hiring stan:1M'; for this kind of operation can be
ctuitee low. This work system is very vulnerable to breakdown but 1.,P-
Calitit.' of the to hiring standards and rapid on-the-job training, the
breakdown parts (i.e., people or Machines) can .be readily and fairly
easily replaced: All of these facets would tend to make the system very
efficient cost-wise.
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WholeTask System

A..work.system organized on this .prineiple would require that the
Norker PosSess all-Of the inimediatety and txit ntiatlynecessary .knowlt---
-edge and skills to 1.10., the total .job: Since the scope. of knowledge ant.I.
skills i extemsive and .broaft, generall>.7. considerable time is
needed to acquire them. The employing organization. can not usually
afford to 'Support the worker while he is learning thettf;. therefore,,- he
must acquire .t he knowledge and skill before employment,
an educational institution. Sine*. the knowledge and skill is to he usetl
-in. a variety of situations, it would tend to be universal rather than
particular to a specific organization. Because; of the highly. esoteric and
individualistic comhinatiortand reeombination of the .subtasks which
go to make up a wi;ole task. pirticularly when the product is human,
the, skill component is not necessarily in the rapid and repetitive
performance of any one std but rather in the Skill and judgment
of the of the subtasks. Therefore, judgment of outcomes
is best made in terms of cart eqt procedure rather than units of successful

Since tin' individual worker executes the entire operation. coordi-
mation.of tasks and external controls are not needed. In its place is
internalized coordination and statulartis of performance, norms, or

-codes of ethics. Evaluation and quality control are made on the basis
of correct procedures; such judgment must be matte by others who
have tjual knowledge and skill to judge, i.e.. one's peers. There is
therefore. no need for a hierarchical control or authority structure; a
po'e't' et mtml structure is not only desirable but essential. Other by
products indicate that hiring standards must be fairly high and must
meet prescribed speeification.s. This work system is not particularly
vulnerable to breakdown since the worker controls all facets. He can
make intmediate and current adjustments to eompens,ate for break-
down. When massive breakdown occurs. the worker is not easily re-
placed. Because of the longer training period and the higher job stand-
ards and qualifications, this system is more costly than the part-task
syAleit particularly when the nature of the task is routine. And that
brings its to another variable which must he' examined in respect to
these differing model; of work organization.

The nature and hararteristirs of the task to he performed must also
be analyzed. First of all, if we detit e a task as a set of activities per-
1'41111114i to achieve. a tlestre't i result. anti the mil product of performing
a task as art outcome. or actual result, the goal is to decrease the margin
of error bet WO n the desirell anti actual outcome. Carrying out a set of
task activities, however, always entails overcoming some kind of re-
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sist...,Mce, for example. the 4)1144 of an object _which' is to be moved.
opposition tor a competitor. or the contplexity presented by a problem
to besolved,' The =iinunmt of ret-tistaticeto'beovercomeis not tod eritacat
INCause loth people and: machines can be-traint4, or prograttime,4 tri;

okN 'rei g . resist ince. \S mt is eritivat is the
tinl.preilietability of resistance;:because changeSitt these factois, resist-
training or programming. On t basis of the above, -Scott -distinguishes
tsw pooh t :task:: (ici4t,. 1966). inert, tasks are those in which
the resistance' is relatively- constant across performances, and .because
the resistance is constant, is predictable. Active tasks are those tasks
in which,t.hr. resistance is variable across performances and, because
of this,, less predictable. .

Theelassification of tasks into inert and active-has important impli-
cations for designing efficient work arrangements and for evaluating
and controlling task performances. Because of the predictability and
constaney it degree of retistance, inert tasks are those which are routine
and. standavlized. They can he. known in advance and performance
programs for them can be devised: many can hi' computerized. Little
deeision-making is required; workers can be trained to do them after
Nino iftritsls of training. Active_tasks, on the other hand, because of
their variable and less predictable resistance patterns are not routine
in nature. They require gTeater diseretion and judgment on the part

the worker. and greater individual competence. This requires more
training anti is therefore more co.stly.

fn summary then. it can he seen that inert, routine tasks- are quite
-suitable for the part-task system of organization, and that this system
of organization results in or has the characteristics of that kind of
organizational system generally called hureaticratic." For example,
note the high thgree of correspondence' between the usually accepted
charatoistics of a bureaucracy and those resulting from a part-task
organizat mud system.

t'Imrarteri,tics of a Bureaucracy

Si)erialixation of roles and task

Autotumitnik; rational rules

Overall orientation to rational,
ettleient iniplomentation spe-
eitic- goals

Organization of positions into a
Itierarhic;d authority structure

Part-Task Analysis

Few skills required particularistic
in nature

Specialized skills learned on the job

Loyalty to the organization

Evaluation through work output

H ierarchical iiontrol and authority
structure
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Ciusractcristics f f a Burrow-lacy Port-Task Analysis

The impersonal -orientation of External standards through - rules
contacts Itetween officials and to and regulations
clients Control and coordination by some

official who is removed from the
workers

Development of a layer in the orga-
nization whose major purpose is to
maintain the organization

Correspondingly, active non-routine tasks can be seen to be quite suit-
able for the whole-task organizational system, this system having the
major eharacterihik.s of what is generally labelet I as the professional
system of work. Again note the almost exact correspondence between
common tiseriptions of the characteristics of a profession and the
characteristics which result from the whole-task analysis.

Charactri;:ties of a Profession

competence having
an intellectual component

Extensive autonomy in exercis-
ing this special competence

Strong commitment to a career
based On a special competence

Influence and responsibility in
the use of special competence

Development of training facil-
ities' which are controlled by the
professional group

Professional's decision- Raking is
governet1 by internalized stan-
dards

Ithole-Task Analysis

Worker must poetess total knowl-
edge and skills

Skills learned in separate educa-
t ional institution

Loyalty to an occupation or disci-
pline

Long training period

Evaluation through proem.; rather
than output

Internal standards and coordination

Peer control and authority structure

Before proceeding further, a few clarifications in the above concepts
must be noted. it is possible to process active tasks through the bureau-
cratic or part-task system. And ikfact, this is often done. In such eases
however. participants must behave'.-as if the resistance offered by the
objects being processed were constant. It is quite likely that standard
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approaches to 'active tasks will entail a high proportion of errors or
failures. (The lat ter are tftints1 as instances in, which. the actual result

not-conSonant With .the. lesiredreSUlt.) Perhaps an example
this. As noted earlier, .asSeMbling an automobile -Can )x. 'viewed 'as an
inert task in trh,ieh 't t rat -workers f.* groups of -4:4 nicerS are Arai necL to
perform various segmentcsi tasks..The degree Of resistance to 'each task
is known and standardized, i.e., the amount of inertia .which ..must tie
overcome to lift a fender and place it on a car, the energy required to
tighten .the wheel. lugs, and so .On, is known,and constant over.repeated.
performances. Since. the resistance. is predictable anti known, and since
workers can be efficiently programmed accordingly, the likelihood
very high that the job will be accomplished accurately. (i.e., desired oat
Come will fit actual outcome) and inexpensively.

Now, on the other hand, let's take the example of getting a post-.
operative patient out of bed. Is this an active or inert task? Would a
professional (Whle-task or bureaucratic (part-task) method of work
organization have the least likelihood of error? Well, let us start with
the constancy and predictability of resistance. Even the nurse who has
very little exis.rienee knows that the task of getting a post-op patient
out of bed has a mat degree orvariable resistanee.. Is this a post-op
open-heart surgery patient or an appendectomy? Is the patient a child,
a Middle-aged adult. or an octogenarian? First day post.4),p or several
days later? A hypoglycemic patient on. IV's or a well - nourished patient?
Anil so on. If the work of getting this active task organizedand aceom-
plished is done on a part-task (bureaucratie principle) base, i.e., assign
Nurse. Aide Jones to get all the post-op patients ul) and walking, We
can readily set' that the likelihood of accurate task performince (cor-
respondence between actual and desired results) is in grave doubt,
although this would probably be the least expensive way of accomplish-
ing the task. On the' other hand, if the professional (whole-task) methtsl
were used. the margin of error would undoubtedly be reduced, Nit the
cost would increase. Summarily then. quality of outcomes is high and
cost is low when inert tasks are done by the bureaucratic mode of work
organization, and active tasks done in the professional mode. When
inert tasks are done in the professional mode (i.e.. professional workers
doing routine, repetitious tasks such as tilling in diet slips, making un-
occupied beds. and so On), quality outcome will probably be high, at
least initially. Later on. quality may suffer because of boredom, low
morale,. and worker dissatisfaction. Costs will definitely be higher than
need be if professional workers perform inert .tasks.

Another factor which enters the picture is the evolutionary nature
of the variability of resistance. What is highly variable today may be
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stantlatlye4t and routinized in the future elute to increase in
experience. knoMedgy. and techniques. .Thelrfore. :m tive .task of '
today t.* ile.-asSessing ierit'sreartionS
mar ht an inert ;:4:.,1: t*ilf14 IITI?W. it is quite possilklel hat atiltocracy as
ft trill -V.Oflk nrganizat inn has a,. -CtS e..-,snc the considered and even._
changingassessment of4 he resistance of tasks and the use of apro-
priate systeths of work to achieve 'error.:free results within acceptAhle
costs.

i(i Sul marize. tasks aimed at surmounting constant resistance can
be effectively and efficiently organized by means of bureauct-atie ar-
rangements. since the-amount anti: variability in resistance is known.
Tasks :Mut at Overcoming. variable resistance.. are usually better
organiz,' in a professional nu skilled, non-routine responses
are better vaulated to nieet unpredietahle resistance with a minimum
of errors. The prnhlern in respect to preparing nurses to function in
health can systems of tomorrow is that we must stcialize the nurses
Of tomorrow int() .role-specitic behaviors such as task analysis and
E-1,4t.gating tit appropriate tasks to workers dependent. not upon role
or job classification. but upon whet her a tkarticular worker has the

tiassKs the ilegree of resistance a particular client or patient-
may bring tt a specific task or treatment. Viewvil in this manner, we
can see that tasks such as passing medications. whidt oftentimes have
a predictable amount of resistance. would be better performed by
workers who are less al to perform tasks that have nmh more variable
resistance. At present, it is the rapid and efficient completion of part-
tasks for which the nurse is recognized and organizationally rewarded
In the health care system of the future. nurses will be expected to and
will netts to know how to detertnine who is the best worker to do a
specific task arid to creatively coordinate the iart-tasks of other
workers. The strategy of task analysis enables the nurse to avec:1110A
patient care goals by using forms which closely follow function and not
the familiar reverse of functitm fikllowing form.

This is the legavy, the' suggestion, I leave you with today.. Rather
than speculating. on the specifies of what the health care system of
tomorrow will lw just as soon as this is done, it will be found deficient
and will need redoing nurse educators must meet the real challenge
of preparing. the neikphyte. with the interpersonal strategies, lines of
action. role-specific processes and behaviors that will enable her to
ptit inti effective practice the iilealistie professional "shoals" that
she learns sib well. I kitig this will enable us to graduate nurses who value
individualizit comprehensive patient care. but who do not require a
-hot house.' set of circumstances in which to achieve their goals. Their
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ideas and creativity will not bt' lost because they have not learned how
to make their ideas paha ble and feasible in the work worlds' value
eontext,and situational demands. Tht;y..tic' it not ford into.choosing
allegiance to one way of organizing work over another regardless of the
goal ,tbey -are-trying to achieve, Rather. they wilt be free to analyze
whickform best tits the specific god eltliired, In this way. new graduates
will be able to make the fundamental improvements in patient, care
that have long been expected of them, with the result that we win have
more patients and clients who are truly receiving continuous and
comprehensive nursing care.
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When we asked our semitarmembers fft compOse positkm paperS%for
to write as. if there were _no Owstrairas and to imagine an ideal
system:4Mo, irote instead.oboat.the.canstraints withthe femitandinterest-
that cotor$ wily liter Ikep:44rieSty of commitment combined with 0,114
lrel ,s fru..4Tation.'TheSe pflitt,Cx ..Pilb their !urn/ pority .,teit...ectli en*.
lightening, 04tollt the state of tyrairsju flee ?IVO? ran: system...44 Mink
the :seleOion we hare Made hi 'present in this anthology ri,reatx srfi cal
important facts about tintsing today. .

First, if these papers are gay indication, relatirely few health care pre.
.fessionals tsomeof imp writersare not nurses) seem .to want to or to.belzbk
ter look at health care or nursing from an orerall, romprehensfre eiinvoint,
One can usually tell if ant writer is working in nursing service, aursiq
education, mmtinning education. indepeudent practice. or public health
because the bins tyward the writer's own field is so rery strong, Second,
deipitr their. indiridnal biases, Many.of our. writers &rite at similar con-
clusions and see the mime needs and flaws in the health care system, A fete
P.filfit plea of such recurrent themes are: the prediction that in the future
etnphasis shift from illness to health care; the rise. of the health team
working in the collaboratire mode; the need for closer relationship between
orrice and tdacatio. We were glad to discorer that the list of agreed-upon
items is (Nile long.

These ?Ira .facts together .imply mmethiug rery important: the need for
dialogue between the representatires of thfiarious subgroups in the health
field has nerer been greater. for the similarity of their ideas and aspiration
's Mach more extensire than they thedelres sometimes realize. When they
wrote these papers, our seminar meabers had met only once; since then
they hare met seeral more 1:mes. Mstst of them now are probably working
with. a heightened awareness that they share with other professionals in the
region common frustrations and common hopes. The existence of that MM.
moo ground is what will make the work of this project possible.

Hweper, let there be no mistake: there are areas of disagreeinent and
ere,' (Nring, and, as the passages we hare selected should make dear, the
health field has its share of highly independent, even testy people. We like
that; it is the learening that will make our loares rise.

We hare selected ,fire papers to present in their entirety, partly bmause
of their quality and partly because together they give a good feet far .this
combination of harmony and dissonance. Following these are selected
passages from all of the other papers, grouped under four main heading*:
Health, the Health ('are Delirery System, Nursing Practice, and Nursing
Education. We hare included Materials from erery paper submitted to tts.
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The Future Role of the Nurse: A Proposal
SYLVIA E. HART

Health

\e/An r s or group's observable expression of the capacity and
ability to maximize its potential and maintain a state of dynamic
equilibrium while moving unidiretionally and sequentially through
the life (development) process.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS

Underlying Assumptions (Dunn, 1959; Dubos. 1965; Menninger, 1965)

1. The human organism is an integrated whole, an open system. more
than and different from the sum of its parts.

2. The life-time objective of the human organism is t maintain it-
self as this integrated whole or to .maintain pattern and organization
in the midst of constant change.

3. The human organism maintain; itself as an integrated whole
-through a proem* of reciprocal adaptation between itself and the
environment.

4. Reciprocal adaptation helps the organism to maintain a steady
state or dynamic equilibrium. A certain set of conditions both within
itself and in the environment must he present for the steady state to
maintain itself.

5. Through the process of reciprocal adaptation each individual
maintains the proper relationship between and among these condi-
tions. Adaptation includes both active and passive. conscious and
uneonscious behavior.

6. There is a constantly changing range of adaptive power wit in
an individual. When the individual is functioning within this ni e.
equilibrium (health) is maintained. yhen the individual is ca ed
upon to react beyond this range, signs of disequilibrium ap
(illness).

7. Each individual moves through the life process from conception
to death on a continuum of sequential unidirectional development.

8. The Iniman nrgankm distinguishes itself frornother living systems
IT complexity, creativity, consciousness, and freedom.
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9. Whatever can lie ;144 abOtit individual Inman beings as a system
can .be_ said about groups of huMatfht'ulP4';'

Health ('are De liven' S'Ystem

A vornprt.ht,m4t etrgatrii7N.4tion t'N Welt provittes the .ft)llowing readily
accessible services to all milividUals anti groups that are a Part of it.

1. Health promotion and disea4e prevention family anti community
settings

a. Screening health assemtnent
b. Etlueatitm increase capacity ft)r self-actualization

c. Protection immunization and promotion of sound health
habits

d. Environmental control, and enrichment itroduction and pro-
motion of optimal setting for interaction

health restoration institutional settings

a. Management anti control uf. functioning mechanisms

I,. Collaborative thtlaiwutic intervention hasol un mediCal and
nursing tliagtutses with nt inuous amessment, evaluation, and
modification

r. Promotion of appropriate inflividuals family. and group partic-
ipation in the care proeess.

d. Comfort. and support if and when the termination of the life
pr,wess is imminent

Role of the Nurse

Plan, implement. coordinate, and evaluate health care services in

collaboration with other health workers.

Nurse

A person educated anti ftaine ti to assutnt sme. or all of the functions
inherent in the role..I.evel .of function is determined by educational
Inv' karat ion and professional expel ivnre.

I. Level 1: Nurse Administrator preparatain at doctoral level

2. Level I I: Nurse Clinician preparation at master's level

3. Level 111: Nurse Practitioner preparation :it, baccalaureate level

4. level IV: Nurse Assistant.- 'preparation at associate degree level
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EDUCATIONAL PREPARATI()N FOR NURSING PRACTICE

.Level t--.1)octorate

1. Educational tniministration
2. Health care administration

Level 11-- -Master's with option for doctorate

1.. Nurse clinician generalist -heAlth maintenance major. teaching
and management minor

2. Nurse clinician speciali.st health restoration major with focus
on one' of three settings -acute, inter-
mediate, or long-term; teaching and
management minor

Level III Baccalaureate
Nurse praetitioner upper division nurse generalist major; human

development minor

Level IV-. -Associate
Nursamistant lower division nursinit major; human develop-

ment minor

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NURSING EDUCATION
AND NURSING PRACTICE

1. All health care facilities have a collaborative relationship with a
nearby college or university.
2. All nurse administrators anel nurse clinicians have joint appoint-
ments with a college or university.
3. Students from each type of progra. tnt are taught and supervised
by nurse clinicians and. in selected instances, by nurse practitioners.

NUMBERS AND KINDS OF NURSES
NEEDED FOR IMPLEMENTATION ()F IDEAL

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Total All 14 yds: 300 por 100,0(H) population
Levels By Per Cent:

Nurse administrator 5
Health maintenance clinicians 15
Health restoration clinicians . 15
Nurse practitioners .35
Nurse assistants 30
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STAFFING Of HEALTH. MAINTENANCE AGENCIES

Nurse Central
Administrator Office

satellite Clini Ls Satellite Clinics.

Nurse Clinician Nurse Clinician I Nurse Clinician

} Nurse Practitioners Nurse Practitioners Nurse Practitioners{

[ Nurse Assistants. Nurse Assistants Nurse Assistants

The nurse Ctifiet.hillS m these setttrws are generalists or family and com-
triunity health nurses.

STAFFING OF HEALTH RESTORATION AGENCIES

Nurse
Administrator

Patient Care Units Patient Care Units

irse Chnir.i in ; N ti r st. Clinician I Nurse Clinician
i

, i
Nurse Practitioners Nurse Practitioners Nurse Practitioners

I ,

... .

! N.irse A.,sistants 1 Nurse Assistants I Nurse Assistants

The nurse clinicians in these settings are specialists according to settings
acute, intermediate. lung-term.
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An Option for Future Nurses;
Coordination of Care

Ai. 144\ Coveta.i.1

literaturt. is replete vt it,/ 4' VNIIIV.S.Si4/11 of dissatisfaction with
the present stateOf atfairS. tied oral of the factors Which lead to this
Sense of dissatisfaetion .41 the lack of. professional status. the lack of.
consensus related t ot yi4es of nurses. anti nursing training. plus a pro-
f4,und uncertainty about the ilinction anti the future of nursing in the
health rare delivery system. The piblems creating these issues are
complex and elusive. .1t present. ,most of the proposed options for
changing the sit nation are fragmented and .underdeveloped:

The first six sections of this riper specify selected problems both
within :anal beyond the profession of nursing that form the basis for one
of the mor t 'Table options for the nurse of the future the nurse as
eare coordinator which is desiTibed in the final section.

THE COMPLEXITY- OF THE twaum SYSTEM
AND 'nu: LACK OF DEFINITION OF NURSING

1:ve,ardirss of what one may say about the health care delivery sys-
tem in this eountry. all would agree that the system is complex. Its
eonipleity stems from the rombination of at least three. sets of forces:
the 4ivrrsity of need. the diversity of diagnostic and treatment tech-
nology. and the tinaneial profit gained in our society by meeting these
needs through availahle technology. Because of these forces, the health
rare .h.livry system has grown like "Topsy." In this "Topsy" pattern
of growth. the pirsition of a num. has fierhaps suffered more than most
health aeupiltiuns. The functions of nursing have proliferated into
4 many rols that it has become r hincrossible for nursing to
detine ration;41y or organizationally all of the functions. The question
"What is a nurser is. in fart. inaeeuate. The question should be:
"What ar.ea nurser The,. situation has lead to a serious lack of con-
sensus. Tlas lack of consensus has permitted a degree or diploma to
make anyone a nurse regardless of specific functions.

11.4wever, to the patients and clients it is the white uniform, not a
degree or lieense, that makes the nurse. Vor example, when a hospi-...
talized patient turns on a rail light, his request is usually satisfied by
the response of SOiliPorit, in a whit. uniform. More than likely. the pa-
tient feels that. a nurse has responded, even if his needs have been met
by a uniformed' aide. f.Eis thesperifie place of the nurse
in the overall health system is unclear to the laymen, and perhaps even
to health professionals and nurses themselves.
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To be sure; .the nurse the :s primarily by training. not by a,clear
specification- of functions. The re :stilt :is -a growing- gap: between _the
training of the nurse and the diversity of types of function:4 ta=rforme(1

by the nurse: Until functiotts can _be clarified within the framework of
the overall system. the place of the nurse and indeed the definition of a
nurse will remain ambiguous, dysfunctional. and frustrating.

THE DYSFUNCTIONALITY OFIDEALISM
Ohviouely, idealism is critical in goal :setting and the establishment

of directions for change. However.. nursing, already spread very ..thin
functionally, seeks to attain even more distant -frontiers. The idealism
expres sed in "treating the whole person." "patient education," "indi-
vidualize(' care plans," etc., only serves to complicatethe roles of nurs-
ing in the employment situation. which in the tit' nith has too few persons
available in.the work force who have receiv ed certification for nursing
education. In addition to the extremely broad spread of function: now
.being' served by the nurse, many nurses seek --idealistically. -to he all
things to all patients. This --idtalism tends to produce overworked
nurses and perhaps undereared-for patients.

THE AUTHORITY PATTERN IN THE
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM HAS TO BE FACED

Legally and in practice. the physician has the authority to determine
diagnoses and treatments in the health care system. All other personnel
are in a secondary, non-authority position to the physician. In short,
all health care personnel other than the physician are in a service role
i ng the-nurse. It is likely, because of the authority structure,. that
change :4 in nursing can only take place through tacit or overt sanctions
of physicians, Changes in nursing will inevittally demand an articu-
lation with the profes.sion of medicine. This type of articulation is
difficult to develop except between an individual nurse and an individual
physician. The difficulty of communication with those in authority has
fostered the development of nursing as a :calf - referenced, closed system
rather than an open system which relates to a variety of health care
personnel, the patient, and the needs of society. This non-authority
position has also encouraged a mythical image of what a nurse actually
does which discourages objective analysis.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CLOSED
SYSTEM WHICH NURSING HAS DEVELOPED

The lack of function, the non-authority position, anti the lack of con-
sensual goals has caused nursing to overdevelop skills of denial and
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defense. A result of these .eaction patterns has been afsO-odled-pro-
tessional that only nurses- underitand .nursing. The tendency is.
thereft)re. for nu <s eommUnieatemoStlY among- themSeiVeS: When
negative fkita .0011M;: irt from Ieytattl .the.profcssion,_ there is'a natural
retetion of lenial Often followed bN' an attempt .to diScredit. the source.
This type :of defensiveness creates a climate which loSt.t.rs passive
.aggressiye responses rather than problem-solving responses. Taken.
a.s..a Whole. nursing' 'is it elaSSie. eiatp pie' of a elf)Seit-syStem approach in
which the basic thrust is defense designed to protect the existing system.
This is of coursein Contrast to an open system, which exists. for the
purpose of coping with facts. problems. and situations that emerge both
within aped without the profession. GiVen the pace of technological
change in our society and especially in the health care field, the future
of most closed systems w ithin the health. field is in great doubt.

In order for nursing to become an open system. the profession. must
develop a ,litfrent response :.;et :LA Well as a broad array of sets of skills
thich exist now mustly beyond the profession. Among these sets
of skills are analysis skills. problem-solving skills. management skills.
skills in systems development. educational skills, research skill& political
skills, and risk-taking skills. Obviously, all of these sets of skills cannot.
be developed in at four- or five-year educational program. The profes-
sion must develop ways to reward these sets of skills so that a career
life-time can he spent in developing and practicing these skills. Also,
a division of skills within the profession must become acceptable 80
that there are legitimate places within the profession for the needed
variety of skills. Certainly the criteria for success and status in nursing
needs tsAe far broader than simply the knowledge and skills of nursing.

THE GROWING ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSION'S

At present, the most obvious characttristic of the nation's health
e:m system is the struggle for power and control. Governments, phy-
sician... communities. armed clients are all in the act. The future shape of
t he ::ystem is presently very unclear. The one fact that is dear. is that
changes are taking place and that even greater changes will take place
in the future. The best prediction is that an expanded system will
mrge... structural in a way that costs will he shared and that costs for

a given seriee will he reduced. However. the total cost Of health care
will eltal ly inrlii+ of the growth of services through expand-
ing health technologies.

If this typo of 'outcome does ofur, it is inevitable that many more
r,,ips will develop in the health care system than even the large number
of roles that xist:at present. A clear sign pointing in this_direction is
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the rai.el and effective emergence of the so-called allied health Profes-
sions. Growing- :out of adVanees _Preveritive,,diagnostie..and :treat!:
ment technologies. these professions are aiding.the physician in pro:
vie ling care and: treatment WithoUt. seriously threatening the. .istsition.
of the physician. .Moreover, the political skills of many of these pro-
fessions will probably. insure them of a permanent. place in the system.
The inevitable_ result is that the overextended roles of nursing are

.

and will be threatened and reduced.

COST OF NURSING CARE AND
TIlE ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS

On the basis of cost, it is questionable if. the* future health care
.system will permit the nurse to continue to carry out hotel functions,
even if the nurse is dealing with the mental health of the patient at the
same' time. The rest will simply, be prohibitive. The training of the
nurse to be effective in all of the presently identified roles plus potential
-future roles will make it impossible for the nurse student to afford the
type of education she will need. Moreover, the future system cannot
pay for overtrained personnel performing functions which can be done
by persons with less training.

It would probably be more effective although perhaps not cheaper
if the hotel functions and other similar functions were performed by
less expensive personnel. Mental health. patient education, and other
functions might well he assigned to new allied health professions.

Even at present, the technologies represented by the allied health
professions are too complex for the nurse to become proficient in all of
them. Once again this situation places the nurse-in ti "no-win" position
which presents a growing threat to the profes.sion.

To be sure, the erratic distribution of health care personnel through-
out the south and the. country as a whole will force some nurses to be
all things to sotne patients .

including being the physician. However,
t he level( gement. 4/f tit, rolesof nursing in the future cannot be patterned
on these exceptions. The future place of nursing in the health. care sys-
tem must allow for these conditions. but not be shaped by them. The
future health eare system will he, to a large extent. based on the ex-
pansion of health technologies. And the responsibility for many, if not
most of thew technologie s. will be placed in the hands of the allied
health professions.

A RECOMMENDATION FOR THE FUTURE PLACE
OF NURSING IN THE HEALTH ('ARE SYSTEM

The one major group that is being omitted from the current discus-
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sion of the future of the healthcare system.. is norsing..This is perhaps
a_ psychological reaction of pe.rs Ons in au. thority to the seemingly rimed.
syStein which. nursing' pi-ejets. Most taf the-keY figures in the present
national debate are acting-ns if nursing is not in the system. And on
the whole. nursing is acting .as if the debate does not tXit4t, IsSlieS.vur-
rently. I wing discussed: Ity-nurses such as eontinuingtslueation, types
of training, certification. and regulations remain wit hin, the profession.
This is a Alangeroussituation'which mulct lout to poor.tlevision-making.
The .entire. society could sutler -negative OnseqUenees, To avoid these
consequences. nursing has the opportuni now to respond, to the situa-
tion which external, to the profession. In short. the opportunity is
right for nursing to respond as an open system...

The emerging health care system will include. beeausv of growing
to chnologies. more roles and functions than exist at present. What leas
not been fad tfo far in the developing situation is that a coordination
rots; will be needed. The physician wants the authority but not the
coordination responsibility. The allied health professions want to apply
their, individual skills. But at present. the allied health professions are
not basically etencerned with overall care and treatment. The emerging
health care situation has a vacuum of leadership very close to the top.
This vacuum must be lillest ley a care-and-treatment coordinator,

rt is conceivable that the nurse of the future could fill this role. To
accomplish this. it would he possible for the. several levels of existing
nursing personnel. such as aides. LPNs. associate degree graduates,
eliplotna graduates, etc.. to he consitierellIts allied health profemionals--
under the direction of the nurse, the coonlinator. In point of fact, a
career ladder could he' established so that the nurs of the future would
he at the top of the ladder with only one step rerovining--the physician.
This arrangement of the system would functionally make the nurse
the physician's assistant. tinder this arrangement, the desired status
of the nursing profession would be attained. Also a place for the prod-
tas of the existing educational system would be maintained and
tetilimetl. The cost of the existing system would at least he more rational.
:Nloreovr. the number of nurses required would be greatly reduced.
Also. there would be room to expand nursing Milling programs.

In this proposed care-anti-treatment modtt, the physician would be
the reach, the nurse the quarterback, and the allied health professionals
the players..The model appears to alloA for expanding roles for tech -
nologists- and for a viable, relationship with the physician as well as
effective use of available manpower. In short, the nurse..would have a
tlfinable role within the system which could respond to the patient,
health care agencies. society. and advancing medical technologies,
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Our Greatest Need
(=KoRGEEN n. cuow .

Iletnierson7s .t 1964 t detinit ion of mirshig sufficiently

enemnpassitc 'tit41416N I.. at tilia piint in time. I kr definition. is as

frilltrlcs

uniipte function of the titirse is to assist the individual.

or well, in the iwrformaney of th4 psi. activities contributing

tolteialth or its recovery t Or to a peaceful death that he would

p4fortu unaided if he had the necessary strength, will, or
ktowit41ge. And ter do. this in such a way Its to help him gain

indepyndenee as rapidly a23 pos.sible. lip addition, she helps the

patient. hi carry out the therapeutic plan initiated hy, the phy-

.. She also. :t.5 at member of the medical (health) teats,

helps other members as they. in turn, help her to plan and

eafty smi i he total program whether it be for the improvement.

of health. *it the recovery .from illness. or support in death.

in essence. then. I see nursing as primarily complementing

the patient by supi)lying what he needs in knowledge. will, or

strength, to perform his daily activities and also to cam° out

.th treatment prescribed for him by tlw physician. (p. 4;2)

This iletinition sets forth the unieine function of tlw nurse. Since it

makes explicit activities contributing to health, it allows for the (IX..

ida114 it'd role we talk about today. it identities a rule in recovery which

allows fur all of the caring functions in acute and king-term institutions
as we'll as in the inimunity, alOng mitt: tlw treatment functions. it
refers to death and thus the skills in care' which surround the' end of
lifer. 11<t including health well as illness, it deals with the' totality

of health needs on a continuum from optimum health to critical illimss
and death. It points out the unique functions of the nurse. within this
total SW 0111111.

Within this definition, the activities of nursing are identified as
:e,4isting the inilien Mal. sick sir well, in the performative of those activ-
ities contributing to health or its remvery that he would perform un-
aided if he had the necessary strength, will, or knowledge. This refers,
in part. to the large group of technical skills which are part, of nursing
practice. I.subscribe to the idea that the technical skills of nursing, the

laying, on of intvluiteN117 way may he. Mespzziry for a particular
pa.t.itIlt. is a very important part of practice. 1 believe these skills are
11144101.11:111 pram it ismers anti must Is. developed to a very high level

I 4-Skill 1 y these practitioners.



The 44,1'0144r 'Sta4Sthat th nurse, Will I hese :Let ivit suCh a
way as to help tiftintliv.idttal gain ingit9,entiencv.;fstr4P-.011 4$119".414-
To itecomplish this requires interpersonal skins. knowleilge cif the f.eaek-
ing-learning priicess, and knowledge of total community resources. in
()r,lr p64V1411! thc;.: 1#afillr tilt' ippartun11 4 ,e0 iv;ceb,r('-e4te...ry*,,if*/

.Possiliht. The' definition states hat the nurse helps the patient to
cztrry ogt ai theraptutic plan initiati.d hy the physician. This refers to
the large g-roupOf treatment ordere4 by the physician atacarried
tiut .11 the 0m:sc.:rho physician has a primary role in 4441100s and
treatment with the nurse f inlet it)ning. in this role to a minimal degree
at. the present titre. 1' when she din's. heiWeVer. it flocs not preciwie
the fact that the physician's nuist important role is in diagtutsis. and
treatment of illness and the nurse is responsible for carrying out the
therapeutic plan initiated Icy the physician. I 194ieve the aluive-identi-
tied skills arc. needed to some degree Ify all who praetice nursing and
must he deN eloped to a high level of skill by all practitioners.

As I understand this definition. it implies that a variety of practi-.
tattlers is nec41.041 lei provide nursing care. Haring health eane on a con-
tinuum implies that. client-. Will vary in their needs :mil therefore, their
needs may he met by a variety of practitioners. I would propose that
We need the following tylis elf practitioners tti meet these needs.

't'o provide guidance an,l control over the field of practice, I would
focus first up4n eahreating the twiN led nuntioer of first-level professional
nurses. I see tlw first profes.sional degree in nursing at the Illastl'IS
I do not believe that in today's world it is possible to prepare this per-
son adequately at the baealauivate lev1. think it would he wise' to
give some thought to making the doctorate the degree for first-level
professionals. But perhaps this is for the year 2000. I am convinced that
at least IL professional tnaster.:4 is a net es.sity

The purson Prepared in this Way would have three years of profeS-
sional nursing as an Ilpiwr-; fivision major. The first two years would
lie 14.441,4 haed with content anti experiences front all of the areas of
tan'sitlif a:: We know them today. providing the student with a solid
generalized haageound 4,1) 01)41) to built!. It would provide the pro-
fessional practitit men. with a well-ilevelopd set of skills: .technical.
interpersonal, prelblem-solving. and the like. Most particularly the
progralin would Owl, much more emphatis on technieal skills than many
programs do at the present time.

Then, in tile third year. the student would dtoose an area elf :we.
thie trark' Would be in the romintiiiity and Wotild focus on

an expanded role fort he nurse in :t variety of community settings. The
student -Might. choose nurse midwifery, for example, or ;Hie area of



community .health. The student would focus the entire year on an ex-
tem le( 1 rt4t. -of -int crest t ht.T. a.! sc. ult 1 be pHp%red at graduation to
function confidently and ctimpetently as a beginning practitioner in an
expanded role in the community.

The stlind t rack would lte that of clinical spiTializat ion. The student
would choose an area of clinical practice viiich inight he defined' in
traditional. waYs: examples are maternity nursing., pediatric nursing.,
medical mirsing. surgical nursing. or some combination thereof. Many
of these. areas are being subdivided at the present. time. Many new
areas are. emerging. The student would pursue an area of practice of
her choice in depth for the entire year. Following graduation she would
function in the acute care setting or the long-term care setting. giving .

care to groups of patients, or aS a clinical supervisor.
Ti*' third track would be the track of clinical coordination. This.

Pet`son w,tild prepare herself to function in the acute care or long-term
vary setting in leadet-ship positions beyoml the level of team leader. In
uther words. ,the would have a larger span of authority and might start
in the role of the person we now know as the head nurse or patient. care
coordinator_ Shf would. be the professional who works. effectively in
collaboration with tlie many lzrouls who are part of these settings. who
Provides leadership and guidance to less wt41-prepared nursing per-
sonnl who are so much a part of these settings.

If nursing is to arrive and survive. we must bring nursing practice
under the ettntrt1 of the professional. Therefore. I believe that in alt
settings. leadership MOM he given by the professional practitioner who
is prepart,1 hut ;few itquically. experientially. anti personally to atkillnle
this responsibility. Only in this *ay can nursing be truly accountable
.fur its own practice. I think it will take some time to achieve this
particularly in terms of the numbers of people who need to b4. SO pre-
pared. Hut I think we intkit get on about the business of elaiifying and
describing the professional practice for which we are responsible and
preparing t lw people needed to give the leadership and guidance to
practice. Thu:. I see the preparing of a satlicient number of first-level
professionals as our greatest need at the moment.

I believe that wlflitional work at. the master's level and work at the..
th level would. prepare the people who are needed for administra
tion. education, research, and independent practice. We will come to
the time before too long when we will ht. preparing clinical specialists,
ass needed, at the doctoral level in far greater numbers than we are
today. The continuing expansion of the knowledge base for practice
will demand this.

I believe that the functions and skills of nursing live varying degrees-
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provide care unvir the di,.t.t:,n of registered nurses. This person can
Cari; -fOr leSs. 1,KtOents :isAA-aner. for critically ill
patients.. This person has a itrotip of technical '411te.lias learned

%veil. She (tali. -Platt fOr. :irt.111,it atl1" ill and Can
carrY (tilt thi,; Platt of care etr,vtivery alter the initial itii?(..,:izifient and.
on-going validation of the. plan is provided by et' her. the. to 4

prOfeS,SiOnal Mir:. The THICtie ail Can Care for pople) who have ininintztl

nurcing care needs.
In the 'future. girt' !44.211('S Complex in aPtute-care

settings. 1 %soul,' trt.:1,1110,11:. rtviex'i. the nurse aide from this setting and
_repla her with the LPN. The aide in:4y continue to function in coin-I
finality 'Nt, hut should be phased out 4)1 the acute-car setting in
great

With the publication of the AN; position paper. we established the
fitt that we prepare for (litirtit ktmls of practice. As I see the field
at the present time. our most important task is to describellie role (rf
the pr4)fs,siottal practitioner arid prepare enough of these people with
tile' skills that an needed to bring order to the field, to assure quality
care. and No a:-/Init rt.sioni,ibility for nursing practice. Thisil set. as
lie most imp trtant lash for nursim4 in the remain. ler of this century.
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The Future of Nursing
SHIRLEY J. THOMPSON

II n'y a que le pmvisoire que lure.
(Only that which temporary endures.)

from a French Proverb

The ultimate goal of the curriculum project. as I interpret it, is to
suggest some alternative images of thie future of nursing and nursing
education that will assist us in planning nun sMIg curricula today. The
initial task is that of describing, in general, the kinds of expertise re-
quired of nurses in the future.

This paper is an attempt to make explicit some of my assumptions
/about nursing tomorrow. I will borrow heavily from some of the visions

of past and present leaders in nursing and specify some of the past
changes in society on which these assumptions are based. In so doing,
I acknowledge The belief expressed by Dubos (1968, p. 2;8), "creat*rig
a desirable future demands more than foresight; it require; vision," bu

_recognize t the past provides much of the living material out of
which we must build the.future.

FORCES SHAPING THE. FUTURE OF HEALTH CARE

First, I will summarize some of the major forces influencing future
developments in the health care system. This listing is not exhaustive;
the forces described are_not ranked in order of importance since, they
are obviously interactive in nature; and the categories are not mutually
exclusive.

Changes in the Native and Patterns of Health and Disease

Different types of diseases have replaced each other as central health
problems as our technological society has developed and most probably
will continue to do so. Historically we note Oat the major infectious
diseases of the industrial revolution were replaced by major nutritional
syndromes, which were replaced in turn by diseases of childhood and
early infancy. Between the two world wars there was an extraordinary
increase in the occurrence of peptic ulcer. "if'his in turn, was replaced
by our modern epidemics of chronic, degenerative diseases.

In these changes in the patterns of disease are evident significant
features which will dictate some of the: needs of tomorrow's health
services for the young of today and suggest a different set of needs for
the unborn. Current diseases are insidious, are of complex and non-
specific etiology, and produce multiple manifestations that interfere
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with life functions `(physical, psychological, social) over long periods
of time. Such diseases are suspected of being the result of one or many
environmental insults happening at the right time perhaps very early
in lifeto people with certain vulnerable characteristics or undergoing
certain vulnerable experiences. Preventing the submerged potential
illness in the population is already a major challenge in the health
arena.

changes in, Society's Level of Recognition of Health and Demand for
Width as A HIM= Right

The mumble of the Constitution of the World Health Organization
(Goodman.. 1971, p. 186), written a quarter-century ago, set forth the
assertion that health is a human right and not a privilege dependent on
particular status or resources. Although this concept that health is an
inalienable right and that man has a right to decide on personal and
commnnity health matters that affect him is rapidly becoming in-
corporated into our philosophy, political and professional remodeling
of the health system have not resulted in the realization of this goal.

Martha Rogers (1964. p. 2) and others continue to say that "there
is increasing cognizance that a society which concentrates its health
services on-the sick will never be a healthy society." There appears to
be a renewed interest in the development of a holistic approach to
health and in discovering means of operationalizing the concept in the
delivery of health care services. A trend toward focusing with equal
emphasis on health maintenance, health promotion, and health resto-
ration is emerging in service agencies. Loretta Ford (1968) suggests
that today's dramatic arena of illness care soon will be replaced by an
equally dramatic arena of high-level wellHess care where nursing has
the potential to lift the sights of individuals, families, and communities
in zeroing in on the target of wellness. The adaptive power within the
human organism is central to the broad concept thathealth is a dynamic
state fairly free of discomfort and pain, which permits the person con-
cerned to function as effectively as long as possible in the environment
where chance or choice has placed him. A health system which recog-
nizes the human organism as an open system, which recognizes the
importance of the environment, which recognizes the individual dif-
ferences in capacities of human beings to adapt at different points along
the life continuum, and which recognizes man's ability to control illness
and promote health through the exercise of individual responsibility
will offer innumerable opportunities and provide new dimensions to
nursing in the immediate and distant future.
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yhanges in the Ftonomie,Social, Situational, and IliolOgical- Environments
Of Man

"Knvironmental and social changes will in the future create new
problems or diseaNi., jitA as thicy have in the "past. Man will have to
learn to outwit his genetic endowment by modifying his ways of

. . I )11bo:4. I94;5, -t7hanges in the human environment
have been enumerated frequently and in multiphe ways. .Weinerman
(1Wo..descrilles tin. most crucial .eavionmntal -factors that will.
fluene health in the immediate future as aggregation, aging of the
population. affluence. autinnation, additives. addietion. alienation.
:MO ant i-pat morbio I preiudiceL This classitieat ion t:anl,e.envisioned
to inelude everything from air pollution and war to highly. desirable
technological and social innovations. It is becoming increasingly ap-
arent that all forces impinging upon man have the potential for in-
fluencing w hat .we now call his "health." Our technological and social
innovations have effects which are not recognized for many years, anil
may become apparent only in following geneiations. Rene 'Unitas
(1965) and others have written extensively on aspects of environmental
sci4ice which illustrate hol man's responses to environmental stimuli
may be cianlit lotted either by the history of the speeles unit of the group
or by the individual . own characteristics.

Change and the Pace of Change

The rate of change is accelerating to the extent that the loss of pat-
tern, stability. and continuity to everyday life is testing the adaptive
range of individuals. Bodily and psychological reactions to change
:inns of being keyed up too much. are resulting in demands for new
and different health services.. The theory of t14. adaptive range suggests
that some level of change is as vital to health ass too much change is
demanding. The challenge of the future is to manage change. To
manage change we must learn to anticipate it. Dr. Fuller maintains.
as :t result of his experiments on the impact of experiential deprivation
and o,verload. that some pelphe achieve a certain sense of serenity in
the midst of turmoil bol'aliSe they have found ways to get just the right
amount of change in their lives (TWIT. 1970. p.339). Toffler (1970)
expresses the belief that while individuals can take steps to reduce the
impact of change on their isTsonal lives. the real problem lies outside
the individual. Stwial st)ategies are rit.cessary creat an environment
in which change enlivens and enriches the inolividual. 0(.1.4 moving
him toward :t higher level of wellness.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF NURSING' IN THE FUTURE

In reAPOliSe 'ti a changing society. nursing its the future-may be
chararterized along the following dimensions:

. .

Life-lime Contributions to the individual's and to Society's Total State
of We il-Reing

The ty-mphask'ipf, nursing will lw on the outcomes (Momentary and.
life-long) or relevancy of care enviralividuals and populations. The nurse
will be less concerned with the number of tasks performed and more
concerned vith the efforts of nursing.behaviors on people.. The, nurse will

not only help individualsuals with their pt.tent emergency. health problems,
but will 'engage in activities to .extend their sights for future wellness
and in assessment of their potential coping mechanisms.. The' nurse will
continue to be l'Oncernefi with personal habits and behaviors of people
as they affect health. In addition,. the nut-se will be concerned with
policy-making and design of the health Care delivery system.

A Dramatic Arena of Wellness Care

The emphasis of nursing on wellness care will extend beyond today's
feeds of health prevention. maintenance. and promotion relative to
specific illnesses into a more concerted study of the adaptive ranges of
man in a world of change. Nurses will identify. observe, and measure
characteristic behaviors of the individual which are expressions of
high-level wellness. Nurses will recognize and influence "coping" con-
trols in the internal and external environment of individuals based on
changeable and unchangeable aspects of man's nature. The care, edu-
cation. anti diagnosis and treatment roles of health professionals will
he less differentiated in a system focusing on general wellness than
in the illness-oriented system of today.

Service Organized Along Competency or Output Lines Rather Than
Administrative Lines and Disease Categories

Nurses will be associated with clients and professional teams. not
institutions or agencies as we know them today. Clients Will enter the
system one time only before birth. Professional teams in partnership
with clients will be responsible for emetilwoms service to their clients.
Most of the health services will In' provided outside of institutions.
Hospitals or acute-care settings will require' many highly skilled and
technically oriented care-givers (some may he nurses) and a few
managers of care :many may be nur.ses).
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Role definition Will he florible and will lack the artificial division
between work and professionalism: Nurses may choose. to.develop Altai
and knowledge for application at the. population level or the individual
client level. The computer. age will allow nursing technologies to be
&iv-loped and taught efficiently, updated with east and disearded
when indicated. Many aspects of bedside nursing today will be highly
standardized and routinized. Nurses and other workers will be able to
learn technical' skills as they need them for practice.

Close Coordination of Education. Research, and Practice

Resealchers, edueators. and practitioners will he associated as team
members serving defined groups of Io*. Nurse researchers will be
concerned with generating verified knowledge for ',use with. .people-,--
clinical In the sense of * *person side" rather than. "bedside." The focus
..of research on the interaction of multiple variables °wand with-
in the individual influencing his adaptive capacity and his potential
for' wellnet.s. Practitioners and' researchers concerned with wellness will

. _strive. to_determine beforehand the risks involved in social and tech-
nical. (+imp* in the human environment in order to respond. to the
question: What is required of the individual in order to accomplish
-the anticipated change while staying well? Danger signals that indi-

. viduals and small groups are reaching their adaptive potential Will. be
more clearly delineated and used in determining the serviem needed.

Nurses as Colleague Members of Comprehensive Health ('are Teams

Nurses may. serve on one or many teams in one or _more functional
roles (such as teaching. service. research. manageniat) depending upon
their competencies. The skills of all profemional team members will be
highly visible and service rendered evaluated by its quality as received
by the client anti the results relative to thi antk:rtated outcomes.
Levels of nursing will be defined by the variety and complexity of
nipetencies of the practitioners, which may not fit any of the current

educational levels or groupings of behaviors.

A PROPOSED t'ONIPETENCY SCHEME FOR
DIFFERENTIATING LEVELS OF NURSING PRACTICE

A scheme similar to the one proposed by Cleland (1972) for categoriz-
ing clinical nursing positions may help to define more specific kinds of
expertise needed by nurses in the future: Viewing some of the major
competencies on a continuum, a nurse would be considered functioning
at a high level if most of the competencies she used were within the
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range considered to be high. Afi alternative means of defining high-level
practice would be to specify a list of competeneies in the high range
which when demonstrated in combination represents a high level of
practice.

Some of the major eompetency dimensions may be described in the
following manner.

_ -

MAJOR COMPETENCY DIMENSIONS

BEGINNING LEVEL INTERNIEDIATFr HIGH LEVEL
4

I. Decision-making and knowledge base
1. Declaim-making power:

low high
2. Kffective decisions when.range of cues needed and utilized are:

narrow and
confined more extensive

3. Effective decisions when knowledge base utilized is:
narrow and highly broad and
specialized concentrated non -specific

broad

4. Decisions relevant for:
crisis situations
( momentary
relevancy)

5. Decisions relevant at:
individual client

confined, non-crisis
situations
(short-term relevancy)

small group

6; Decisions made:
dependent on other independent of
professionals others

;

7. Physical, social, and emotional amessment of
crisis needs high-risk needs

periods
time (We-

time relevancy)

policy-making
level

interdependent
individuals for:

wellness or
adaptive potential

S. Physical, social. and emotional assessment of groups fur:
crisis needs high-risk needs

9. Health care priorities set with:
individuals family or small

groups

II. Intervention or change
I. Interpersonal competencies:

low medium
2. Interventions for purpose of:

sustaining life stress relief
S. Intervention when range of alternative nurse actions are:

narrow fairly broad
4. Individuals aided in coping with situations by:

providing controls sharing controls

wellness or
adaptive potential

communities

high

increasing wellness

very broad

teaching for
the individual's
control
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S. Individuals aided in developing coping eontrols:
for self for self in relation

to significant others

11101-1 LEVP.114 .

with societal
groups in relation
to external
environment

e. Continuity of services insured for small groups of individuals:
in fairly stable undergoing minor undergoing
situations changes major change

III. Time
eontern for the comfort and health of people on:
immediate basis define i life

situation basis

2. Servic perceived and provided to clients on:
short-term through a period
t crisis) basis of years

IV. Space focus
I. Accountable for:

a limited' number
of individual
clients

2. Accountable for individuals
in stable life
situations

V. Information exchange
1. Information shared with:

other nurses

sustaining basis
for the life con-
dition of people

over the life-
time of client

small groups laije droups
and..or families a /or

t communities
and /or groups:

in minor change undergoing major
situations change in life

situations

other team
members

. Information to other team members:
provided with provided without
deference deference

3. Working knowledge of health care system encompasses:
very limited area relatively confined

area

other health
teams

exchanged in col-
legial manner

entire health
care system

Cleland (1972) suggests that it would be unwise to try to change
everything in. nursing. Instead of total reorganization, nursing should
organize itself so as to lie as compatible as possible with the powerful
societal and economic forces to which it properly can accommodate.
Continual remodeling and tinkering with the system has not resulted
in goals envisioned in nursing in the past. The challenge is to identify
the critical points and appropriate strategies for changes in nursing
which will place nursing in a meaningful relationship with other pro-
fessionals and with consumers in the health care system. Ruth Freeman
(1972) makes explicit the need recognized by most nurses: "Changes
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in nursing practice must be engineered in the context of practice in all
of the health professions; changes in any one of the professional practice
fields will inevitably have an effeet on all of them."
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Selected Excerpts from Other Position Paws
HEALTH

"Haven't-we as nursei; been involved in meeting the health needs of
society?" My response to this is a decisive "No." Generally,. we have
focused on illnessfor a few people, not all of societyand denied that
society has health needs.

-Suizi..= F. likian

Health care for the non-sick is derived from the concept that life
and its involvement with struggles, failures, sufferings, and successes
produce certainresponses. The responses, individual in nature, call
for coping-adjustment behaviors which do not necessarily fall into the
diagnosed-illness category. This [write!) therefore takes the position
that man in his association with others is subjected to and reacts to
such stimuli in a unique way. Thus, health is a dynamic state and is
represented by continuous adaptation of the individual . . . to factors
surrounding him. Health is a way of functioning and adapting to the
environment, both external and internal; . . . health workers . . . can
help man develop and put to use his capacities to maintain a state of
equilibrium. The emphasis is on developink health workers who are
prepared to prevent human suffering and hold back disruptive physi-
ological and emotional states. This health worker joins the individual(s)
in maintaining health.

MYR= J. SNOWDEN

Preventive medicine is just as important for the primary nuclear
family as it is for . . . the affected individual. . . It has been found that
the affected member in a family disrupts the other members. . . . Em-
phasis should be placed on high-level wellness for those individual family
members who are not affected and to assist these members to maintain
and sustain their state of homeostasis. In turn, they also participate
in helping the affected member to achieve a state of homeostasis so
that he, too, can share his maximum level of wellness.

RosEmmor HENRION

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY

Our population density will increase, as will the demands created by
chronic illnesses and problems of the aged. Although hospitalized popu-
lations will be more acutely ill, the focus of power within the health
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care system will move toward ambulatory settings. Increasingly,- our
health care system will reflect the implications of our newly articulated
belief: health care is the right of each individual.

Because -Of the changing nature of health problems and financial and
organizational pressures. prevention and halth maintenance will be
high-priority items. -Emphasis on prevention will stimulate greater
concern for-control and elimination of non-medical deterrents to health,
such as stress, negative health behavior, pollution, etc: Greater respon-
sibility for health and for the health of his community by the individual
will be developed. Health care increasingly will be family-eentered,
responsive to the entire spectrum of health needs, and conceived and
implemented collaboratively-by many professions. Advancing tech-
nology will make possible record systems involving numerous agencies
and facilities, thereby permitting comprehensive care. Finally, some
legally defined minimum quantity of health care will be equally avail-
able to the entire Population.

ICAv B. PARTRIDGE

Health professionals, consumers, and government officials at all levels
recognize that we are in the midst of a period of change. . . . The essence
of the change is from a health care delivery system that emphasizes
medical care to one which will emphasize health care. Medical care can
be defined as curative care dealing wit acute, episodic illness and is
concentrated in the hospital setting. H h care can be defined as plac-
ing emphasis on prevention, health ntenance, patient education,
health behavior, end ability to enjoy lie (as opposed to disability),
and concentrated in the ambulatory tting. Medial, curative care
is a physician-dominated system, while h 1th care is a system oriented
to the health care team. The advent of tl)e latter system has demanded
a significant role redefinition for nursing which, in turn, has necessitated
curricular change.

-RACHEL Z. BOOTH

. . the degree of success of any proposal -for health care will depend
upon an educated public. Provisions for education will have to become
a vital component of any health care system in the future.

-MARIE PIEKARSKI

The last few years have witnessed a proliferation of new health man
power roles. In most eases these roles are remedies directed at symptoms
and they have not begun to solve the problems of our ailing health care
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delivery system. A proliferation of remedies is often evidence that yet
a cure has not been found.

;--EDITH WRIGHT

In tomorrow's world, we will undoubtedly have some form of national
health insurance. and it seems likely that national health care of an
intensive and community nature will evolve. . . More attention will
he paid to the social factors that contribute to the causation of illness.
Environmental factors of housing, nutrition, education, population,
stress, and noise will all come under closer scrutiny and scientific
assessment.

-MARY RERES

Within the past quarter-century, we have witnessed a dramatic rise
in the number. of hospitals and in the availability of hospital services.
The blurred distinctions between ambulatory services and hospital
services tolerable prior to World War 11 are giving way under economic
prep sures 'to legislative definition (particularly as the federal govern-

!.; ment assumes increasing third- y responsibility). It seems reason-
able to expect the present trend ward polarization to continue, with
the likelihood of even greater defin

t

Lion of services into categories such
as "requiring hospitalization," "hoSi 'talization acceptable," "hospitali-
zation unnecessary" with reimbursement implications. "Standards
of acceptable care," presently being articulated for utilization and
evaluation studies from which poliey will be generated, will result, I
believe, in widespread reliance on "protocol" care; as this proceeds,
concerned educators will continue to recognize the paradox that, while
high-level (dare 1 say " "professional "?) judgment will continue to be
valued, the initiative to exercise that judgment in the face of established
procedure will be risky and therefore not actively encouraged.

-KENNETH ROBERTS

The present health care system is full of dead-end jobs where people
are locked in by an antiquated system of credentials.

-NANCY STRAND

NURSING PRACTICE

Nursing as an essential social service must be organized to meet
society's needs. As the society and its health care needs change, the
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functional social services must undergo structural change in order to
efficiently meet the needs of the social system. To maintain a static
stance at a time of predictable social change is togamble with probable
extinction. This is the position I see nursing experiencing wday.

-MARY REitEs

doo.Clinical nursing practice, we say, means that the -nurse meets the
patients' physical and psychosocial needs. In a broad sense, this task
includes observation and interpretation of the patient's condition and
the practice of preventivs and restorative nursing; it means appreciat-
ing the interrelationships between physical responses and emotional
status; it means respecting individual differences and determining what
these differences are; it means teaching the patient and family at their
level of understanding and at the appropriate time for effective assimi-
httion. In these areas of practice, the nurse can function independently,
using her own judgment and skill.

In the dependent area she performs therapeutic measures prescribed
by the physician and assists him in other medical procedures in which
she must exercise precise interpretive and judgmental abilities in order
to fulfill her legal and professional responsibilities. This means that the
nurse pinpoints patient problems, obtains knowledge from other sources,
stkrveys the physical and human resources available, and decides on the
appropriate course of action. She does this on the basis of her knowledge
of nursing principles, the naming diagnosis, and the physician's plan of
therapy. In addition, she coordinates her work with other health and
social workers in the community.

-VIRGINIA C. PHILLIPS

What is optimal nursing practice? To achieve optimal nursing
practice implies optimal functioning of health care services and optimal
functioning of the practitioners within those services. Nursing practice
cannot he separated from the system in which operates, nor from the
individuals whose activity creates this practice discipline..

-GAYE W. POTEET

It is my opinion that registered nurses should be free of all non-
nursing functions and under the direction of a clinical specialist (who
is also tfisk. of non-nursing functions); together they would have the
responsibility of rendering all direct patient clrewhether it is in the
primary or secondary setting. I would propose that provision be made
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to upgrade practical nurses to registered nurses through challenge
examinations- theoretical and practical. I would further propose that
the individual now recognived as the nurses' aide or nursing assistant
he given the title of utility aide and that her function encompass only
those of a non-nursing nature. A material and resource manager should
have the responsibility of conducting the business and supply functions.

JOY LYNN DOUGLAS

By the 1980's, it has been predicted that 90 per cent of all health care
will be delivered in the community. and that hospitals and medical
centers will be composed of intensive care units to meet the needs of the
critically ill. . . . [Hut' a look at the departmental eonstitution of almost
any nursing faculty usually.shows 50 per cent of those persons in the
employ of the medic :id-magical nursing department; ... medical models
persist in the academic 'structure and hiring lines are perpetrated along
the role model concept of nursing: hospital caregiver to the bedridden
patient. . . . Ix is frightening to realize that our factories are tooled to
produce a product that soon won't be required. . . . The odds for our
future are greater against us than those for us, and yet if we are to
survive professionally we have no choice but to change, and that in a
hurry. . . . The practitioners of tomorrow will be divided into two dis-
tinct camps: those who work in the community with the essentially
well, and those who work with the gravely ill in intensive care settings.
Both groups will be both more technically and behaviorally skilled
than the professional nurse of today. In fact, in all probability we will
no longer refer to the person as "nurse". . . .

NARY RERES

In one hospital the director disapproved of financing nurses for a
practitioner role when there was such a shortage of "bedside" nurse:4.
All attempts to impress him with the quality care resulting from this
program failed. Recently his wife was diagnosed as having a rectal
malignancy. A practitioner selected Mrs. T. for her careload during her
visits for radiation therapy preoperatively. When Mrs. T. was admitted
to the hospital, the practitioner stayed with her during the early de-
pressing hours and remained with the family during the long operation.
After surgery, the practitioner assisted in the nursing care plan, sup-
ported the patient and her fathily. taught patient. family, and staff
and coordinated the total teaching program. On discharge, she saw
Mrs. T. each time she returned to the clinic and was available for con-
sultation at any time. After this traumatic experience the director has
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offeittl no further comments about the expi.nse of the practitioner

Program-
-NANCY STRAND

The medical model will be gone. replaced by the levels of health
workers geareaNto meet the so0a1 health needs of that level of expertise.
A person's level of ability and intelligence or own personal preference
will dictate to which level of performance he will settle. National health
workers will be established probably in a civil service framework.
Kxpectations of levels of functioning and responsibilities will be defined
by the employei-: the federal government.

-MARY RERES

One area of expertise needed is a master nurse who recognizes the
community as the ultimate health care recipient and who is committed
to the ecological approach to health care. Practice within this frame-
work is multidisciplinary. It is comprehensive and encompassing. and
is not limited to a specific age or disease group. It is continuous and
dynamic rather than episodic and static. .. . The master nurse will need
to assume the responsibility to assess and to care for the health needs
of the community. She will want to caret for all the people in the com-
munity,-not only for those who make their needs felt. . . The role of the
master nurse clinician will he determined by what the individuals,
families. and or community define as desired health outcomes. The
master nurse will assist the patient to progress toward the ideal of
optimum adaptation to his ecological system. . . . the master nurse
clinician will be the health professional best suited to assume the major
responsibility for health maintenance activities. . . . the master nurse
clinician can relieve some of the pressures [on the health care system)
by providing primary health care services to people.

--EDITH WRIGHT

At the present time a nurse clinician may be a clinician in one state,
a clinical specialist in another, a practitioner in a third -each with some
similarities and some striking differences. In California she may be a
baccalaureate-prepared nurse; in Boston. a master's graduate of a
two-year program; in Detroit. a master's-prepared health care clinician;
in Nashville. a twelve-month master's-prepared graduate; in North
Carolina. a graduate of a year's non-degree program. Unless nursing
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elects to define her roles, some other profession of geney may elect to
do so, to clarify the confusion that exists today.

-NANCY STRAND

It is envisioned that the nurse of the future will need to be an expert
in the areas of social planning, management, leadership, and decision-
making, research design and implementation. administration, education
and scholarship in addition to possessing methods and techniques for
providing intimate and intricate nursing tare. Such expertise would
result from advanced educational preparation.

--MYRTIS J. SNOWDEN

The nursing profession will need to assume a more dynamic leader-
ship role if changes in the delivery of nursing services is to take place.
NO longer can nurses allow the bureaucracy of institutions to dictate
what nursing care should be. The needs of people ought to be the deter-
mining factor for nursing practice.

-MARIE PIEKARSKI

NURSING EDUCATION

It is easy to dream in isolation and develop concepts and theories
that sound very profound and have the appearance of realism but do
not stand the test of time when given a trial in a life"setting. This is
what has happened in nursing and medical education. Education has
gradually but very effectively isolated itself from service; nursing and
medicine have similarly isolated themselves from each other. No wonder
that the education of both is becoming increasingly irrelevant to the
problems at hand. . . . In general, the nurse of today is educated in a
very protected. artificially contrived idyllic situation, where she is
carefully supervised every step of the way lest she or the patient suffer
the trauma of making an error. She is given much more knowledge than
she is legally permitted to US( in nost states, told she has a unique
function to perform, taught the ideal methods by which to perform it.
and then set loose in a society which sees less and less utility for the
type of professional that is being developed by present-day educational
institutions. She tends to he relatively dependent, ineffective, and
frustrated. She has difficulty in finding suitable employment in present
health care institutions and seems the least understood of the health
professionals.

LIABLE SPELL
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Perhaps the greatest dilemma in the provision of adequate nurse
manpower for the workforce is the one which has up to 'now received
the least attention: the problem of-attrition or drop-out at every level
from educational programs, during the lieensure process, and -in the
workforce at all levels. In An Abstract for Action (1970) Lysaught
dealt with the problem as that of. a stress-satisfaction syndrome.
However, studies by Davis and others seem to indicate' that the roots
of the problem lie in the recruitment and selection processes of eduea-

-tional programs. In any event, the large numbers of inactive nurses
and the fact that less than half those prepare.' by the educational sys-
tem remain in the workforce leaves one feeling that the relationship of
the educational system to manpower need is analogous to. the proverbial
donkey and the carrot with 'the' goal beyond reach no matter what the
effort. The matter of attrition from nursing at all terels needs to be care-
fully studied in terms of its causes and arennes for remedying the situation.
Otherwise, the resources of the educational system for- nursing will
continue to be not its efficiently and effectively used as the large invest-
ment in them warrant.

GWENDOLINE IL MACDONALD

Recipients of nursing graduates have . . . [been unable] to validate
through empirical or other methods of appraisal the differences in
levels of erformanee of associate degree and baccalaureate nurses. This
may explain the conflict between educational preparation and agency
expectation and orientation. Many physicians in a variety of health
settings are unaware of knowledge s and skills which today's nurses
possess. Unfortunately. nurse educators have not fulfilled their role in
eliectvely communicating with collaborative health personnel. . .. We
have persisted in the tendency to group all students together within
identical curriculum sequences rather than recognizing individual needs
and differing backgrounds. . .

ROSE L. FOSTER

. . . some or all of the following are potential obstacles . . . effecting
change in nursing and nursing education . .

1. widespread faculty commitment to tradition and /or the philo-
sophical position of the proi"essional organization;

2. ubiquitousness of traditional values which will be threatened by
any proposal which is dissonant with existing policies and procedures;

3. cultural bias, operating in subtle and pervasive ways to maintain
exclusivity of the profession;
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4. widespread misvonctptions about the learning process, e.g., the
interpretation of "aptitude" as "ability to learn";

5. widespread controls which perpetrate the selection process, e.g.,
standardized tests which are culture-biased and may or may not
correlate with clinical performance;

6. program approval /accreditation procedures which perpetrate lock-
step progression and clock-hour requirements, in the false assumption
that these ;wive the development of competence.

The existence of these obstacles is disheartening but the situation
need not he viewed as hopeless.

--MARY ELIZABETH MILLIKEN

The present system of two-, three-, and four-year courses of prepara-
tion is unsatisfactory. but attempts at improvement by merely deleting
the diploma schools deprives the overall system. A better approach, I
believe, is to incorporate the strengths of all three types of preparation
into a unified system. . . . There is benefit from operating within the
framework of education but strongly oppose any separation of nurs-
ing service from the curriculum by nursing educators. The strengths of
the diploma schools . . . must be identified, strengthened, and incorpo-
rated into the academic framework toward the end of producing doing
thinkers and thinking doers. This marriage will involve concessions
from both camps but recognition of and respect for complementary
strengths should result in beneficial "hybrid vigor."

KENNETH ROBERTS

City planners and systems analysts from all of the social sciences will
he needed in the education of the health careerist to aid in his under-
standing of factors that promote change in the integrity of the indi-
vidual human system, as well as within groups of humans.

-MARY RERES

Present and future plans call for closer collaboration and joint ap-
pointments for nursing faculty and nursing service staffs. Advances in
nursing knowledge and practice can only come when evolving theory
is seen as relevant to reality situations and can be applied to solving
present-day nursing care problems. The service setting provides the
learning environment for students and investment by education can
raise the level of patient care and assure practitioner role models for
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students. On the other hand. num' g services are dependent on sehols
for manpower and can benefit ftsan feeding to teachers the nursing
problems they encounter. Such collaboration preveres the students to
deal creatively with issues relevant to service settings and patient care.

-NANCY STRAND

Nursing education must treat its case of "ens ientialitis" and conduct
programs which prepare people to function skillfully at whatever level
up the career ladder they decide to stop. Also. nursing educators must
seek. consistently. the input from nursing service personnel and practi-
tioners so that etlueation can be maintained at. the optimal relevant

V
--JoY LYNN 1)OUGLAS

In "core" courses, all nurses would begin on the well, ambulatory
' person and preweet I to chronic disease management, and finally to acute
czre. The dialectical approach necessitates change in and better cor-
relation of the basic sciences. clinical. and psychosocial course work to
provide the birth-to-t feat h and wellness-to-illness continuum. clinica I

,experienees with the well. ambulatory person would occur in industry.
tihools, day care renters. business, and health maintenance organiza-
ti ms. A good understanding and learning in this part of the curriculum
Ivor Id then facilitate the student's learning of deviations from the
normal. Epidemiology. anatomy and physiology, pathology, psychol-
ogy.

,..

s'ociology, and, later, diagnosis and treatment would ix. taught in a
problematic. correlative approach. The student woubi be taught initial
physical diagnostic skills throughout the curriculum. Eliciting a mean-
ingful history and patient interviewing would also be emphasized from
the very beginning.

RACHEL Z. BOOTH

Finally, and . . . most important. the nurse should he a collaborator,
The word has become part of the nursing vocabulary within the last few
years and as such has come to have diverse. meanings, from "What are
you doing for dinner tonight" to "You take over Mrs. for me.'"
Dr. Silver of PNP !pediatric nurse practitionerj fame has gone so far
as to suggest nurses change' t heir names to Health Care Practitioners
to overcome the feminine and suServiant role still evident in nursing
today. Unfortunately. we the nursing eslucators are responsible for
perpetrating the lack of collaboration. The' student nurse is asked to
make very few decisions which would prepare for the role of colla-
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borator. -Yet upon graduation, it is expected the nurse will become a
colleague cf the other members of the health team.

What does collaboration imply? What can be done to prepare the
young student for this role? Collaboration is to jointly authorize action,
or to work toward a mutually determined goal. This does not say we
must be junior doctors or take over others' functions, but does say we

-must have substantial data in our own area of nursing and the belief
that we have somethihg to contribute.

i.SOBEL THORP

I. All nurses regardless of basic preparation --licensed practical
nurses. diplinna nursing school gra buttes. associate degree, baccalau-
reate. or Ph. 1 ). need to continue learning throughout their life-times.

2. All nurses should have long-range education goals as well as short-
range goals.

3. There is a distinction between continuing education and in-service
education. The responsibility for the provision of each rests with ellU-
cutional institutions and health service agencies respectively.

--GEARLEAN N. SLACK

It is essrhtial for undergraduate faculty to imbue the students with
the spirit f)f inquiry and excitement of discovery. Graduate school
faculty must bring students to the point where they will want to experi-
ment with the known and want to probe continually for new knowledge
in nursing (Hassenpling. 1970). In the United States nurses with re-
search preparation through the doctorate number about 700 and all of
them are not found in university nursing education programs. in the
next decade, all faculty should he prepared at the doctoral level.

NANCY STRAND

. . . three questions . . . may be critical to the future of nursing: Can
nursing afford to give lip-service to broadened futuristic concepts while
perpetuating the traditional policies and procedures?

Can nursing education continue to prepare students for the "relative
when" if these students graduate into a work setting characterized as
the "positive now"?

Hassenpling, L. "This; I Believe About University Nursing Education." Nursing
Outlook, 1970, 1s:38-10.
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Can present nursing eilucation pr grains survive a east-effectiveness
study, in this day of legislative concern for "accountability"?

The answer to each of ths. questions in the opinion of this writer is
an emphatic "NO!"

MARY ELIZABETH .MILLIKEN

It seems clear that the resources available to nursing education in the
South are not being used as effectively and efficiently as they need to
be. While there is a real need for addit;onal nurse manpower in the
SOutli.14/atix for the derelopment of any new educational programs to
eke' part. for (wry into the field or for graduate preparation should be
asses-sedrery carefully in terms of the alternatires available. Attention
should. be dirt;cted to prodding adequate support to strengthen programs
already in existence and toward increasing coordinating, and collaboration
among programs to improre utilization of personnel and resources.

Incoping with maldistribution of nurse manpower, it is essential
that consideration be given to alternatives to the establishment of

undersup!Iorted programs in unilerserved areas with inadequate
elinica! facilities when it is impossible to attract qualified faculty. How
can existing programs be strengthened, their productivity improved,
anti their impact on personnel supply for underserved areas be devel-
oped? With increasing competition for the dollars available for edu- .

cation in the health field, the matter of optimum use of all resources
available is of paramount importance.

-GWENDOLINE R. MAC1DONALD
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